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 This dissertation provides an extensive analysis of how Mandarin, as a tenseless 

language, conveys futurity.  

It reveals that futurity in Mandarin is expressed primarily by future adverbials and 

future forms conveying irrealis modality. Modal auxiliaries and future-oriented verbs are 

two major types of future forms. It argues that although all the root modals and relevant 

modal main verbs can refer to the future, some epistemic modals cannot, even though the 

epistemic modals all allow future interpretation of their complements.   

The dissertation also investigates the interaction of the future modals and the 

aspectual viewpoint morphemes in Chinese. The perfective viewpoint morphemes –le and 

–guo and the imperfective viewpoint morphemes zai and –zhe appear with the future 

forms only in special contexts. It proposes that the compatibility of –le and –guo with a 

future form relies on the satisfaction of one of the two conditions: (1) –le and –guo do not 

share the reference time with the future form, and (2) –le and –guo are not immediately 

contained in the complement of the future form. Unlike –le and –guo, the appearance of 

zai and –zhe with a future form pertains to the compatibility of their aspectual meaning 

with the pragmatic uses of the future morpheme. 
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Glossary 
 

AUX—auxiliary verb 

BA—ba construction marker 

CL—classifier 

DE—particle de 

ET—evaluation time 

IMPERF—imperfective viewpoint morpheme 

LE—sentence final le 

NOM—nominalization marker 

PERF—perfective viewpoint morpheme 

POSS—possessive marker 

PRES—present tense 

PROG—progressive viewpoint morpheme 

QM—question marker 

RS—resultative state 

RT—the reference time 

RVC—resultative verb complement 

SFP—sentence final particle 

SitT—the situation time 

SpT—the speech time 

TT—the topic time 

UT—the utterance time 

 

 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

 
1.1 Futurity 

Time as a mental construct is perceived as a sequence of states or events along the 

linear time line. To locate a situation in time, an orientation point is needed. Since the 

speaker is the canonical center of language communication, the time when the speaker 

produces an utterance serves as the canonical orientation point. A situation preceding the 

speech time is perceived to be in the past and that following the speech time is in the 

future.  

The future, unlike the present, which is accessible through perception, or the past, 

which is accessible through memory or knowledge, can only be expected and anticipated. 

The uncertainty of what is yet to come endows the future with a strong modal color and 

makes it no longer purely temporal. The world’s languages convey futurity in a variety of 

ways, which include but are not limited to tense, aspect, modals, temporal adverbials, or 

some combination of these factors. 

Tense is a major grammatical category that maps time onto the grammar of a 

language. A typological study of tense by Dahl & Vellapullai (in press) reveals that of 222 

languages, 169 have tense distinctions, and 110 mark the future inflectionally. Inflectional 

futures tend to appear in North America, Australia, and New Guinea, on the South Asian 

continent, and in some European languages. In that study, unbound morphemes are not 

considered future tenses. According to Bybee & Dahl (1989), future marking is fairly 

evenly split between periphrastic and inflectional expressions across-languages. It is thus 

expected that of the 222 samples, there are far more than 110 languages with a future 

tense, whether inflectional or periphrastic. 

Aspect, unlike tense, is non-deictic and it focuses on the internal temporal 

properties of a situation rather than on the temporal sequence. However, in some 

languages, aspect can also express futurity. For example, in English, the progressive 

aspect can present an eventuality with future orientation, e.g., I’m coming.  

Modals are another important linguistic device representing futurity, because of the 
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close connection between futurity and modality—the future necessarily involves an 

element of predication or some kind of modality; historically, expressions with modal 

meanings tend to develop into future tenses (Bybee & Dahl 1989). The dual 

temporality-modality feature of the future often raises the question of whether a modal 

encoding futurity is best taken as tense or modal. One example is the disputable syntactic 

status of the English modal auxiliary will (Smith 1978, Comrie 1989, Enç1996, Stassen 

1997, and others). Such a question arises in Mandarin as well. 

 

1.2 Scope of the study 

Mandarin Chinese has the grammatical category of aspect and modals but no tense 

(Li & Thompson 1981, Smith 1991, Hu et al. 2001, Lin 2003b, and others). It is thus 

interesting to ask what strategies Mandarin exploits to express futurity. The specific 

issues to be addressed in this dissertation include: 

(i) Identification of the major future expressions in Mandarin. 

(ii) Syntactic characteristics of the future expressions and their modal meanings 

and temporal interpretations. 

(iii) Interaction of future morphemes and aspect morphemes. 

(iv) How future-in-past is conveyed in Mandarin. 

 

I will show that in addition to the temporal adverbials, future-oriented modals and 

expressions with irrealis modality are the main conduits for expressing futurity in 

Mandarin. Such linguistic strategies are not particular to Chinese. Other tenseless 

languages that employ expressions with modal meanings to refer to the future include the 

Eskimo languages Inuktitut (Swift 2004) and Kalaallisut (Bittner 2005), and Guaraní 

(Tonhauser 2006), which is a language spoken in Paraguay (see Section 2.2.3 for more).  

I focus on two major types of modal expressions: modal auxiliaries and modal 

main verbs with future orientation. I show that all Chinese modal auxiliaries take the 

default present perspective and allow future time interpretation of their complements. 

Epistemic modals display a pattern very similar to English modals with regard to the 
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temporal interpretation: the time of the eventuality expressed by the modal complement 

may coincide with the modal time if the eventuality is stative; it is in the future of the 

modal time if the eventuality is eventive (Zagona 1990 cited in Stowell 2004). However, 

unlike Condoravdi (2001), who claims that all modals uniformly expand forward the 

evaluation time of the eventuality to the future, I argue that the Chinese epistemic modals 

keneng ‘may’, yinggai ‘must’, and hui ‘may’ in negations and interrogatives do not 

express future reference. The future-shifting effect connected with them is, in fact, an 

unmarked temporal interpretation of their complements. Root modals (deontic modals 

and dynamic modals), on the contrary, can all shift the local time of the eventuality 

within their scope to the future. This is in accordance with the generalization that root 

modals convey futurity (Stowell 2004, Werner 2006). These modal auxiliaries with future 

reference are not future tense markers because they are optional and they do not always 

encode absolute future. The future forms hui and yao, which can express plain future and 

so are considered future tense markers (Tsang 1981, Li 1990), are, in effect, modals. I 

refer to them as modals of prediction, which is a term Enç (1996) coined.  

The future-oriented main verbs are modals in nature, primarily conveying deontic 

and dynamic modality. They express futurity only indirectly; the situation expressed by 

their clausal complements is interpreted to be unrealized and posterior to the event 

denoted by these verbs.  

Mandarin uses the same set of future forms to express future in past. These future 

forms obtain the past future interpretation when in the past time environments which are 

linguistically marked with temporal adverbials or perfectives, or are understood from the 

context. The past future interpretation in Mandarin is a matter of pragmatic inference. 

None of the four aspect viewpoint morphemes in Mandarin carries futurity. In fact, 

they are incompatible with the future-oriented epistemic and root modals, with a few 

exceptions in special contexts. The perfective viewpoint morphemes –le and –guo do not 

appear within the complement of a future form in general unless they are in the first 

clause of a bi-clausal complement of the future form, as shown in (1). The progressive 

viewpoint morpheme zai can appear with the epistemic modal hui ‘may, will’ but is 
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peculiar or ill-formed when appearing with root modals, as seen in (2). The imperfective 

viewpoint morpheme –zhe can occur within the scope of epistemic and root modals when 

suffixed to a stative verb predicate or in the V1-zhe-V2 construction, as in (3). 

 

(1) a. Yinggai ta kan  –le/-guo ni  zai kan. 

should he read  PERF  you then read. 

He should read first, then you may read. 

   b. *Yinggai ta kan  –le/-guo.  

should  he read  PERF  

He should read. 

 

(2) Mingtian  zheshihou, ta hui/??yao/*keyi   zai  kaoshi  ma? 

tomorrow this time  he will/must/may   PROG take test QM 

Will he be taking a test at this time tomorrow? 

 

(3) a. Yi   yao     zai zher deng –zhe    ta ma? 

     you be going to at here wait IMPERT he QM 

     Are you going to be waiting for him here?  

b. Lisi xiang qi –zhe    jixingche shangxue. 

  Lisi want ride IMPERF bicycle  go to school 

  Lisi wants to go to school by bicycle. 

 

The distribution of the Chinese aspect viewpoint morphemes within the scope of 

future-oriented modals is unexpected given current characterizations of aspect and 

modals. Aspect, unlike tense, concerns the internal temporal properties of a situation 

(Comrie 1976, Smith 1991) and encodes the relationship between Topic Time (a.k.a. 

Reference Time) and Evaluation Time (a.k.a. Situation Time) (Klein 1994). Aspect is also 

analyzed as an operator or a modifier mapping an eventuality description to a new 
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eventuality description1 (de Swart 1998, Michaelis 2004, Tonhauser 2006). On all of 

these views, aspect viewpoint morphemes operate on a situation/eventuality description 

and produce a situation/eventuality description with new internal temporal features. 

Modals, on the other hand, convey the speaker’s attitude toward a situation/eventuality 

(Palmer 1986). Aspect viewpoint morphemes thus do not conflict with the semantics of 

modals. (4) shows that English progressive and perfect aspect can both occur with a 

modal with future orientation. In (5a), the perfect aspect marker –sima in Kalaallisut 

appears with the prospective modal –ssa ‘expect, desire’. In (5b), the progressive marker 

hina appears with the future modal –ta in Guaraní2. 

 

(4) a. The other book I ought to be reading today is by Alain Robbe-Grillet.   

   b. He must/might have left.      

                                  

(5) a, Atur-sima-ssa-va-a            (Fortescue 1980: 267, cited in Bittner 2005: 349)  

     use-sima-ssa IND.TV-3s.3s 

     He must have used it. 

   b. Ãga-ité-ma                   (Gregores and Suárez 1967:115,  

how-very-MA                  cited in Tonhauser 2006: 272) 

o-ğuahé- ta hĩna  la –ho- va’e-kuē   

    3s-arrive-TA HINA LA 3s-go-REL-KUE 

    Very soon now the one who went will be arriving. 

 

The incompatibility of Chinese aspect viewpoint morphemes and the future-oriented 

modals suggests that there is something special about the viewpoint morphemes and/or 

                                                        
1 Eventuality description denotes a set of eventualities which is the generalization of types of situations (de 
Swart 1998).  
2 (5a) and (5b) are from Bittner (2005) and Tonhauser (2006) respectively. In the absence of sufficient 
language data of Kalaallisut and Guaraní, it is unclear whether the progressive aspect in Kalaallisut and 
the completative marker in Guaraní can also appear with future modals. The following are the glosses used 
in the two sentences: IND—Indicative marker, TV—transitive verb, 3s—third person singular form, 
MA—perfect aspect suffix –ma, LA—definiteness/defer/noun phrase marker –la, REL—relational prefix, 
-KUE—terminative nominal aspect –kue. 
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the modals in Chinese.  

In this dissertation, I agree with Lin (2006) that perfective viewpoint morphemes in 

Chinese encode semantic past tense (cf. Chao 1968, Lü 1980, Li & Thompson 1981, 

Smith 1991, Klein et al. 2000). I propose that the appearance of perfective viewpoint 

morphemes with future modals depends on the satisfaction of one of the two conditions: 

(1) The perfective morphemes do not share the reference time with the future modals, or 

(2) the perfective morphemes are not immediately contained in the complement of the 

future modals. I also propose that the (in)compatibility of the root modals and the 

imperfective viewpoint morphemes zai and –zhe is attributed to the aspectual features of 

the two aspect morphemes and pragmatic reasons. The temporal interpretation of the two 

imperfective morphemes does not play a part in this regard.  

 

1.3 Organization of the dissertation 

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the 

theoretical assumptions, on which the study relies. Chapter 3 reviews previous work on 

Chinese modal auxiliaries. Chapter 4 characterizes the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic 

properties of Mandarin modal verbs and their temporal reference. The expression of 

future-in-past is discussed afterwards in the chapter. Chapter 5 investigates the 

distribution of aspect viewpoint morphemes in future contexts and their interaction with 

the future modals. Chapter 6 presents my conclusions.  



Chapter 2 Theoretical Background 
 

In this Chapter, I will introduce background assumptions that the research relies on. 

Section 2.1 discusses assumptions of the important notions closely related to the study, 

including tense, aspect, modality, and futurity. Section 2.2 presents relevant structures in 

Mandarin Chinese. I will argue in particular that the morphemes hui ‘may, will’ and yao 

‘must, will’, which are considered future tense markers (Tsang 1981, Li 1990), are, in 

fact, modals, and that Mandarin is tenseless. Following Enç’s (1996) analysis of English 

will, I consider hui and yao with plain future reference predictive modals. The phrase 

structure of Mandarin, which this study assumes, will be introduced at the end.  

 

2.1 Major notions 

2.1.1Tense 

I assume that tense is a morpheme which directly expresses temporal information. 

The tense morpheme is either an inflectional or a periphrastic expression associated with 

the verb. It is obligatory in a tensed language (Smith 2005). That is, the bound or free 

tense morpheme should be present in every sentence of that language in spite of 

pragmatic factors. 

The notions that are most commonly grammaticalized as tense are anteriority, 

deictic center, and location at, before, or after the deictic center (Comrie 1985). The most 

basic deictic center is the speech situation, i.e., ‘here’ and ‘now’. Given the deictic center, 

tense is traditionally labeled as past, present, and future according to where it locates a 

situation relative to the deictic center. The tense that involves the present moment as the 

deictic center is called absolute tense; the tense that takes some time point given in 

context other than the present moment as the reference time for locating situations is 

relative tense. 

Following Hinrichs (1986), Smith (1991/7, 2005), Kamp & Reyle (1993), and 

Klein (1994), I assume that tense gives information about three times and two ordering 

relations. The times are Speech Time, the moment of speech, Situation Time, the time 
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when a situation occurs or holds,
 
and Reference Time3, the temporal viewpoint from 

which a situation is presented. The two relations include the temporal relation between 

Speech Time and Reference Time, and the relation between Reference Time and 

Situation Time (cf. Zagona 1995, Stowell 1996). Present tense denotes that all three times 

are simultaneous; past tense denotes that Reference Time precedes Speech Time and 

simultaneous with Situation Time. Future denotes that Reference Time follows Speech 

Time and simultaneous with Situation Time. 

Even though future seems just like past except that it is in the opposition direction 

on the linear time line, future tense is different from present tense and past tense for 

morphological and semantic reasons. Morphologically, future tense marking tends to be 

less bound than present tense and past tense. Semantically, future has to do with 

situations that are unknown and uncertain. It can only be anticipated and talked about in 

the form of prediction and speculation, and thus has an inevitable element of modality. It 

overlaps with the category of modality and irrealis.  

 

2.1.2 Aspect  

Aspect is a grammaticalization of expressions that concern the internal temporal 

property of a situation denoted by a verb phrase rather than the temporal sequence of 

situations. It can be conveyed by morphological or periphrastic expressions associated 

with verb or by verb phrases (e.g. build a house, push a cart). 

In the study, I take the two-component approach of aspect proposed by Smith 

(1991) (cf. Hinrichs 1986, de Swart 1998), and assume that aspectual systems consist of 

situation type and aspectual viewpoint. The two components interact in sentences of a 

language to convey aspectual information.  

Situation type classifies an expression as expressing a situation (a state or an event) 

                                                        
3 Klein (1994) uses the term Topic Time instead of Reference Time but the two terms are not very different. 
For detailed discussion of Reference Time (Topic Time), Speech Time (Utterance Time) and Situation 
Time (Event Time), please see Reichenbach (1947), Smith (1991), and Klein (1994). 
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with certain internal temporal properties. There are five types of situations, State4, 

Activity, Accomplishment, Achievement, and Semelfactive, which are distinguished 

from each other in terms of three temporal features: Static-Dynamic, Telic-Atelic, and 

Durative-Punctual. States are static and durative; activities are dynamic, durative, atelic 

events; accomplishments are dynamic, durative, telic events; achievements are dynamic, 

telic, instantaneous events; Semelfactives are dynamic, atelic, and instantaneous events. 

Telic events and atelic events differ in that the former have natural endpoints, and thus is 

interpreted as bounded, whereas the latter have arbitrary endpoints, and thus unbounded. 

Situation type is indicated by a composite of verb, its arguments, and adverbials. 

Aspectual viewpoint (a.k.a. grammatical aspect in de Swart 1998, Michaelis 2004, 

Tonhauser 2006, and others) gives receiver a full or partial view of a situation. There are 

three major viewpoint types: Perfective, Imperfective, and Neutral. Perfective viewpoints 

make events visible as bounded, including endpoints. Imperfective viewpoints focus on 

part of a situation, including no information about initial or final points, and therefore the 

situation is seen as unbounded. Neutral viewpoints are aspectually vague, allowing a 

perfective or imperfective interpretation depending on contexts; they appear in 

zero-marked clauses that contain no overt viewpoint morphemes. Viewpoints are usually 

signaled by grammatical morphemes associated with the verb. The two components of 

aspect ‘express situations as discrete and bounded, ongoing and unbounded, or 

indeterminate’ (Smith 2005). 

While tense codes the temporal relationship between Reference Time and Speech 

Time, aspect concerns the temporal relation between Reference Time and Situation Time. 

For perfectives, Situation Time is included in Reference Time; for imperfectives, the two 

times overlap (Klein 1994). 

 

2.1.3 Futurity, modality, and irrealis 

Futurity is a temporal concept concerned with situations located after the moment 

                                                        
4 Throughout the dissertation, the term ‘state’ either refers to the situation type expressed by a verb 
constellation or the resultative state attained as a result of the change of state associated with the 
completion of a telic event.   
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of speech or some other reference time. It has various linguistic realizations, including 

tense, aspect, modals, temporal adverbials, or some combination of them. 

Futurity is not purely temporal and it always includes an element of uncertainty or 

modality. The modal component in futurity is inherent and inevitable because unlike past 

and present, which can be experienced, future is uncertain and unknown. It can only be 

perceived and talked about by speakers at the present time in the shape of anticipation, 

speculation, predication, obligation, intention, desire, and the like. Accordingly, futurity 

is closely linked to a variety of irrealis or nonfactive modality. When we try to model 

truth conditions for the future, we must do so by allowing for more than one outcome. 

Since temporality and modality are co-present with future at all times, future forms are 

always partly temporal and partly modal. The cross-linguistic observation that future 

tense forms are usually evolved from modals provides additional evidence for the close 

connection between the category of futurity, modal, and irrealis. 

Modality is a semantic category having to do with meanings like imperative, 

intentive, desirative, hypothetical, potential, obligatory, etc. It is traditionally defined as 

the speaker’s attitude toward the propositional content of his utterance (Lyons 1977). 

Palmer (1986) accepts the idea, thinking modality is concerned with the speaker’s 

expression of cognitive, emotive, or volitional attitude and opinion towards a 

state-of-affair, and the report of such expressions by other people. It is essentially 

subjective, and therefore could be defined as ‘the grammaticalization of speaker’s 

(subjective) attitudes and opinions’ (ibid: 16). Palmer’s definition of modality is rather 

inclusive, covering notions such as possibility and necessity, speaker’s attitude, 

propositional attitude, illocutionary force, and so on.  

Modality in languages is marked in various ways—by modal auxiliaries (e.g. can, 

must, should) and modal verbs (e.g. hope, believe, assume), by adverbs (e.g. perhaps, 

probably), by mood that is traditionally restricted to verbal inflections (e.g. indicative and 

subjunctive mood), and by particles and clitics that are not necessarily marked in the 

verbal complexes. Some modal forms can convey one or more than one modal meaning 

depending on contexts, for example, may and must in English can express both epistemic 
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and deontic modality; others may have interpretations other than modality, for instance, 

English will and the Chinese auxiliary hui ‘can, will’ can express futurity in addition to 

modality. 

In this research, I take it that modality is a broad semantic category concerned with 

the speaker’s or agent’s expression of volitional or emotive attitude and opinion towards 

a state-of-affair. Possibility and necessity are its two central notions. The types of 

modalities relevant to this study are epistemic modality, deontic modality, dynamic 

modality, and irrealis modality. Epistemic modality concerns what is possible or 

necessary given what is known and available evidence. Deontic modality concerns what 

is possible, necessary, permissible, or obligatory, given a body of law or a set of moral 

principles. Dynamic modality concerns the subject’s or agent’s volition, willingness, hope, 

and ability. Irrealis modality has to do with eventuality that is nonfactual or did not occur. 

The contexts that are marked by irrealis include conditionals, counter-factuals, 

imperatives, futures, questions, negatives, obligations, potentials, warnings, and so forth 

(Palmer 1986). While a future marker inevitably involves irrealis modality, an irrealis 

marker is not necessarily a future morpheme if it appears in at least some non-future 

contexts. 

 

2.2 Resources of Mandarin 

2.2.1 Temporal data 

Mandarin Chinese lacks obligatory overt temporal marking. It is possible for a 

sentence with specific temporal meaning to contain zero temporal expressions. In out of 

blue context, such a zero-marked sentence often receives a default temporal interpretation 

depending on the telicity of the situation expressed by the sentence. As (6) and (7) 

illustrate, atelic situations are interpreted to be in the present while telic situations in the 

past5.  

                                                        
5 It needs to be pointed out, however, that a zero marked sentence denoting Activity often sounds peculiar 
or incomplete without a location adverbial, such as zai tushuguan ‘in library’, and does not seem to be 
anchored to any time. This is also true of some sentences expressing Accomplishment and Achievement 
without RVC that explicitly expresses that the result is attained. For instance, 
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(6) a. Ta shi ge xuesheng.                     (State: present) 

    he be CL student 

    He is a student. 

   b. Lisi zai tushuguan xuexi.                (Activity: present) 

     Lisi in library study 

     Lisi is studying in the library. 

   c. You  ren   qiao   men.               (Semelfactive: present) 

     exist person knock at door 

     Someone is knocking at the door. 

 

(7) a. Lisi da-po      yi ge huaping.           (Achievement: past) 

     Lisi break-RVC one CL vase 

     Lisi broke a vase. 

   b. Mali cong loushang zou -xialai.           (Accomplishment: past) 

     Mali from upstairs walk RVC 

     Mali walked downstairs. 

 

The default interpretation of a zero-marked sentence can be overridden by overt temporal 

expressions, such as temporal adverbials, aspect viewpoint morphemes, and modals 

conveying unrealized and projected situations, as (8) and (9) exemplify.  

 

(8) a. Ta yiqian shi ge xuesheng.                   (State) 

     he before be CL student 

     He was a student before. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
(a) ??Lisi kanshu.                   (Activity) 

 Lisi study 
(b) ??Lisi likai.                     (Achievement) 
     Lisi leave 
(c) ??Lisi xie yi ben shu.              (Accomplishment) 
     Lisi write one CL book  
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b. Lisi zai tushuguan xuexi -guo.               (Activity) 

     Lisi in library    study PERF  

     Lisi studied in the library. 

 

(9) a. Lisi yao  da-po    yi ge huaping.           (Achievement) 

     Lisi will break-RVC one CL vase 

     Lisi will break a vase. 

b. Mali zhengzai   cong loushang zou -xialai.    (Accomplishment) 

     Mali in process of from upstairs walk down 

     Mali is walking downstairs. 

 

In (8a), the temporal phrase yiqian ‘before’ shifts the stative situation back to the past; 

(8b) with the perfective morpheme –guo obtains a past time interpretation. In (9a) the 

telic event is located in the future because of the future oriented auxiliary yao ‘will’; the 

event in (9b) is located in the present by the progressive adverb zhengzai ‘in process of’.  

While a zero-marked sentence, when out of context, receives either a past or a 

present interpretation, it has to be marked with a future form to make reference to the 

future. (10) shows that either a future adverbial or a future auxiliary is necessary to 

license a future time reading. 

 

(10) a.? Ta likai. 

      he leave 

      He left. 

b. Ta mingtian likai. 

      he tomorrow leave 

      He will leave tomorrow. 

    c. Ta hui  likai. 

      he may leave 

      He may leave. 
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2.2.2 Tense 

There are opposing answers to the question as to whether Mandarin has the 

syntactic category of tense. The dispute concentrates on whether the Chinese future 

morphemes hui ‘may, will’ and yao ‘must, will’ function as future tense markers and, if 

they do not, whether Mandarin has covert tense. I argue that hui and yao are not tenses 

but modals. Following Hu et al. (2001), I take it that Mandarin has no covert tense or the 

finite vs. non-finite distinction. 

 

2.2.2.1 hui and yao are future tenses? 

Tsang (1981) argues that Mandarin falls into the future vs. non-future tense system. 

The modal auxiliaries hui and yao can serve as future tense markers. Tsang provides three 

major pieces of evidence in support of the argument. First, according to him, the 

epistemic hui is limited to negations and questions, see (11); hui in positive statements 

does not encode epistemic modality but rather exclusively expresses future reference, see 

(12). Tsang thinks the contrast in the interpretation of hui shown in (11) and (12) 

indicates that the future meaning of hui in positive statements is not an implication of its 

epistemic modal meaning. 

 

(11) a. Ta hui  bu hui  shi ge jingcha?              (question)           

         he may not may be CL policeman 

         May he be a policeman? 

       b. Ta bu   hui shi yi  ge  jingcha.              (negation) 

         he not may be one CL policeman 

         He may not be a policeman. 
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(12) a. Ta  hui shi yi ge jingcha.                    (positive statement)    

   he may be one CL policeman 

  a) # He may be a policeman. 

  b) He will be a policeman. 

b. Ta (*xianzai) hui lai.                         (positive statement) 

  he (now)  will come. 

  He will come (*now). 

    

The second piece of evidence is that hui in positive statements and yao can express 

relative future, as shown in (13). Tsang claims that hui and yao in such sentences express 

only posteriority. He reasons that since relative ordering is fundamental to tense relations, 

the use of hui and yao in marking the posterior relation satisfies the prerequisite for them 

to function as future time markers. 

 

(13) Zhangsan qiannian       yijing zhidao ta qunian  yao/hui dao Sulian qu. 

Zhangsan year before last already know he last year must/may to  USSR go 

Zhangsan knew the year before last that he would go to the U.S.S.R last year. 

 

The strongest evidence in support of the future tense proposal is that hui in positive 

statements and yao may have plain future meanings that are independent of their modal 

meanings, as (14) and (15) illustrate.  

 

(14) a. Dou anpai hao le, deng yihuir tamen hui ba dongxi song dao ni jiali qu. 

      all arrange well LE, wait a while they will BA things send to you house go 

      It’s all arranged, they are going to send the stuff to your house in a little while 

b. Yueliang hai shi  hui chulai   de                    

moon  still SHI will come out DE 

The moon will still come out.  
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(15) a. Huoche yao     kai  le. 

      train be going to leave LE. 

      The train is going to leave. 

    b. Kan yangzi    mingtian  yao    xiayu. 

      see appearance tomorrow be going to rain 

      Looks like it is going to rain tomorrow. 

 

The fact that Chinese future time marking with modal auxiliaries is optional contradicts 

the principle that tense marking is obligatory in a tensed language. To resolve the 

discrepancy, Tsang rejects the requirement of obligatory tense marking as invalid. He 

argues that future tense marking is often not observed even in tensed languages such as 

French, Spanish, and English, which allow future tense to be unmarked or marked by 

present tense. In addition, Ultan’s (1978) typological study of future shows that future 

tense marking is not as obligatory as past tense marking. Tseng thus concludes that 

obligatory marking of tense, as a rule, cannot be equally applied to all tenses, and that 

future tense is available in Mandarin. 

 

2.2.2.2 hui and yao are NOT tense markers  

By the definition of tense assumed in this study, hui and yao cannot be tenses 

because their appearance is not required by the grammar. Even if we adopt the loose 

criterion that tense marking does not need to be obligatory, hui and yao are not future 

tenses either. If they are, we would expect them to express future at all time. However, 

this is not true. hui and yao in positive statements allow non-future epistemic uses with 

stative predicates. 
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(16) a. Youyu benren yingyu shuiping youxian, yiwen   zhong huoxue  hui  zunzai  

     because I English proficiency limited   translation middle probably may exist  

     henduo buzuzhichu.                              (future/ present) 

many  error 

a) Because of my limited English proficiency, my translation will probably have 

many errors. 

b) Because of my limited English proficiency, my translation may have many 

errors. 

b. Tamende huor  yao bi women de zhong.              (future/ present) 

     their   work must than ours heavy 

     a) Their work will be heavier than ours. 

     b) Their work must be heavier than ours. 

 

In both (16a) and (16b), the complement of hui and yao expresses a stative situation and 

receives a present time interpretation in addition to the future one. On reading a) of (16a), 

the said translation has not completed or even started, and it may have a lot of errors once 

it is done; on reading b), the translation has already been finished and it is likely that it 

contains many errors due to the translator’s limited language proficiency. In (16b) with 

the epistemic yao, the speaker may talk about a future work dividing or a work being 

handled at the utterance time.  

hui can express other types of modality with non-future reference. 

 

(17) a. Mali youshi hui qu gongyuan sansan bu.                    (present)   

      Mali sometimes will go park have a walk 

      Mary will sometimes go to the park and have a walk. 

    b. Zuotian wo hui   dadianhua gei ni shiyinwei wo you jishi.     (past) 

      yesterday I AUX call       to you because I have emergency 

      I (unexpectedly) called you yesterday because I had an emergency. 
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    c. Yaobushi       ta qu  –le  Beijing, ta  yiding hui  lai.     (past) 

      if it were not for he go PERF Beijing  he surely will come 

      If he had not gone to Beijing, he would surely have been here. 

 

(17a) expresses Mali’s disposition of having a walk in a park; the eventive complement of 

hui is interpreted to be in the present. hui here is equivalent to English will in the same 

context which, according to Enç (1996), denotes dispositional necessity. In (17b) the 

complement of hui expresses an event that actually occurred in the past. hui presents the 

past calling event as unexpected to the speaker and the addressee. (17b) is infelicitous in 

the context that the speaker has been in frequent contact with the call receiver or the 

speaker is expected to call the person when in emergency. The exact modality denoted by 

hui in (17b) is not yet clear to me; let me tentatively call it factual modality. hui in (17c) 

is a counterfactual modal, presenting a past eventuality. The diversity of the temporal 

reference of hui and yao clearly shows that hui and yao cannot be future tenses on all 

uses.  

Now the question is whether hui and yao in (14) and (15), which have ‘colorless’ 

future meaning according to Tsang (1981), are future tenses. Although Tsang’s claim is 

too strong, given that futurity necessarily involves modality, it reveals the fact that hui 

and yao can express such a prominent future reference, especially in positive statements, 

that they seem to simply provide a future time. However, hui and yao with seemingly 

plain future reference are not future tense morphemes either. A major piece of evidence is 

that true future tenses express absolute future while hui and yao can express relative 

future, as illustrated by (18). In (18), hui and yao are in the clausal complement of the 

verb shuo ‘say’. They express relative future, locating the event expressed by the 

complement clause in a future time with respect to the event expressed by the matrix 

clause. 
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(18) Lisi shang ge yue shuo ta zuotian hui/yao lai,  (keshi ta mei lai). 

    Lisi last month say he yesterday will   come (but  he not come) 

    Last month Lisi said he would come yesterday (but he didn’t). 

 

I would like to borrow a term from Enç (1996) and refer to hui and yao with plain 

future uses as “modals of prediction” or “predictive modals” which extend the time of the 

modal complement to the future. The predictive hui and yao differ from their epistemic 

use in two major aspects. First, the predictive hui and yao obligatorily refer to the future 

regardless of the eventuality class of the verb predicate, whereas the epistemic hui and 

yao can refer to the present with stative predicates. For instance, 

 

 (19) a. Kan yangzi,    hui shi ge qingtian.         (predicative: future) 

       look appearance will be CL sunny 

       It looks like it will be sunny (today). 

    b. Ta hui bu hui   shi ge jingcha.               (epistemic: present) 

      he may not may be CL policeman 

      May he be a policeman? 

    c. Lisi mingtian hui likai Shanghai.             (predictive/epistemic: future) 

      Lisi tomorrow will leave Shanghai                     

      Lisi will leave Shanghai tomorrow. 

 

In (19), both (a) and (b) express a stative situation. hui in (19a) can have a predictive 

reading, presenting a future situation6; hui in (19b) has an epistemic reading with present 

orientation only.  

Second, the predictive hui and yao do not obviously show the modal element of 

estimation while the epistemic hui and yao do. hui and yao on their predictive use seem 

to assert that a future event will occur in the actual world as time evolves. This use is 

primary and is not always distinguishable from the epistemic use when the situation 

                                                        
6 hui here can also express the epistemic (or evidential) modality. 
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presented by the complement of hui and yao is in the future, as (19c) shows. Nonetheless, 

conversational background may favor one reading over the other in such a case. hui and 

yao have a predictive reading if, with the presence of contextual information, the 

statement with hui/yao is understood to express a plannable event or is based on what the 

speaker believes to be true or to be the natural course of events. hui and yao have an 

epistemic reading if they present the speaker’s conjecture of the possible occurrence of a 

situation based on what s/he knows. The context-dependency of the modal use of hui and 

yao with future reference explains why (14) and (15) seem to have the plain future 

reading. Take (14a) and (15a) repeated below for example. 

 

(20) a. Dou anpai hao le, deng yihuir tamen hui ba dongxi song dao ni jiali qu. 

      All arrange well LE, wait a while they will BA things send to you house go 

      It’s all arranged, they are going to send the stuff to your house in a little while 

b. Huoche yao kai  le. 

      train will leave LE. 

      The train is going to leave. 

 

In (20a), the first clause ‘it’s all arranged’ establishes a context that enhances the 

predictive reading, since it indicates that the event has been planned and will occur as 

arranged. (20b) without any context also seems to lack the epistemic reading because it is 

within our knowledge that trains are operated according to schedules, which is barely 

related to one’s subjective estimation.  

We have seen that hui and yao are not future tense markers but modals expressing a 

variety of modality with diversified temporal reference. They can express futurity both as 

an epistemic modal and a predicative modal. The predictive use is often primary but it is 

not always readily distinguished from the epistemic use without further contextual 

information. Pragmatic factors play a part where future hui and yao seem to express only 

one type of modality. One thing worth mentioning before leaving this section is that the 

differences between the predictive hui and yao and the epistemic hui and yao described 
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above resemble the differences between the metaphysical modality and the epistemic 

modality discussed in Condoravdi (2001). Whether the predictive hui and yao express the 

metaphysical modality is beyond the scope of the study. I will pursue this issue in the 

future.  

 

2.2.2.3 Mandarin does NOT have covert tense 

If Mandarin does not have overt tenses, does it have a covert tense node in the 

syntactic structure? Huang (1982/1998) gives a positive answer and posits that the 

absence and presence of the covert tense distinguish finite clauses from nonfinite clauses. 

This view is shared by C.-C. Tang (1990) and T.-C. Tang (2000). Various syntactic 

evidence (e.g., long-distance passivization and the interpretation of wh word) is provided 

to demonstrate that the embedded clauses of the so called control verbs or persuade-type 

verbs (e.g., quan ‘persuade’, zhunbei ‘prepare’) are syntactically different from those of 

tell-type verbs (e.g., shuo ‘say’, gaosu ‘tell’).  

However, the evidence, as Hu et al. (2001) convincingly argue, fails to show that 

the persuade-type verbs systematically differ from the tell-type verbs. Furthermore, even 

if the evidence verifies that persuade-type verbs are different from tell-type verbs, it has 

not shown that such distinction is identical with the finite-nonfinite distinction. The only 

piece of supporting evidence, if attested, is provided by Huang (1982/1998) that the 

embedded clauses of persuade-type verbs cannot have overt subjects but those of 

tell-type verbs can, as shown in (21). 

 

(21) a. Wo zhunbei [(wo*) mingtian lai]. 

   I  prepare  (I)  tomorrow come 

  *I prepare I to come tomorrow. 

   b. Wo shuo [wo mingtian lai] 

      I  say  I tomorrow come 

      I said I would come tomorrow. 
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Huang (1982/1998) argues that the presence of a lexical subject is not allowed in (21a) 

because zhunbei ‘prepare’ takes a nonfinite clause that does not contain a case assigning 

INFL (=AUX) node. Since Chinese neither has an exceptional case marking verb like 

English believe nor has a case-marking preposition like for, the subject of a nonfinite 

clause cannot be lexicalized in the absence of a case assigner.  

Hu et al. (2001) argue to the contrary that lexical subjects are actually possible with 

embedded clauses of persuade-type verbs, as (22a) and (22b) exemplify. They argue that 

the unacceptability of (22a) is, in fact, ascribed to lexical-semantic reasons rather than 

syntactic ones. 

 

(22) a. Wo zhunbei [mingtian xiawu tian hei yihou wo yi ge ren lai] 

I  prepare tomorrow afternoon sky dark after I one CL man come 

I plan to come alone tomorrow afternoon after it gets dark. 

b. Wo quan Zhangsan [ruguo mei you ren mai zhe ben shu, ta ye bu yao mai] 

      I persude Zhangsan if no have people buy this CL book he also not will buy 

      I persuaded Zhangsan not to buy this book if no one bought it. 

 

Hu et al. conclude that there is no adequate evidence supporting the finite-nonfinite 

distinction and covert tense in Mandarin. Lin (2003b) also posits that covert tense 

projection does not exist in Mandarin because the information conveyed by aspect, 

individual verbal semantics and pragmatic principles are already sufficient to explain 

temporal locations of situations. Smith & Erbaugh (2005) agree with Hu et al. (2001) and 

Lin (2003b), thinking that there is no evidence for syntactic tense in Mandarin or for the 

distinction between finite and non-finite clauses.  

In this study, I take the position that Mandarin does not have the grammatical 

category of tense and it does not distinguish finite vs. nonfinite clauses.  
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2.2.3 Aspect 

In Mandarin Chinese, aspectual information is conveyed by both situation types 

and aspectual viewpoints. Mandarin has all five situation types: States, Activities, 

Accomplishments, Achievements, and Semelfactives. States, Activities, and 

Semelfactives are atelic and unbounded; accomplishments and achievements are telic and 

bounded. In Mandarin, Accomplishments and Achievements can be expressed by verb 

constellations with or without the Resultative Verb Complement (RVC) which explicitly 

signals the attainment of the resulting state. (23) illustrates. 

 

(23) 

 Accomplishment Achievement 

Without RVC xie yi feng xin ‘write a letter’ faxian ‘discover’ 

 

With RVC kan-wan ‘read-finish’ i.e., 

‘finish reading’ 

da-sui ‘hit-broken’ 

i.e.,‘break’. 

 

An Accomplishment without RVC does not necessarily convey that the endpoint is 

reached. To assert that the event is completed, a RVC expressing completion, e.g., wan 

‘finish’, is needed. As a result, an Accomplishment without RVC behaves more like an 

Activity, focusing on the process of an action that can be terminated at an arbitrary point.  

Mandarin has perfective, imperfective, and neutral viewpoints. The perfective 

viewpoint is signaled by the aspectual viewpoint morphemes –le and –guo; the 

imperfective viewpoint by –zhe and zai7; the neutral viewpoint by zero-marked sentences. 

In the study, I assume the standard characterizations of the aspectual viewpoint 

morphemes by Chao (1968), Li & Thompson (1981), and Smith (1991).  

                                                        
7 The terms ‘aspectual (viewpoint) morphemes’ and ‘aspect markers/morphemes’ are used interchangeably 
in the study. 
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The perfective morpheme –le8 presents a bounded dynamic event. When it occurs 

alone, it marks the completion or termination of the event usually occurring in the past. 

-le suggests completion in most contexts, yet this completive interpretation can be 

cancelled, in which case, -le signals termination instead of completion. For instance, the 

most natural interpretation of (24a) is the event is completed, and yet this interpretation is 

cancelled in (24b). To express an even is unequivocally completed, a RVC shall be added 

to the VP. The completion of the event cannot be cancelled in this case, as (25) shows. 

 

(24) a. Tamen gai   –le dong fangzi. 

      they build PERF CL house 

      They built a house. 

    b. Tamen gai  –le  dong fangzi, buguo mei gai  -hao. 

      they build PERF CL  house,  but  not build RVC 

      #They built a house but didn’t finish it9. 

 

(25) Tamen gai  -hao  –le dong fangzi, (# buguo mei gai   -hao). 

    they build RVC PERF CL house,  (but     not build RVC) 

    They finished building a house (# but didn’t finish it). 

 

-le can also indicate the inception or inchoativity of a situation when VP expresses a 

stative event. In (26), the event is interpreted as occurring in the past and may still be 

going on in the present.  

 

(26) Wo bing  -le.                      (Smith 1991: 347) 

    I  sick PERF 

    I got sick. 

 
                                                        
8 The perfective morpheme –le discussed in the paper follows the verb. There is also a sentential le glossed 
as LE occurring at the sentence final position. The differences and similarities between the two les or the 
existence of two distinct les is still controversial in the literature.  
9 The Chinese sentence is felicitous but its English translation is not. 
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The aspect suffix –guo marks a closed situation and often conveys that the final 

state of the situation no longer obtains. Like –le, the endpoint of the closed situation 

presented by –guo is arbitrary for Activities and Accomplishments but simultaneous for 

instantaneous events. -guo usually presents an indefinite situation that does not have a 

specific temporal location, so that it is understood that there is a class of such situations 

and at least one of them occurs. The indefinite thus gives rise to the experiential reading 

of –guo when the subject participants in the situation as an experiencer (Smith 1991). 

(27a) is a typical indefinite sentence which asks whether the subject/experiencer has the 

experience of eating Chinese food. (27b) does not have the experiential reading since the 

subject jiqi ‘machine’ does not serve as a plausible experiencer. Because of the strong 

experiential reading of –guo, -guo is often termed ‘experience marker’ in the literature. 

 

(27) a. Ni  Chi -guo Zhongguo fan meiyou?              (Smith 1991: 350) 

      you eat PERF Chinese food 

      Have you eaten Chinese food? 

    b. Jiqi     huai  –guo.                           (ibid: 352) 

      machine break PERF 

      The machine broke. 

 

-guo can also present specific situations. In (28), for example, the questioner, rather 

than asking about Zhangsan’s experience, wants to know at a specific time whether he 

has already eaten.  

 

(28) Zhangsan chi-guo   fan meiyou?                   (ibid: 351) 

    Zhangsan eat PERF food not? 

    Has Zhangsan eaten (yet)?  

 

The difference between the indefinite and specific uses of –guo is not grammaticalized 

and only pragmatic knowledge can tell them apart (Smith 1991). In the absence of a 
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formal marker of the indefinite, sentences may be ambiguous between the two readings, 

as (29) exemplifies. 

 

(29) a. Ni   he  –guo  jiu meiyou?               (revised from Smith 1991: 351) 

      you drink PERF alcohol not 

a) Indefinite: Have you drunk alcohol (at some time)? 

b) Specific: Did you drink alcohol just now? 

 

In addition to the indefinite and experiential features, -guo has the feature of 

discontinuity that differentiates it from –le10. To be specific, –guo has the consistent 

meaning of a change of state after the final state of the closed situation –guo presents, so 

that the final state of the situation is discontinuous from the present or other reference 

time. –le is different in this regard, providing no information beyond the final point of a 

situation. The feature of discontinuity explains the difference between –le and –guo 

shown in (30) and (31). 

 

(30) a. Tamen shang ge yue  qu –le   xianggang.         (Smith 1991: 348) 

      they  last  CL month go PERF Hong Kong. 

      Last month they went to Hong Kong (they may still be there). 

b. Tamen shang ge yue    qu –guo  xianggang.                           

      they  last  CL month  go PERF  Hong Kong. 

     Last month they went to Hong Kong (they are no longer there).    

 

(31) a. Wo shuaiduan –le tui.                            (ibid: 349) 

       I   break PERF leg 

       I broke my leg (it’s still in a cast). 

                                                        
10 Pan & Lee (2004) argue that discontinuity is not part of the semantic meaning of –guo, rather, it is a 
strong pragmatic implicature associated with –guo. Lin (2007) posits that discontinuity is derived from the 
repeatability feature, which is a presupposition required by –guo. For detailed discussion of the 
discontinuity feature of –guo, please see Pan & Lee (2004) and Lin (2007). 
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    b. Wo shuaiduan-guo tui. 

       I  break  PERF leg 

       I have broken my leg (it has healed since). 

 

zai is a progressive morpheme that occurs preverbally. It presents a situation as 

unbounded, ongoing, durative, and dynamic. As a progressive marker, zai requires an 

interval with neither an initial point nor a final point, so it appears with Activities and 

Accomplishments that contain internal intervals but not with instantaneous events such as 

Achievements. The examples from Smith (1991) illustrate the point. 

 

(32) a. Tamen zai  da qiu.                            (Activity) 

      they PROG play ball 

      They are playing ball. 

    b. Zhangsan zai    xie  yi  feng xin.             (Accomplishment) 

      Zhangsan PROG write one CL letter 

      Zhangsan is writing a letter. 

    c. * Ta zai   ying sai pao                        (Achievement) 

       he PROG win race run 

       He is winning the race. 

 

–zhe as an imperfective viewpoint morpheme occurs postverbally, indicating that a 

situation is viewed as continuing and homogenous without regard to the final points. Its 

basic meaning is a resulative stative. (33) illustrates the basic use of –zhe: the verb phrase 

gua yi fu huar ‘hang a picture’ describes a situation that results in a change of state and 

-zhe presents this resultative state, namely, the picture is on the wall. 

 

(33) Qiang shang gua  –zhe  yi  fu huar. 

    wall above hang IMPERF one CL picture. 

    A picture is hanging on the wall. 
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Since –zhe mainly applies to predicates involving a ‘change-of-state’, it often appears 

with stage-level stative predicates with a temporary quality such as kai ‘open’ and ge ‘be 

separated’ but not with individual-level stative predicates with a permanent quality such 

as congming ‘smart’ and piaoliang ‘pretty’ (Yeh 1993, Smith 1991). 

–zhe also has a background effect in the V1-zhe-V2 structure in (34). The syntactic 

context that –zhe is in the subordinate clause of the complex sentence requires –zhe to 

present a durative situation in such sentences. 

 

(34) Ta tang –zhe    kan  shu. 

    he lie IMPERF read book 

    He read a book while lying down. 

 

zai and -zhe differ in that zai cannot be used with stative verbs , whereas –zhe 

generally cannot be used with dynamic verbs except in backgrounding contexts. (35) 

illustrates the difference. The verb chuan is either dynamic, meaning ‘put on’ in (35a), or 

static, meaning ‘wear’ in (35b). zai appears in (a) while –zhe in (b).  

 

(35) a. Lisi zai   chuan  yi jian qunzi. 

      Lisi PROG put on one CL skirt. 

      Lisi is putting on a skirt. 

    b. Lisi chuan –zhe     yi  jian qunzi. 

      Lisi wear  IMPERF one CL  skirt. 

      Lisi is wearing a skirt. 

 

However, the stative imperfective –zhe is undergoing a change to a general imperfective, 

gradually having the property of the dynamic progressive zai (Smith 1991). This is why 

(36) with –zhe is understood to be an action in progress. 
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(36) Ta jinlai deshihou, wo hai xie  –zhe     zi  ne.   (Wang 1984: 204) 

he enter when    I still write IMPERF word SFP 

When he entered, I was still writing.   

 

2.2.4 Futurity 

With contextual background, futurity in Mandarin can be expressed by a sentence 

without any temporal indicators. Otherwise, it needs to be marked in one of the following 

ways. 

a) Temporal adverbs—e.g., mingtian ‘tomorrow’, lainian ‘next year’, kuai ‘soon’, jiu 

‘then’, etc.  

 

(37) A: Wo mingtian you yi ge kaoshi, ni ne? 

      I  tomorrow have one CL teset, you SFM 

      I have a test tomorrow. What about you? 

    B: Wo ye you yi ge kaoshi. 

      I also have one CL test. 

      I also have a test. 

 

(37A) with a future temporal adverbial has what Copley (2002) calls “futurate” reading. 

That is, the future-oriented eventuality is plannable and the speaker often has a high 

degree of confidence in its occurrence. 

 

b) Motion verbs lai ‘come’ and qu ‘go’. These two verbs can introduce purposive events 

when occurring in Serial Verb Constructions (SVCs). For example, (38) is a SVC, 

meaning ‘he got to the lakeside to have a walk’. With the verb qu ‘go’ before sanbu 

‘to have a walk’, the event of having a walk is understood to be the purpose of the 

first event dao hubian ‘to get to the lakeside’, and thus is in the future relative to the 

first event. 
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(38) Ta  dao  hubian qu  sanbu 

    he arrive lakeside go  have a walk 

    He got to the lakeside to have a walk.  

 

c) Futurity in Mandarin is mainly conveyed by expressions with modal meanings, 

including:  

i) Modal auxiliary verbs—this is a relatively small, finite list, including hui 

‘may; will’, yao ‘must, be going to’, neng ‘can’, yinggai ‘ought to’, xiang 

‘wish to’, ken ‘to be willing to’, leyi ‘be willing to’, and so on. Some of them 

are comparable to English epistemic and deontic modals; others are dynamic 

modals expressing the speaker’s or the agent’s intention, willingness, and 

desire, etc.  

ii) Future-oriented main verbs—these verbs are modals in nature. Their 

complements usually express projected and unrealized situations that are 

understood to be in the future. e.g., panwang ‘look forward to’, xiwang 

‘hope’, zhunbei ‘prepare to’, dasuan ‘plan to’, jueding ‘decide’, and jujue 

‘refuse’, etc. In (39), zhunbei ‘prepare to’ is a modal verb. Its complement 

describes an event posterior to the speech time.  

 

(39) Wo zhunbei  he  fumu  yiqi   qu. 

    I  prepare  with parents together go 

    I prepare to go with my parents. 

 

iii) Resultative Verb Complements (RVCs) with potential meanings—this 

structure contains a verb, a RVC, and a positive or a negative particle de or bu 

in between. The structure indicates the possibility of a situation happening or 

the subject’s ability to perform an action. e.g., ting de dong ‘able to 

understand’, xie bu wan ‘unable to finish writing’. 

iv) Conditionals introduced by yaoshi ‘if’, ruguo ‘if’, and jiashe ‘suppose’, etc.  
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(40) Yaoshi ta lai,   wo jiu bu lai. 

    if    he come I then not come 

    If he comes, then I won’t come. 

 

v) Purposive clauses introduced by yibian ‘in order to’, weile ‘in order to’. 

 

(41)  Wo pinming zhao  xie    shi  zuo   yibian       wangji      ni. 

      I  try very hard  find  some thing do  in order to forget you.  

      I tried very hard to find something to do in order to forget you. 

 

vi) Imperatives 

 

(42) Jin lai. 

   Come in. 

 

Oftentimes, futurity in Chinese is conveyed by some combination of the future 

forms in (a)-(c), as (43) and (44) illustrate. (43) contains the future-oriented main verb 

xiwang ‘hope’ and the modal auxiliary hui ‘may, will’. (44) has three future forms: ruguo 

‘if’, hui ‘may, will’, and ben shiji mo ‘at the end of this century’.  

 

(43) Ta xiwang zhe zhong kuaigan         jianglai  hui chengwei 

 he hope  this  kind pleasant sensation in future will become 

ta zai ShenZhen shengcun de fangshi 

he at  Shen Zhen survive DE way 

    He hopes this kind of pleasant sensation will become his way of living in Shen Zhen 

in future. 
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(44) a. Ru guo zhao ci   su du  fa zhan  xia qu, 

if     at  this  speed develop  go down 

If (the ice melting) goes on at this speed, 

b. Bei bing yang  xia ji  zhong  de   hai bing bu yong hen chang shijian  

Arctic  Ocean summer middle POSS sea ice  not use very long  time 

  hui  jihu   quan bu xiao shi, 

  will almost  all     disappear 

the ice in the Arctic Ocean in the summer will almost all disappear without taking 

very long time.  

c. Dao   ben shiji  mo, 

arrive this century end 

at the end of this century, 

bei ji      hai bing  jiu  you ke neng   bu  fu   cun zai -le. 

North Pole  sea ice  then have possibility not again  exist  -LE 

the ice at the North Pole will then possibly no longer exist. 

 

If the sea ice goes on melting at this speed, it will not take very long for almost all 

the ice in the Arctic Ocean in the summer to disappear. At the end of this century, the ice 

at the North Pole will possibly no longer exist. 

 

As we have seen, Mandarin relies heavily on future-oriented modal verbs and 

expressions with irrealis modality to convey futurity. There are tenseless languages that 

employ similar strategies to make reference to the future. Take Kalaallisut and Guaraní 

for instance. Futurity in Kalaallisut is conveyed by prospective statives expressing desire, 

hope, intent, and the like (e.g., -unar ‘be likely’; -ssa ‘desire, expect’), prospective 

inchoatives evoking starts of expected events (e.g., lir ‘begin’), and prospective matrix 

moods expressing wishes and requests (e.g., -niar ‘please’) (Bittner 2005). For example, 
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(45) a. Sapaati-t akunnir-I marlussuit qaangiu-pp-ata puigur-unar-pa-at.    

      Sunday-pl.EGR space-3p.pl a few PASS-HYP-3p forget-be likely-IND.TV-3p.3s 

      They are likely to forget this in a few weeks. 

    b. Aap, akkaa. Aggiuti-lir-pa-ra! 

      Yes  uncle bring-begin-1p.3s 

      Yes, uncle. I’m coming with him. 

 

Guaraní uses a number of modality markers to convey future reference, such as –ta 

signaling immediate future and the epistemic modal –ne ‘might’ (Tonhauser 2006). 

  

(46) a. O-ky-ta                       

      it rain TA 

      It will rain. 

    b. O-ky-ne 

      it rain NE 

      It might rain. 

 

In this research, I will focus on two main types of future-oriented morphemes in 

Mandarin Chinese: modal auxiliary verbs and future-oriented main verbs. The 

characterization of the two types of future expressions will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

 

2.3 Syntactic assumption 

Syntactically, I follow Lin (2006) and assume that Mandarin sentences have the 

following phrase structure [CP…[IP…[Modal P…[AspP…[VP…]]]]]. There is no TenseP above 

the AspP because, as argued earlier, Mandarin Chinese does not have tense. ModalP is 

above AspP because modal auxiliaries scope over aspect morphemes when they co-occur 

in a sentence. For instance,  
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(47) a. Lisi yinggai qu –le/-guo Meiguo. 

      Lisi must  go PERF the U.S. 

      Lisi must have gone to the U.S. 

    b. Mali keneng zai xuexi. 

      Mali may PROG study 

      Mali may be studying. 

 

The perfective morphemes –le and –guo in (47a) and the progressive morpheme zai in 

(47b) are within the scope of the epistemic modals yinggai ‘must’ and keneng ‘may’ 

respectively. yinggai in (47a) expresses the necessity of a past event from the present 

perspective; keneng in (47b) expresses the possibility of an ongoing event also from the 

perspective of the present. 

 

2.4 Summary 

In this study, I adopt Smith’s (2005) definition of tense and her two-component 

theory of aspect. I argue that hui and yao are not future tenses but modals with several 

modal uses that cannot be subsumed under a single modal category. I call hui/yao 

expressing plain future “modals of prediction”, which is a term Enç (1996) coined. I take 

the view along with Smith (1991), Hu et al. (2001), and Lin (2003b) that Mandarin has 

neither covert tense nor finite vs. nonfinite distinction, and thereby tenseless.  

Futurity in Mandarin is primarily expressed by future adverbials and a variety of 

future forms that convey irrealis modality. Modal auxiliaries and future-oriented verbs are 

two main types of future forms. In next chapter, I will review the discussion of Chinese 

modal auxiliary verbs in the literature. 

 

 



Chapter 3 Literature Survey on Chinese Modal Auxiliaries 
 

Futurity in Mandarin is an uncharted field. Most studies of the expression of 

futurity in Mandarin are confined to the properties of the modal auxiliaries hui ‘may, will’ 

and yao ‘must, be going to’ that can express the possibility or necessity about 

state-of-affairs in the future (e.g., Gao 1948/1992, Tsang 1981, Wang 1944, and Hu et al. 

2001). Smith & Erbaugh (2005) have discussed quite a few future expressions but only 

very briefly. Although futurity has not drawn much attention in the literature, there are 

abundant studies of modal auxiliaries, which are a main type of future expressions, in the 

field of Chinese modality. In this chapter, I will limit the literature review to Chinese 

modal auxiliaries. 

 

3.1 Syntactic properties of modal auxiliary verbs 

Modal auxiliary verbs have been the focus of Chinese modality since Ma 

(1898/1983). They are recognized as a special class of verbs by a number of linguists 

(e.g., Chao 1968, Li & Thompson 1981, and Li 2004) because of their distinctive 

characterizations. However, there is no consensus among the linguists with regard to 

what constitutes modal auxiliaries. Various defining criteria have been proposed, yet 

these criteria are either applicable to a limited number of modal auxiliaries or are shared 

by expressions of other grammatical categories with modal meanings. The dissent leads 

some linguists to conclude that the so-called auxiliaries are, in fact, either adverbs (e.g., 

Chen 1982 and Wang 1943/1957) or main verbs (e.g., Huang 1982/1998, Ma 1992, and 

Wu 2002), and so they cannot establish a category. Li (2004), however, holds that 

exceptions should not reject the general regularity, and that Chinese auxiliaries have 

relative properties distinguishing them from other categories. I take the view with Li 

(2004) in this regard. In this section, I will review the defining criteria of auxiliaries 

proposed by Chao (1968), Li & Thompson (1981), and Li (2004). The first two are cited 

most frequently in the literature and the last one is the most recent research on this topic. 
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3.1.1 Chao (1968) 

Auxiliaries vs. Main verbs 

The following 6 distributive features distinguish modal auxiliaries from main verbs.  

a) An auxiliary occurs only with a main verb. Without a main verb, a sentence out of 

context sounds incomplete. Compare (48) and (49). 

 

(48) a. Ta bixu lai. 

      he must come 

      He must come. 

   b. Ta gai qu. 

     he should go 

     He should go. 

 

(49) a.?? Ta bixu. 

       he must 

       He must. 

   b.?? Ta gai. 

       he should 

       He should. 

 

b) The adverb hen ‘very’ appears with most auxiliary verbs but not with main verbs. 

 

(50) a. Baochai deng ye shuo: “hen gai zhe yang”.     (Li 2004: 121) 

      Baochai et al. also say very should be.so 

     “Quite right and proper”, agreed Bochai and the rest. 

    b. Wo hen leyi       qu. 

      I very be willing to go 

      I would like very much to go. 
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(51) *Ta hen kan shu. 

     he very read book 

    

c) Main verbs can be reduplicated but auxiliaries cannot. 

 

(52) a. * Mali hui hui lai. 

       Mali will will come 

       Mali will come. 

    b. * Wo gai  gai   hui   jia  le. 

        I should should return home LE 

        I should go home. 

 

(53) a. Rang wo kan kan 

      let me look look 

      Let me take a look. 

   b. Ni zai xiang xiang 

     you again think think 

     Think more about it. 

 

d) Auxiliary verbs cannot take aspect markers while main verbs can. 

 

(54) a. * Keiyi   –le/-zhe   jinlai. 

       may PERF/PROG come in. 

       (You) may come in. 

    b. * Yao     –guo/zai     zou. 

       want to PERF/IMPERF leave 

       Want to leave. 
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(55) a. Kan   –le  chang dianying. 

      watch PERF CL movie 

      Watched a movie. 

   b. Ta  zai   xuexi. 

     he PROG study 

     He is studying. 

      

e) Auxiliary verbs can occur in succession. 

 

(56) Ta  bukeneng hui  ken         gen ni  zou. 

    he impossible may  be willing to with you leave. 

    He may not be willing to leave with you. 

 

f) An auxiliary cannot be used to form imperative sentences but main verbs can. 

 

(57) * Neng!                         (Chao 1968: 733) 

     can 

 

(58) Chuqu! 

    Get out! 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Adverbs 

g) and h) below differentiate auxiliaries from adverbs. 

g) An auxiliary can occur as V in positive-negative V-not-V questions but adverbs 

cannot since they lack the verbal property. 

 

(59) a. Neng bu neng zou la?             (Chao 1968: 735) 

      can not can go SFP 

      Can I go now? 
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   b. Ni xiang    bu xiang   fa cai?      (ibid: 737) 

     you want to not want to get rich 

     Do you wish to get rich?  

 

(60) a. *Ta dagai   bu dagai    lai? 

       he probably not probably come? 

       Will he possibly come? 

    b. *Ta juedui bu juedui      zai jia? 

       he definitely not definitely at home? 

       Is he definitely at home? 

 

h) Auxiliary verbs take bu for negation; the negative particle mei applies in a restricted 

way to them. Adverbs in general cannot be negated with bu. 

 

(61) a. Ta bu neng qu.                    (Chao 1968: 731) 

      he not can go. 

      He cannot go. 

b. Ta zuoer    mei neng lai. 

   he yesterday not  can come. 

   He could not come yesterday. 

 

(62) a. Ta bu/*mei yinggai  lai  

      he not     should come 

      He shouldn’t come. 

    b. Ta bu/*mei  hui qu. 

      he not     may go. 

      He may not go. 
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The above characterizations of auxiliary verbs, as observed by Wu (2002), Li 

(2004), and others, do not always distinguish auxiliaries from main verbs and adverbs. I 

will examine the exceptions one by one below. 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Main verbs 

a) An auxiliary co-occurs only with a main verb. 

This feature is not limited to auxiliaries; some control verbs like qitu ‘intend’ also have 

such a feature since they subcategorize another verb phrase (Wu 2002). 

 

(63) a. Ta qitu zisha                    (Wu 2002: 6) 

     he intend suicide 

     He intended to kill himself. 

    b. *Ta qitu. 

       he intend. 

 

b) Most auxiliaries can be modified by the intensifier hen ‘very’. 

b) is problematic because hen can also modify adjectives, adverbs, and main verbs, e.g., 

hen gao ‘very tall’, hen zhichi ‘very much support’ (Hu & Fan 1995).  

c) An auxiliary cannot be reduplicated. 

While this characterization is able to distinguish auxiliaries from main verbs denoting the 

situation type of Activity, it fails to tell auxiliaries and other verbs apart because 

reduplication does not apply to main verbs expressing situation types other than Activity. 

For example, neither tingjian ‘hear’ nor xiaoshi ‘disappear’ express Activity, and they 

cannot be reduplicated. kan ‘look’, xiang ‘think’ in (53) above express Activity, so both 

allow reduplication.  

d) An auxiliary does not take aspect markers. 

Li (2004) argues that some main verbs, e.g., chengwei ‘become’, dengyu ‘be equal to’, 

and dangzuo ‘regard as’, disallow aspect markers, and this fact weakens the validity of 

the defining feature of d). Although Li is right that d) cannot differentiate auxiliaries from 
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some main verbs (e.g., yiwei ‘(mistakenly) think, believe’), he picks the wrong examples. 

chengwei ‘become’ and dangzuo ‘regard as’ can take aspect markers, as shown in (64) 

and (65) found online. dengyu ‘be equal to’ cannot take aspect markers because it is 

stative and aspect markers do not appear with stative verbs. Comparing to c), d) is more 

powerful to distinguish main verbs from auxiliaries.   

 

(64) Women chengwei –le  Bali de luyou jingdian 

    we    become PERF Paris DE travel sight spot 

    We have become the sight spot of Paris. 

 

(65) Ta ba aiqing dangzuo –le yi chang youxi. 

    he BA love regard as PERF one CL game 

    He regarded love as a game. 

 

e) Auxiliary verbs can occur in succession. 

This is not a property of auxiliary verbs exclusively. It may apply to main verbs and 

adverbs as well (Li 2004). For example, (66a) contains three verbs in succession: qu ‘go’, 

xue ‘learn’, and da ‘knit’; (66b) has two successive adverbs wanquan ‘entirely’ and chedi 

‘completely’. 

 

(66) a. Qu xue da maoxian.                    (Li 2004: 124) 

      go learn knit wool 

      Go to learn how to knit wool. 

    b. Wanquan chedi xiaomie                 (ibid) 

      entirely completely wipe out 

      completely wipe out. 

 

f) An auxiliary alone cannot be used to form imperatives. 

Even though f) may be true, it is also true of main verbs that lack dynamicity, e.g., xihuan 
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‘like’ and cunzai ‘exist’. 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Adverbs 

g) An auxiliary can occur in V-not-V construction but adverbs cannot. 

This property applies to most auxiliaries, although some forms that are traditionally seen 

as auxiliary verbs (e.g., de ‘can’, bi ‘certainly’, and dei ‘have to’) are rare with V-not-V 

questions. In addition, g) is unable to distinguish auxiliary verbs from a few adverbs (e.g., 

chang ‘often’) that are possible with V-not-V questions. 

 

(67) Ta chang bu chang lai?              (Wu 2002: 4) 

    he often not often come 

    Does he come often? 

 

h) Auxiliary verbs can be negated with bu ‘not’ while adverbs cannot.  

h) is in general true. Yet there are a few exceptions, for example, as Wu (2002) observes, 

adverbs like chang ‘often’ can be negated by bu, see (68). 

 

(68) Ta bu chang lai.                    (ibid: 5) 

    he not often come 

    He does not come often. 

 

3.1.2 Li & Thompson (1981) 

Li & Thompson (1981) propose five more defining criteria shown in a)-e) below. 

a)-d) concern the difference between auxiliaries and main verbs; e) is about the difference 

between auxiliaries and adverbs. 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Main verbs 

a) An auxiliary cannot be nominalized, so it does not appear alone in ‘shi…de’ 

nominalization construction. 
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(69) * Ta shi neng de              (Li & Thomspon 1981: 173) 

     he be can NOM 

     He can. 

 

b) An auxiliary cannot appear before the subject. 

 

(70) * Neng ta chang ge            (ibid: 174) 

     can  he sing song 

     He can sing. 

 

c) An auxiliary cannot take a direct object.  

 

(71) * Ta neng nei jian shi.            (ibid) 

     he can that CL job 

 

Li & Thompson argue that the verb phrase after a real auxiliary verb like neng ‘can’ is not 

its direct object, because that verb phrase can never have a subject different from the 

subject of the auxiliary verb, see (72). 

 

(72) a. Wo neng xizao. 

      I  can bathe. 

      I can bathe 

    b. * Wo neng ta xizao. 

        I can   he bathe 

 

d) Differing from Chao (1968), Li & Thompson hold that an auxiliary cannot be 

modified by intensifiers, such as hen ‘very’ or geng ‘even more’.  
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(73) * Ta  hen/geng     neng chang ge.            (ibid: 173) 

     he very/even more can sing song 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Adverbs 

e) Li & Thompson add one more criterion distinguishing auxiliaries from adverbs. An 

auxiliary may occur alone with a subject in the context where the main verb after the 

auxiliary is understood, e.g., in an answer to questions, but an adverb cannot. This is 

because auxiliaries are verb-like, and so have semantic relationship with the subject. 

Adverbs are unlike verbs, and therefore cannot be semantically related to the subject. 

 

(74) A: Ni  neng lai  ma?                              (ibid: 181) 

      you can come QM 

      Can you come? 

    B: Wo neng. 

       I  can 

       I can 

 

(75) A: Ni  yiding   lai   ma?                           (ibid: 182) 

      you definitely come QM 

      Will you definitely come? 

    B: * Wo yiding. 

        I definitely. 

 

The above distinguishing characteristics of auxiliary verbs that Li & Thompson 

(1981) propose are not exclusive to auxiliaries either. 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Main verbs 

a) Auxiliary verbs do not appear in ‘shi…de’ construction. 
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On the one hand a) is not applicable to all the modal auxiliaries—it is true of such 

auxiliaries as ke ‘may’ , de ‘can’, dang ‘should’, and ying ‘should’ but not true of yinggai 

‘should’, yingdang ‘ought to’, keyi ‘can’ keneng ‘may’, and xuyao ‘need’ (Li 2004). On 

the other hand, control verbs like qitu ‘intend’ and shefa ‘try’ are impossible with the 

structure either, and thus cannot be differentiated from auxiliaries with a) (Wu 2002). 

 

(76) *Ta shi shefa de.                  (ibid: 9) 

    he be try  NOM 

 

b) An auxiliary cannot appear before the subject. 

Given that verbs in Mandarin rarely occur before the subject, b) is not a proper defining 

feature of auxiliaries. 

c) An auxiliary cannot take a direct object.  

This characterization is not as problematic as the way Li & Thompson use it to exclude 

yao ‘want, will’ as an auxiliary. Li & Thompson argue that yao is a main verb, meaning 

‘want’, rather than an auxiliary since it can take direct objects, as shown in (77). In (77a), 

the direct object is a noun; in (77b), the direct object is an event (wo) xizao ‘(I) bathe’ 

whose subject “I” is not surfaced but understood; in (77c), the object is also an event ta 

xizao ‘he bathe’.  

 

(77) a. Wo yao yi ge pingguo.            

      I  want one CL apple. 

      I want an apple. 

    b. Wo yao xizao. 

       I want bathe 

       I want to bathe. 

    c. Wo yao ta xizao.                

       I want he bathe 

       I want him to bathe. 
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However, as Li (2004) correctly points out, Li & Thompson neglect the deontic sense of 

yao. Even though yao in (77) may be a verb, it should not be excluded from the category 

of auxiliary verbs simply because it can also function as a main verb. Li thinks that this 

criterion is over-emphasized by Li & Thompson and it should be rejected since it 

eliminates yao from the auxiliary category. However, Li also neglects the fact that the 

auxiliary yao, both epistemic and deontic, cannot take an object, which is exactly the 

property of auxiliary verbs that Li & Thompson describe. In (78a) and (78b), yao is an 

auxiliary which does not take a direct object; in (78c) yao is a main verb allowing for a 

clausal object.  

 

(78) a. *Ta  yao      Beijing. 

       he will/need to Beijing. 

b. Ta  yao       (*wo) qu Beijing. 

      he will/need to (wo) go Beijing. 

a)  He needs to go to Beijing. 

b)  He will go to Beijing. 

    c. Ta  yao wo qu Beijing. 

      he want I go Beijing. 

      He wants/asked me to go to Beijing. 

 

While Li & Thompson reject yao as an auxiliary because its main verb use violates the 

criterion that auxiliaries do not take a direct object, Li rejects the criterion itself because it 

excludes the main verb use of yao. Neither practice is appropriate. On the one hand, the 

characterization suggested by Li & Thompson is a useful one that can tell main verbs and 

auxiliary verbs apart, and so should be preserved. On the other hand, a form like yao that 

can serve more than one syntactic function should not be denied from certain syntactic 

category only because it also displays properties not belonging to that category. 

d) An auxiliary cannot be modified by intensifiers but a verb can.  
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As discussed in last section, auxiliaries can be modified by intensifiers, e.g., wanquan 

yinggai /yingdang ‘absolutely should’. 

 

Auxiliaries vs. Adverbs 

e) An auxiliary verb may occur alone with a subject in a short answer to a question.  

Even though e) is true of many auxiliaries, it is neither sufficient nor necessary for 

auxiliary verbs because it applies to many main verbs as well. A form satisfying e) may 

well be a verb, and a form that does not satisfy e) may be an auxiliary, e.g., ke ‘may’ and 

dang ‘should’.  

To summarize: not a single defining property of Chinese auxiliaries proposed by 

Chao (1968) and Li & Thompson (1981) is exclusive to auxiliaries. They are either 

applicable to main verbs, or adverbs, or both. The application of the above discussed 

defining properties to the three grammatical categories (i.e., auxiliary, main verb, and 

adverb) is illustrated by Figure 3.1 below. A check mark “√”will be assigned to a property 

if it applies to members of a grammatical category with a few or no exceptions. A dot 

“·” will be assigned to a property if it applies to a limited number of members of a 

category. A bar “―”will be given to a property if it applies to a substantial number of 

members of the category11. Nothing will be assigned to a property if it is not applicable to 

a category. For instance, the first property in the Figure “occurs only with a main verb” 

applies to almost all auxiliaries, a limited number of main verbs, and no adverbs, 

therefore a check mark √ is given to this property under “Auxiliaries”, a dot ·under 

“Main verbs”, and nothing under “Adverbs”. The check mark and the bars corresponding 

to the second property (No.2) in the figure mean that this property is true of almost all 

auxiliaries, most main verbs and adverbs (and therefore does not have any distinguishing 

value).   

 

 
                                                        
11 One criterion used to decide whether a property applies to a substantial number of words is to see 
whether it applies to a subgroup of a category. For example, all the main verbs denoting the situation type 
of Activity constitute a subgroup of main verbs. 
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No. Defining Properties Auxiliaries Main verbs Adverbs 

1 Occurs only with a main verb √ •  

2 Can be modified by hen ‘very’ √ ― ― 

3 No reduplication √ ―  

4 Cannot take aspect markers √ •  

5 Can occur in succession √ ― ― 

6 Cannot form imperatives √ ―  

7 Can form V-not-V structure √  • 

8 Can be negated with bu ‘not’ √  • 

9 Cannot appear in ‘shi…de’ ― ―  

10 Cannot appear before the subject √ √  

11 Cannot take a direct object √ •  

12 Can occur alone as an answer ― ―  

 

Figure 3.1 Defining Properties of Auxiliary Verbs 

 

The figure shows that no properties can differentiate auxiliaries from main verbs and 

adverbs alone. However, five of them (No. 1, 4, 7, 8, 11) have emerged as optimal 

candidates, the collaboration of which can be sufficient to distinguish auxiliary verbs 

from the other two categories.  

 

3.1.3 Li (2004) 

Li (2004) posits that the primary features of Chinese auxiliaries can be accepted 

as defining criteria and the exceptions to these criteria should not reject auxiliaries as a 

special category. Li accepts four distributive properties listed in Figure 1 as defining 

properties of auxiliaries. A is an auxiliary if A  
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(79)  i.     Occurs with main verbs; 

ii. Can be negated by bu ‘not’; 

iii. Cannot be reduplicated; 

iv. Does not take aspect markers. 

 

He identifies sixteen forms as what he calls ‘modal verbs’ that encode possibility or 

necessity only. They are ying ‘should’, yinggai ‘should’, gai ‘should’, yingdang ‘should’, 

neng ‘can’, nenggou ‘can’, keneng ‘may, possible’, ke ‘may’, keyi ‘may’, dei ‘must, have 

to’, dé ‘can’, de ‘can’, xuyao ‘need’, yao ‘must, will’, dang ‘should’, and hui ‘can, will’. 

While Li is right that the primary features displayed by auxiliaries may establish them as 

a distinct class, the criteria he selected are not free from problems.  

First, the criteria in (79) are unable to eliminate modal adverbs such as yiding 

‘certainly’ and kending ‘undoubtedly’. A characteristic that can distinguish them from 

auxiliaries is thus necessary. The seventh criterion in Figure 3.1 that adverbs cannot form 

V-not-V construction can serve this purpose well. Second, (79) includes main verbs like 

yiwei ‘(mistakenly) think, believe’ as auxiliaries. The eleventh criterion in Figure 3.1 that 

auxiliaries do not take direct object is needed here to remove such main verbs from the 

category. Third, the third characterization of (79) is not desirable because it also applies 

to main verbs denoting telic eventuality. In addition, Li mistakenly treats main verbs like 

xiwang ‘hope’ and zhunbei ‘prepare’ as auxiliary verbs, as he thinks they do not take any 

aspect markers. However, the contrary is true. (80) shows that aspect markers can be 

suffixed to the two verbs.  

 

(80) a. Xiao shihou, wo zhishi xiwang –zhe zhangda. 

      little when  I  just   hope  IMPERF grow up 

      When I was little, I was just hoping to grow up. 
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b. Wo muqian zai  zhunbei kao yan. 

       I present  PROG prepare take exam graduate 

At present, I am preparing to take the graduate school entrance exam. 

 

Figure 3.2 below illustrates the amendments to Li’s proposal, namely, removing the third 

property and adding the seventh and eleventh. The five defining properties thus selected 

are identical with the optimal defining properties emerged in Figure 3.1. These are what I 

will adopt to identify modal auxiliaries in Chapter 4. 

 

 Defining Properties Auxiliaries Main verbs Adverbs 

1 Occurs only with a main verb √ •  

2 Can be modified by hen ‘very’ √ ― ― 

3 No reduplication √ ―  

4 Cannot take aspect markers √ •  

5 Can occur in succession √ ― ― 

6 Cannot form imperatives √ ―  

7 Can form V-not-V structure √  • 

8 Can be negated with bu ‘not’ √  • 

9 Cannot appear in ‘shi…de’ ― ―  

10 Cannot appear before subject √ √  

11 Cannot take a direct object √ •  

12 Can occur alone as an answer ― ―  

 

Figure 3.2 Amendments to Li’s (2004) Defining Properties of Auxiliary Verbs 
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In sum, the defining syntactic properties of auxiliary verbs discussed in the 

literature are not exclusive to auxiliaries. They are either applicable to only some of the 

forms that are often taken as auxiliaries in the literature or to some main verbs and 

adverbs in one way or another. In spite of the problems with the distinguishing features, it 

is fairly clear that certain criteria work fine with most auxiliary verbs and there is an 

identifiable class of auxiliary verbs in Chinese that are modal in nature. 

 

3.2 Semantics of modal auxiliary verbs 

Semantically, auxiliary verbs denote modal notions of possibility, necessity, 

permission, obligation, volition, desire, and so on. Ma (1898) defines auxiliary verbs as 

the class of verbs that do not directly describe an action but the tendency or potential of a 

projected action. He listed four auxiliaries: ke ‘may’, zu ‘be sufficient to’, neng ‘can’, and 

de ‘can’. Wang (1943) expands the set and calls the group of verbs nengyuan shi 

‘optative forms’ (or more accurately ‘possibility-desire’ forms) that express (1) speakers’ 

judgment and inference about the possibility and necessity of a situation, and (2) the 

psychological state of the agent, such as hope, wish, and desire, etc. The former involves 

the notion of epistemic modality and the latter dynamic modality. Wang added to the list 

of Ma (1989) expressions like shan ‘be good at’, zhide ‘be worth’, xiangyao ‘would like 

to’, and qingyuang ‘would rather’, etc. Verbs with the label of optative forms are later 

referred to as nengyuan verbs ‘optative verbs’ (or‘possibility-desire verbs’), which is a 

term that has been used widely in traditional Chinese grammar. Similarly, Lü (1947) and 

Chao (1968) characterize auxiliaries (or optative verbs) as expressing epistemic modality, 

deontic modality, and dynamic modality. Thus, words expressing ability, permission, 

volition, and so forth are also included as auxiliary verbs. For example, neng ‘can’, 

yinggai ‘ought to’, gaidang ‘should’, biran ‘necessarily’, xiang ‘want’, and lande ‘don’t 

like to’. 

As Li (2004) notes, the term auxiliary verb/optative verb is sometimes used to 

mean different subgroups of auxiliary verbs. Li & Thompson (1981) limit auxiliary verbs 

to those of possibility and necessity. Tsang (1981) uses the term modal verbs to refer to 
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auxiliaries of epistemic and deontic modality. Dynamic modality is excluded because it 

concerns the subject’s rather than the speaker’s opinion and attitude. Li (2004) defines 

modality as “the semantic domains that involve possibility and necessity”. Thus, he calls 

auxiliaries encoding possibility and necessity modal verbs, modal auxiliaries or simply 

modals, and the rest encoding notions like volition, desire, and intention non-modal 

auxiliaries or non-modal verbs. Li thinks modal verbs and non-modal verbs differ only 

semantically and the two types of verbs constitute the category of auxiliary verbs, which 

is a subset of verbs in Mandarin. Li provides the figure below to illustrate the status of 

modal verbs in Chinese verbal system. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Li’s (2004) Definition of Modal Verbs 

 

As I consider modality to be a semantic category concerned with not only 

possibility and necessity but also notions like volition, desire, and intention, I take as 

modal verbs all auxiliary verbs in the above figure and main verbs that convey modality. 

Modal verbs denote either epistemic and deontic modality, which have to do with the 

speaker’s opinion or attitude, or dynamic modality, which concerns the subject’s or 

agent’s emotion, volition, and plan, etc. What are of special interest to this study are those 

modal verbs with future orientation. I call main verbs with future reference 

future-oriented (main) verbs and auxiliaries with future reference future auxiliaries. I 
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refer to the two types of modal expressions with future orientation as future (oriented) 

modals, future forms or future morphemes. The relationship between the groups of modal 

verbs is illustrated by the figure below.  

 

 
Figure 3.4 The Definition of Modal Verbs in the Study 

 

One weakness with the analyses of the Chinese modal auxiliaries in the literature is 

that they neglect the temporal reference of the auxiliaries. In Chapter 4, I will investigate 

the temporal reference of the modal auxiliaries as well as their semantic and pragmatic 

meanings. 
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Chapter 4 Future Expressions in Mandarin Chinese 
 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the syntactic and semantic properties of 

two major types of future expressions—modal auxiliaries and future-oriented verbs, and 

more importantly, to show how futurity is conveyed by these forms. Basing on the review 

of modal auxiliaries in last chapter, I adopt five syntactic criteria distinguishing 

auxiliaries from other grammatical categories. Under these criteria, twenty forms are 

recognized as modal auxiliaries and are grouped into three in terms of the modal 

meanings they convey: epistemic, deontic, and dynamic. I examine the temporal 

reference of these modal auxiliaries after introducing their modal meanings.  

I show that all Chinese modal auxiliaries can have future interpretation of their 

complements. I argue, however, unlike English epistemic modals, which can all refer to 

the future (Condoravdi 2001), not all Chinese epistemic modals encode futurity. I also 

show that deontic modals and dynamic modals, which are also known as root modals as 

opposed to epistemic modals (Jackendoff 1972, Palmer 1986), make reference to the 

future. The generalization that root modals refer to the future (Stowell 2004, Werner 2006) 

roughly holds for Chinese. The properties of future-oriented verbs are discussed 

afterwards. 

In the last section, I discuss how “past future” is expressed in Mandarin Chinese. I 

show that the same set of future forms can fulfill the mission when occurring in past time 

contexts. In many cases, however, these future forms can also take the speech time as the 

reference time, referring to the simple future in addition to the past future. 

 

4.1 Modal auxiliary verbs 

4.1.1 Syntactic properties  

As the discussion in Section 3.1 reveals, there is no consensus among linguists 

regarding the syntactic characterization of auxiliary verbs that distinguish them from 

main verbs and adverbs. The defining properties of Chinese auxiliaries proposed in the 

literature are defective in one way or another.  
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The difficulty with defining auxiliary verbs as a distinct class is attributed to a 

couple of reasons. First, Chinese auxiliary verbs are mostly polysemous. A 

characterization applicable to one meaning of the auxiliary may not be applicable to the 

same auxiliary with another meaning. For example, the ability neng ‘can’ can be modified 

by hen ‘very’ but the epistemic neng cannot. Second, some forms have dual syntactic 

status: they may function as a main verb, an auxiliary, an adjective, or a noun, e.g., xiang 

is either a main verb, meaning ‘think’ or an auxiliary, meaning ‘want to; be willing to’. 

Third, the auxiliary verbs considered in the literature are of different styles, including 

colloquial, written, and dialectal. As a result, an auxiliary of certain style or origin may 

have features not shared by other auxiliaries. For example, dei ‘have to’ used in the 

northern dialect does not have negative forms; ke expressing permission in classic 

Chinese does not have a positive form (Sun 1996). To make the issue more complicated, 

main verbs and adverbs do not display uniform characteristics either. Some of them (e.g., 

chang ‘often’) behave in a way similar to auxiliaries, and therefore are hardly 

distinguishable from auxiliaries in terms of distribution. The complex situation makes it 

difficult, if not impossible, to formulate just a few criteria distinguishing modal 

auxiliaries from other grammatical categories. However, this should not deny them as a 

definable class since they do possess some syntactic properties that altogether make them 

distinct from most main verbs and adverbs. 

The following five syntactic characteristics of auxiliary verbs are adopted in this 

study. A is an auxiliary verb, if A 

(81)   

i. Occurs with full verbs; 

ii. Does not take aspect markers; 

iii. Does not take direct object; 

iv. Can be negated by bu ‘not’; 

v. Can form V-not-V questions. 

 

(i)-(iii) distinguish auxiliary verbs from main verbs; (iv)-(v) distinguish them from 
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adverbs. With these defining properties, the forms in (82) are identified as auxiliary 

verbs.  

 

(82) Chinese auxiliary verbs: 

neng ‘can’, nenggou ‘can’, keneng ‘may’, ke ‘may’, keyi ‘may’, hui ‘may, will’, yao 

‘must, be going to’ , gai ‘should’, yinggai ‘should’, yingdang ‘should’, ying ‘should’, 

dang ‘should’, děi ‘have to’, xiang ‘would like to’, xiangyao ‘would like to’, yuanyi ‘be 

willing to’, yuan ‘be willing to’, qingyuan ‘be willing to’, leyi ‘be willing to’, ken ‘be 

willing to’. 

 

It needs to be pointed out that the defining features in (81) do not identify all the auxiliary 

verbs because of the above mentioned complexity of auxiliaries. For instance, the 

auxiliary dei ‘have to’ shows the characteristics of (i)-(iii) but not (iv)-(v) because it has 

no negative forms. Nonetheless, the features in (81) are sufficient to define the core 

auxiliary verbs in Mandarin.  

 

4.1.2 Semantic and pragmatic meanings12 

Many modal auxiliaries identified above are polysemous. This is not surprising 

since, as Stowell (2004) notes, the ambiguity among epistemic modals and non-epistemic 

modals (root modals) is pervasive crosslinguistically, and so homophony is not involved. 

The modal auxiliaries are grouped and discussed in the following three subsections in 

terms of the modality they convey: epistemic, deontic, and dynamic.  

 

4.1.2.1 Epistemic auxiliaries 

Epistemic possibility: the modal auxiliary verbs expressing epistemic possibility include 

keneng ‘may’, hui ‘can, will’, neng ‘can’, and nenggou ‘can’.  

keneng ‘may’ is an auxiliary verb that expresses epistemic possibility only. Many 

                                                        
12 The description of the modal meanings of auxiliary verbs in this section is based on Lü (1947, 1980), 
Wang (1943), Zhu (1982), Chao (1968), Tsang (1981), and Li (2004). The reference will not be specified 
unless a dissent is identified. 
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linguists have observed that keneng is quite free with the position it appears without 

changing the interpretation of a sentence: before the main verb, as other auxiliary verbs 

do, at the beginning, or at the end of a sentence.  

 

(83) a. Ta keneng shi ge xuesheng. 

      he may  be CL student 

      He may be a student. 

    b. Keneng ta shi ge xuesheng. 

      may   he be CL student. 

      He may be a student. 

    c. Ta shi ge xuesheng, keneng. 

      he be CL student may 

      He may be a student. 

 

hui ‘may, will’ presents the speaker’s judgment of the possibility of a situation. The 

speaker of (84a) makes a predication of the weather based on what s/he observes; the 

speaker of (84b) evaluates the possibility of a situation located at the present time based 

on information not explicitly stated in the sentence. 

 

(84) a. Kan yangzi,     hui xiayu.    (Zhu 1982: 63) 

      look appearance will rain. 

      It looks it wil rain. 

    b. Ta bu   hui shi ge xuesheng. 

      he not may be CL student 

      He may not be a student. 

 

It has been observed that the epistemic color of hui in negations and interrogatives is 

heavier than that in positive statements (e.g, Tsang 1981, Li 2004, among others). This is 

possibly because negatives and interrogatives are non-assertive (Palmer 1986), which 
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reinforces the sense of uncertainty of the sentences. 

There are disagreements regarding whether the auxiliary neng ‘can’ can express 

epistemic possibility by itself, given that it is often accompanied by a modal adverb, such 

as dagai ‘possibly’, or a sentential particle with a modal color, e.g., ba or ma.  

 

(85) a. Zaochen you wu, jintian dagai  neng fangqing le.            (Lü 1980: 369) 

      morning have fog today possibly can clear up LE 

      It is foggy in the morning; the weather possibly can clear up today. 

    b. Ta neng lai ba.                                        (Tsang 1981: 67) 

      he can come SFP 

      Maybe he will be able to come. 

 

Tsang (1981) holds that in standard Mandarin, neng does not have the epistemic use. The 

epistemic meaning of (85b) comes from the particle ba that expresses the meaning of 

doubt in itself; without ba, the sentence completely lacks the epistemic interpretation. Li 

(2004) has a different judgment, thinking that (85b) without ba can be epistemic, 

meaning he may come.  

Indeed, the epistemic meaning of neng in (85) is not apparent, and it is not 

unreasonable to attribute the epistemic sense of (85a) and (85b) to the adverb dagai 

‘probably’ and the sentence particle ba, and see neng in both sentences as a dynamic 

modal conveying ability ‘be able to’. However, there are sentences in which neng 

primarily expresses epistemic possibility.  

 

(86) a. Zhe maimai  neng zuo. 

      this business can do. 

      This business is worth doing. 
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    b. Zhe maimai women neng zuo. 

      this business we can do. 

a) We can possibly make profits with this business. 

b) We are able to do this business. 

c) We are allowed to do this business. 

 

(86a) means ‘this business is worth doing’ or ‘it is possible that the business will make 

profits’. It expresses the speaker’s evaluation of the successfulness of the business. When 

the sentence has an explicit agent women ‘we’, neng may also mean ability or deontic 

possibility, as (86b) illustrates.  

nenggou ‘can’ also indicates epistemic possibility, though this use is relatively rare, 

as in (87). It seldom appears in V-not-V questions but is often found in interrogatives, in 

which neng and nenggou seem interchangeable.  

 

(87) Ta ji shi nenggou huilai?                       

    he when can come back 

    When can he be back? 

 

(88) a. * Ni kan nenggou bu nenggou xiaxue?           

       you think can  not can    snow    

    b. “Ta zenme nenggou wangji guoqude shiqing?”    (Li 2004: 142) 

       she how can    forget   past   thing 

       How could she forget the past?    

 

In sum, keneng ‘may’ and hui ‘may; will’ are two major modal auxiliaries that 

express epistemic possibility. The epistemic neng ‘can’ is used less frequently; nenggou 

‘can’ is basically the same as neng except that its epistemic use is rarer. 
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Epistemic necessity: In Mandarin, epistemic necessity is expressed by (ying)gai ‘should; 

ought to’, yao ‘must, need’, and dei ‘have to’. 

(ying)gai means that a situation is necessarily the case. The epistemic judgment the 

speaker arrives at is usually based on relatively objective circumstance or situation which 

may or may not be explicitly stated. For example, 

 

(89) a. Wanger gai        biye le.                       (Tsang 1981: 71) 

      Wanger ought to graduate LE 

      Wanger ought to have graduated/be graduating by now.       

    b. Taiyang xia shan le, ta ye   gai  dao jia le.           (Li 2004: 145) 

      sun    fall hill LE he also must get home LE 

      The sun has set. He must have got home/be getting home. 

 

In (89a), the situation, based on which the assessment is made, is not stated but can be 

assumed as “as far as I know, Wanger has been in school long enough”. In (89b), this 

situation is explicitly expressed that “the sun has set” and it should be case that he has got 

home. Epistemic (ying)gai often appears with sentence final le in positive statements, as 

in (89), or with sentence final marker ba in statements or questions, as in (90). 

 

(90) a. Zhe (ying)gai bu shi zhende ba? 

      this must   not be real  SFP? 

      This must not be real, right? 

    b. Wu li       hei  -zhe   deng, ta (ying)gai zai  shuijiao ba. 

      room inside dark IMPERF light, he must  PROG sleep  SFP 

      There is no light in the room, he must be sleeping. 

 

yao ‘must’ as an epistemic modal is often found in sentences involving comparison, 

as (91a) shows. The epistemic yao does not occur in V-not-V construction which is 

reserved for deontic yao and main verb yao, see (92b).  
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(91) a. Xiatian   wuzi li     tai re, shuyin     dixia yao liangkuai deduo.    

      summer house inside too hot, tree shade under must cool   much more 

      In summer, it is too hot inside the house. It must be much cooler in the shade. 

    b. Zheyang, shenghuo shuiping jiu   yao xia jiang.        (Hu & Fan 1995: 250) 

      thus     living   standard then must down fall 

      Thus, the living standard must be going down. 

 

(92) a. Zhe chang bisai, Rockets yao      ying. 

      this CL game  Rockets is going to win 

      It must be the case that Rockets is going to win the game. 

    b. Zhe chang bisai, Rockets yao  bu yao  ying? 

      this CL game Rockets want to not want to win 

      a) # Must it be the case that Rockets will win the game? 

      b) Does Rockets want to win the game? 

 

dei ‘must’ can also indicate epistemic necessity but this use is rare. Unlike modal 

auxiliaries discussed so far, dei cannot be negated with bu, so it does not appear in 

V-not-V construction. In addition, it does not occur alone in answers. 

 

(93) a. Ruguo ta zai qi dian zhong chufa, xianzai dei  dao -le       (Li 2004: 149). 

      if    he at seven o’clock set off now  must arrive PERF 

      If he set off at seven, he must be there by now. 

    b.* A: Ta dei  bu dei  lai? 

         he must not must come 

         Must he come? 

      *B: Dei. 

         (he) must. 
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To summarize, yinggai and gai can indicate epistemic necessity and they are more 

concerned with the objective ground of the epistemic estimation. The epistemic use of 

yao and dei is possible but relatively rare.  

 

4.1.2.2 Deontic modal auxiliaries 

Deontic possibility: in traditional grammar, deontic possibility is often related to the 

notion of permission. It is conveyed by neng(gou) ‘can’ and ke(yi) ‘may’. 

neng(gou)‘can’ can be used in speech to indicate the meaning of permitting. The 

permission is granted either by a person who has the authority or power, or by some 

regulations or circumstance. For example,  

 

(94) a. Ta neng zuo dao zhe mian lai.             (Tsang 1981: 79) 

      he can sit to this face come 

      He can sit over here. 

    b. Yu ting  le, nimen neng huiqu le.           (ibid) 

      rain stop LE you  can return LE 

      The rain has stopped, you can go back now. 

 

The deontic source of (94a) could be the speaker or some inexplicitly stated rule such as 

“students are allowed to sit over here” and the person “he” happens to be a student. In 

(94b), the deontic source is very likely to be the explicitly expressed context “the rain has 

stopped”. It may also be the speaker who allows the subject “you” to go back under the 

circumstance that the rain stops. nenggou is similar to neng in expressing permission. 

 

(95) a. Mingtian  de   wanhui, jiashu   ye nenggou canjia.  (Li 2004: 165) 

      tomorrow POSS party  family   also can    join. 

      Families of workers are also allowed to go to the party tomorrow. 
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    b. Mali ye neng(gou) qu ma? 

      Mali also can    go QM? 

      Can Mali also go? 

 

ke(yi) ‘may’ can also express deontic possibility. While keyi is used in various 

genres, ke is often used in formal contexts. 

 

(96) a. Keyi  bu keyi zou la?                           (Chao 1968: 735) 

      may not may go SFP 

      May I go now? 

    b. Neidi     jumin  1 yuan  ke  qu  waizi  yinhang kaihu. 

      Mainland resident 1 dollar may  go foreign  bank  open account. 

      Mainland residents are allowed to open an account with 1 dollar in a 

foreign-funded bank. 

 

Deontic necessity: modal auxiliaries that can denote deontic necessity are yao ‘must, 

need’, dei ‘have to’, (ying)gai ‘ought to, should’, yingdang ‘should’, ying ‘should’, and 

dang ‘should’. In traditional grammar, they are associated with notions of obligation, duty, 

and necessity. The deontic source of the modals may be the speaker or some individual, a 

law, or social conventions. Pragmatically, the utterances with these modals often function 

as suggestions, directives, urges, and persuasion. 

yao ‘must’ has a deontic reading. In (97a), the deontic source is the speaker, in (97b) 

a law, and in (97c) some obligation or need.  

 

(97) a. Ni  yiding    yao  jinkuai         wancheng zhe ge xiangmu. 

      you definitely must as soon as possible finish    this CL project 

      You must finish this project as soon as possible. 
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b. Sharenzhe yao  pan   si xing.                       (Tsang 1981: 89) 

      murderer must sentence death 

      Murderers must be sentenced to death. 

c. Guo   he  yao you chuan.                           (Zhu 1982: 64) 

  pass river must have boat 

  To go across the river, (we) must have a boat. 

 

Deontic dei is similar to yao in expressing the need or necessity of an action that 

one has to perform.  

 

(98) a. Ni  dei  qu kan bing.                        

      you must go see illness. 

      You must go see the doctor. 

    b. Maimai  pei qian,  dei  xiang      zhuyi.             (Li 2004: 172) 

      business lose money have to think about solution 

      The business is losing money. (We) have to find a solution. 

 

yao can replace dei in general; dei can also replace yao except when yao is in V-not-V 

construction or when yao marks directives. (99) illustrates. 

 

(99) a. Wo yao  bu yao / *dei bu dei qu? 

      I  need not need          go 

      Need I go? 

b. Bu yao/*dei dong!                         (Tsang 1981: 93) 

      not must move 

      Don’t move! 

 

(ying)gai ‘should’ can express deontic necessity out of some reasons that are 

usually objective, such as duty, custom, or morality. For instance,  
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(100) a. Ni yinggai duo chuan yi jian yifu, waimian kongpa hen liang.   (Li 2004: 173) 

       you should more wear a piece clothes outside I’m afraid very cool  

       You should put on more clothes. It’s very cold outside, I’m afraid.  

b. Ta (ying)gai wei zhe jian shi    fuze. 

       he should  for this CL matter responsible 

       He should be responsible for this matter.      

  

(101) a. Yinggai aihu      gonggong caichan.                      (ibid) 

       should take care of public   property 

       (We) should take good care of public property. 

     b. Bu yao /*yinggai dong 

       not must/should move 

       Don’t move. 

 

In (100a) “putting on more clothes” is necessary because it is cold outside; in (100b) the 

reason for why “he should be responsible” is not expressed but can be inferred as “the 

facts or the situation suggest the necessity”. I think the objective ground of (ying)gai may 

be the reason why it is often used for suggestions or persuasions but not for directives 

that involves the speaker’s will. (101a) is a government slogan of a moral suggestion; 

(101b) shows that yinggai cannot be used to give directives. 

Yingdang ‘should, ought to’, ying ‘should, ought to’, and dang ‘should, ought to’ 

all involve deontic necessity. They are alternatives to (ying)gai but are used less 

frequently. ying and dang favor written and formal contexts. 

 

(102) a. Zanmen shi tongzhi, yingdang huxiang bangzhu.      (Li 2004: 175) 

       we    be comrade ought to   mutually help 

       As comrades we ought to help each other. 
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     b. Renmin fayuan ying  bu ying   qudiao renmin er zi? 

       people court should not should remove people two characters 

       Should People’s Court remove the word people? 

     c. You  ju  hua     bu zhi   dang bu dang   jiang. 

       have CL utterance not know should not should say 

       There is something that I’m not sure I should say. 

     

In short, (ying)gai, yao and dei ‘must, need’ are major deontic modals expressing 

necessity. yingdang, ying, and dang ‘must should’ are variants of ying(gai) and are used 

less frequently. The epistemic and deontic modal auxiliaries introduced so far are shown 

in the table below. 

 

Auxiliaries Gloss Epistemic 

Possibility

Epistemic 

Necessity

Deontic 

Possibility 

Deontic 

Necessity 

keneng  ‘may’ •    

hui  ‘may’ •    

neng(gou)  ‘can’ • (rare)  •  

(ying)gai  ‘must, should’  •  • 

yao  ‘must, need’  • (rare)  • 

dei ‘must, have to’  • (rare)  • 

ke(yi)  ‘may’   •  

(ying)dang  ‘must, should’    • 

ying  ‘must, should’    • 

 

Figure 4.1 Chinese Epistemic Modals and Deontic Modals 
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4.1.2.3 Dynamic modal auxiliaries 

Palmer (1986) identifies two types of dynamic modalities: subject-oriented and 

neutral or circumstantial. The former is concerned with ability and willingness of the 

subject of an utterance while the latter has to do with what is possible or necessary in 

certain circumstance. Mandarin modal auxiliaries that fall into this category are those 

expressing ability and willingness. Since the notion of ability is barely relevant to futurity, 

I will only discuss modal auxiliaries denoting willingness and intention in this section13. 

They are xiang ‘wish to’, yuan(yi) ‘be willing to’, leyi ‘be willing to’, ken ‘be willing to’, 

and qingyuan ‘be willing to’. The first one concerns desire and hope; the rest concern 

willingness and intention. 

xiang ‘wish to, desire to’ expresses the subject’s wish or desire. It shall not be 

confused with its verb use which means ‘miss’ or ‘think (of)’. 

 

(103) a. Ta  hen xiang shang daxue.            (Lü 1980: 505) 

       he very wish to go to college 

       He wishes to go to college very much. 

     b. Ni  xiang bu xiang  facai?            (Chao 1968: 737) 

       you wish not wish get rich 

       Do you wish to get rich? 

 

yuan(yi) ‘be willing to’ and leyi ‘be willing to’ express the subject’s willingness and are 

interchangeable. While yuan(yi) concerns the subject’s willingness, leyi emphasizes that 

the subject is not only willing but also glad to perform an activity.  

 

(104) a.Ta yuan(yi)      lai  ma? 

      he be willing to come QM 

      Is he willing to come?  

 

                                                        
13 Auxiliaries denoting ability include neng ‘can’, hui ‘know how to; can’, and ke(yi) ‘can’. 
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b. Wo bu leyi        yigeren  qu.           (Zhu 1982: 63) 

      I  not be willing to by myself go 

      I’m not willing to go (there) by myself. 

 

ken also denotes the subject’s willingness. It is less positive than yuanyi. 

 

(105) Shei ken        zuo na ge  shir?            (Chao 1968: 740) 

     who be willing to do that CL matter 

     Who is willing to do that? 

 

qingyuan ‘would rather’ usually appears with the word ye to form a construction meaning 

‘would rather…than…’, as in (106). When used as a main verb, qingyuan means ‘be 

pleased’ or ‘would be satisfied or reconciled’, see (107). 

 

(106) a. Qingyuan    si, ye  bu tou xiang.               (Chao 1968: 749) 

would rather die YE not surrender 

Would rather die than surrender. 

    b. Wo qingyuan   zoulu (ye bu zuo che).             (Zhu 1982: 64) 

      I  would rather walk (YE not take bus) 

      I would rather walk than taking a bus. 

 

(107) Ta  ting  –le  na ge  hua  hen bu qingyuan.      (Chao 1968: 739) 

     he listen PERF that CL word very not pleased 

     When he heard that, he was greatly displeased.     

 

4.1.3 Temporal reference of Chinese modal auxiliaries 

In this section, I discuss the temporal reference of Chinese modal auxiliaries with 

special attention to epistemic modals. I show that all three types of modal auxiliaries 

display a forward shifting effect of their complements.  
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Similar to English epistemic modals, the temporal reference of Chinese epistemic 

modals has to do with the situation types expressed by their complements. However, 

unlike English epistemic modals, not all Chinese epistemic modals encode futurity in 

their semantics.  

Deontic modals and dynamic modals (i.e., root modals) tend to have future 

orientation regardless of the situation types expressed by the modal complements. This is 

in accordance with the generalization made of English root modals that they make 

reference to the future (Stowell 2004, Werner 2006).  

 

4.1.3.1 Epistemic modal auxiliaries 

Among the modal auxiliaries identified in this study, six can express epistemic 

modality: keneng ‘may’, hui ‘may’, yinggai ‘must, should’, yao ‘must, need’, neng ‘can’, 

and nenggou ‘can’. Since the epistemic use of neng(gou) ‘can’ is rare and is often found 

in interrogatives, I will exclude them and concentrate on the other four auxiliaries. I argue 

that Condoravdi (2001), who claims that modals uniformly expand the time of situation 

under their scope forward to the future, is not fully applicable to the Chinese data. hui in 

negations and interrogatives (thereinafter hui-NI), keneng ‘may’, and yinggai ‘must’ do 

not have this property. They simply serve as a reference time with respect to which the 

situation expressed by the modal complement is located in time. The temporal location of 

the situation in this case depends on the aspect information that the modal complement 

conveys. In contrast, hui in positive statements (thereinafter hui-P) and yao ‘must’ have a 

“non-past” time component built into their semantics, allowing optional future 

interpretation of states and obligatory future interpretation of events. These two modals, 

however, are not future tense morphemes because their occurrence is optional and they 

do not always encode absolute future. Before discussing the Chinese epistemic modals, 

let me briefly introduce the temporal reference of English epistemic modals and 

Condoravdi’s (2001) analysis. 
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4.1.3.1.1 English epistemic modals  

English epistemic modals express the speaker’s judgment of a situation made at the 

speech time. The situation under evaluation, however, may be in the past, present or 

future. The situation time is in the present and possibly extends to the future when the 

situation expressed by the verb predicate is stative (108a); it is obligatorily in the future 

when the situation is eventive (108b); it is in the past when the epistemic modal is 

followed by the perfect have (108c)14; it is in the present when the situation is ongoing 

(108d).  

 

 (108) a. He may/must/might/should be here now/tomorrow/*yesterday. 

      b. He may/must/might/should win tomorrow/*yesterday. 

      c. He may/must/might/should have won *tomorrow/now/yesterday. 

      d. He may/must/might/should be running now. 

 

The table below summarizes the temporal interpretation of English epistemic modals 

with respect to the aspectual features of their complements. 

 

 
 
State 
 

Event 
 
Perfect 
‘have’ 

 
Progressive 
Aspect 

English 
epistemic 
modals 

 
Present/Future 
 

 
Future 

 
Past 

 
Present 

 
Figure 4.2: Temporal Interpretation of English Epistemic Modals 
 

Condoravdi (2001) argues that epistemic modals occur under the scope of present 

tense in extentional contexts, and so are located at the speech time (now). The forward 

shifting reading in (108a) and (108b) is ascribed to the temporal semantics of the modals; 

the backward shifting reading in (108c) is ascribed to the semantics of the perfect have. 

To be specific, epistemic modals can locate a situation relative to the modal time t by 
                                                        
14 I will ignore the counterfactual reading of (108c) for now. 
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expanding t to the interval of [t,_ ), where t is the initial subinterval. The temporal 

relation of the situation and the reference interval [t,_ ) is decided by the eventuality type 

of the situation: events are included in the interval while states overlap it. t is assigned the 

value of now when the modal time is the present. When the modal occurs with a state, 

[now,_) overlaps the state; when the modal occurs with an event, the event is included in 

[now, _). The perfect have, according to Condoravdi, can shift the local time of the 

situation under its scope to a time interval preceding the relevant reference interval [t,_ ) 

denoted by the modals. 

Applying the account to (108a), we get: the state of ‘he be here’ needs to overlap 

the interval [now,_). This can be satisfied if the state starts in the past and ends at now or 

if the state is totally inside the interval. In the former case, the sentence has a present time 

reading, and in the latter case it has a future reading. Applying the account to (108b), we 

get: the event of his wining has to be included in the interval. To be so, the event can start 

at the present time the earliest and complete at some time later, and thus the future 

reading. As expected, the progressive aspect within the scope of the modals obtains the 

present time reading in (108d), since it shares similar temporal properties with states. As 

for (108c), the perfect have shifts the time of the situation within its scope to an interval 

before the relevant reference interval [t,_ ) which is [now, _) when the modal has a 

present perspective. Accordingly, (108c) has the past time reading.  

The account can also explain why the temporal adverbial yesterday cannot go with 

(108a) and (108b) but can with (108c). Following Abusch (1998), Condoravdi assumes 

an intersective semantics for frame adverbials like yesterday. A frame adverbial combines 

with sentence radicals before other operators do. It restricts a situation expressed by the 

sentence radical to an interval t’. The intersection of t’ and t designated by the other time 

operator in the sentence should not be null. In (108a) and (108b), yesterday locates the 

situations “he be here” and “he win” in an interval preceding the utterance time while the 

epistemic modal requires the same situations to be within the interval [now, _). 

Consequently, the interval of yesterday ∩[now, _) is null and the two sentences are 

deviant. In the case of (108c), his wining must be located in the intersective interval of 
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yesterday and the interval preceding [now, _), which is the interval yesterday itself. Since 

the time intersection is not null in (108c), the sentence is well-formed. The logic forms of 

(108b) and (108c) are presented in (109a) and (109b) respectively. 

 

(109) a. PRES (Modal (he win)) 

b. PRES (Modal (Have (he win))) 

 

4.1.3.1.2 Chinese epistemic modals 

Although Chinese does not have tense, the epistemic modals, like their English 

counterparts, take the present perspective and are located at the present time. The 

temporal orientation of the modals depends on the situation types expressed by their 

complements: stative situations are located in the present or future; eventive situations are 

in the future, as shown below. 

 

(110) a.Ta keneng/yinggai zhidao zhe jian shi.         (State: present)        

      he may/must    know  this CL matter 

      He may/must know this matter. 

    b. Ta  hui bu hui  shi ge xuesheng?             (State: present) 

      he may not may be CL student 

      May he be a student? 

    c. Ta  bu hui shi ge xuesheng                  (State: present) 

      he not may be CL student 

      He may not be a student. 

    d. Wai bian yao/hui liangkuai yidian.             (State: present/future) 

      outside must/may    cool  a bit 

      It must/may be a bit cooler outside. 
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(111) a. Ta hen keneng  xie  yi ben shu lai   jilu   

he very may write one CL book to record 

zhe  ji ge  yue    de   jingli.                (Event: future) 

       this several month POSS experience 

       He may write a book to record his experience in these couple of months. 

b. Meiguo jingji   hui bu hui shuaitui?             (Event: future) 

      U.S.  economy may not may decline 

      May the U.S.’s economy decline? 

c. Meiguo jingji   bu hui shuaitui                 (Event: future) 

      U.S.  economy not may decline 

      The U.S.’s economy may not decline. 

    d. Zheyang, shenghuo shuiping jiu  yao/hui xia jiang.  (Event: future) 

      thus     living   standard then must/may down fall 

      Thus, the living standard must/may be going down. 

 

In (110), all the four epistemic modals keneng ‘may’, hui ‘may, will’, yinggai ‘must, 

should’, and yao ‘must, be going to’ strongly favor present time interpretation when the 

verb predicate denotes a state. In (111), keneng ‘may’, hui ‘may, will’, and yao ‘must, be 

going to’ have a future reading when the predicate denotes an event15. yinggai can also 

express deontic modality with future reference when appearing with an eventive 

predicate.  

 

(112) Women yinggai kai ge hui.                         (Event: future) 

     we    should have CL meeting 

     We should have a meeting. 

                                                        
15 yao with an eventive predicate can also be deontic, dynamic, or predictive. On all these non-epistemic 
uses, yao makes reference to the future. For instance, 
 
    Lisi yao                    lai.                                (Event: future) 
    Lisi need to/want to/be going to come 
    Lisi needs to/wants to/is going to come. 
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Not surprisingly, modal complements marked with imperfective morphemes are located 

in the present.  

 

(113) a. Ta keneng/yinggai zai  xuexi.                 (Progressive: present) 

       he may/must   PROG study 

       He may/must be studying. 

     b. Ta hui bu hui     kai –zhe   che ne?          (Imperfective: present) 

       he may not may drive IMPERF car SFP 

       Maybe he is driving? 

 

However, the epistemic modals behave differently when appearing with past adverbials 

and perfective morphemes. While hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai are compatible with past 

adverbials and perfective morphemes, hui-P and yao do not. (114)-(115) below show that 

hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai allow past interpretation of their complements that are 

marked either with past adverbials or perfective markers. 

 

(114) a. Ta keneng/yinggai zaojiu zhidao zhe jian shi.         (State: past)        

       he may/must   long ago know this CL matter 

       He may/must have been aware of this matter long ago. 

    b. Ta  hui bu hui yiqian shi ge xuesheng?              (State: past) 

      he may not may before be CL student 

      Maybe he was a student before? 

c. Wo zuotian keneng meiyou jieshi qingchu.            (Event: past) 

  I yesterday may   not  explain clearly 

  I may not have explained (it) clearly yesterday. 

 

(115) a. Ta keneng/yinggai qu –guo/-le Zhongguo.            (Perfective: past) 

       he may/must     go PERF  China 

       He may/must have been to China. 
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     b. Ta  hui bu hui  qu –guo/-le Zhongguo?            (Perfective: past) 

       he may not may go PERF  China 

       May he have been to China? 

c. Ta  bu hui   qu –guo/-le Zhongguo.              (Perfective: past) 

       he not may  go PERF  China 

       He may not have been to China. 

 

All sentences under (114) contain a past time adverbial, which can appear before or after 

an epistemic modal without altering the meaning of the sentence. These temporal 

adverbials do not change the perspective of the modals; rather, they locate the relevant 

situations in the past. In (115), each modal complement contains a perfective marker 

–guo or –le and is located in the past. In contrast, past time adverbials and the perfective 

markers –le and -guo do not occur with the epistemic hui-P and yao. 

 

(116) a. Mali *yiqian/yihou         hui mingbai.        (State) 

      Mali  in the past/ in the future may understand 

      Mali may understand *in the past/ in the future. 

b. Ta *zuotian/mingtian hui  gen ni  lianxi.         (Event) 

he yesterday/tomorrow may with you contact 

He may contact you *yesterday/tomorrow. 

 

(117) a. * Ta yao qu –le/-guo Zhongguo.      (Perfective) 

he must go PERF   China 

        He must have been to China. 

     b. * Lisi hui   lai –le/-guo de.   (Perfective) 

        Lisi may come PERF DE 

        Lisi may have come. 

 

Both sentences in (116) marked with hui-P cannot be modified with a past time adverbial 
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but can be modified with a future time adverbial, regardless of whether the sentence 

expresses a state or an event. In (117a) and (117b), hui-P and yao cannot scope over –le 

and –guo. The table below summarizes the temporal interpretation of the Chinese 

epistemic modals with regard to the temporal and aspectual information conveyed by the 

modal complements.  

 
 State 

 
Event Imperfective 

markers ‘zai, 
-zhe’ 

Perfective 
markers 
‘-le,-guo’ 
 

Past 
Adverbials 

hui-P 
yao 
 
 

Future/Present Future Present * * 

hui-IN 
keneng 
yinggai 
 

Present Future Present Past Past 

 

Figure 4.3 Temporal Interpretation of Chinese Epistemic Modals 
 

hui-P and yao in the above table resemble English epistemic modals in two aspects. 

First, they have optional future orientation when the verb predicate is stative and 

obligatory future orientation when the verb predicate is eventive, as seen in (118).  

 

(118) a. Wai bian yao/hui liangkuai yidian.                (State: present) 

       outside must/may cool  a bit 

       It must/may be a bit cooler outside. 

     b. Ta  hui  shi ge hao jingcha.                     (State: future) 

       he may be CL good policeman 

       He will be a good policeman. 

c. Zheyang, shenghuo shuiping jiu  yao/hui xia jiang.   (Event: future) 

       thus     living   standard then must/may down fall 

       Thus, the living standard must/may be going down. 
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Second, the two modals are compatible with present and future adverbials but not with 

past adverbials, regardless of whether the temporal adverbials are within or out of the 

scope of the modals. 

 

(119) a. Mali hui/yao mingtian huilai. 

       Mali will tomorrow return 

       Mali will return tomorrow. 

     b. Zhehuir wai bian hui/yao  liangkuai yidian.               

       now   outside  may/msut cool  a bit 

       It may/must be a bit cooler outside now. 

c. * Ta hui/yao   zuotian  gen ni  lianxi. 

he may/must yesterday with you contact 

He may/must have contacted you yesterday 

 

Sentences in (118) and (119) cannot be satisfactorily explained unless we assume the 

intersective semantics of frame adverbials, as Abusch (1998) and Condoravdi (2001) do 

to English epistemic modals, and propose that hui-P and yao denote “non-past” 

temporality. They are modals rather than future tense morphemes because the two modals 

can express relative future while true future tenses express absolute future, as in (120). 

 

(120) Ta shuo zuotian    hui/yao lai   kan wo, keshi mei lai. 

     he say  yesterday may/must come visit me but  not come 

     He said he would come visit me yesterday but he didn’t. 

 

Unlike hui-P and yao, the epistemic keneng, yinggai, and hui-NI do not have 

“non-past” as part of their meaning. This point is supported by the following three pieces 

of evidence. First, keneng, yinggai, and hui-NI can appear with past time adverbials, as 

seen in sentences of (114). The well-formedness of these sentences is unexpected if 
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keneng, yinggai, and hui-NI denote the non-past interval [now, _), since the intersection 

of this interval and the interval restricted by the past adverbials is null, and so the 

sentences in (114) are wrongly predicted to be deviant.  

Second, keneng, yinggai, and hui-NI allow hui and yao to appear within their 

scope. 

 

(121) a. Ta keneng/yinggai hui   qu Zhongguo.       (Event: future) 

    he may/must     will  go China. 

       He may/must go to China. 

     b. Bu hui   yao     xiayu ba?               (Event: future) 

       not may is going to rain SFP 

       Is it going to rain? 

 

In sentences of (121), hui-P and yao are within the scope of hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai. 

If all the epistemic modals have “non-past” as part of their meaning, we would expect the 

eventive predicates within the scope of hui/yao and keneng/yinggai/hui-NI to be located 

in the future of future (recall that eventive complements of all epistemic modals have 

future interpretation). However, this is not the case. In both (121a) and (121b), the 

situation involved is located in the future with respect to the utterance time. This suggests 

that keneng/yinggai/hui-NI and hui-P/yao cannot both refer to the future.  

Third, hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai allow perfective morphemes to appear within 

their scope, whereas hui-P and yao do not, as shown in (122).  

 

(122) a. Ta keneng/yinggai/bu hui qu –le/-guo Zhongguo.         

      he may/must  /not may go PERF  China 

      He may/must have (not) been to China. 

b. *Ta hui/yao  qu –le/-guo Zhongguo.   

he may/must go PERF   China 

       He may/must have been to China. 
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(122a) with the perfective morphemes –le and –guo is well-formed and has a past time 

reading, yet (122b) with –le/-guo is ill-formed. One might want to say that the epistemic 

modals keneng, yinggai, and hui-NI in (a) are also future oriented. They have past time 

reading of their complements because the perfective morphemes –le/-guo in the modal 

complements, just like English perfect have, can locate the situation in a time interval 

before the interval [now, _) designated by the modals. However, the ill-formedness of 

(122b) with the future modals hui-P and yao suggests that the perfective morphemes –le 

and -guo cannot be analyzed in the same way as the perfect have. Otherwise, (122b) 

should be as acceptable as its English translation. –le and –guo express “past” relative to 

a reference time (Ross 1994, Lin 2006)16. In the case of (122b), -le/-guo restricts the 

relevant situation in the past relative to the speech time while hui/yao requires the same 

situation to be in the future of the speech time. As a result, the sentence is ill-formed. If 

keneng/yinggai/hui-NI has the same temporal meaning as hui-P/yao, (122a) should be 

deviant too. The well-formedness of the sentence suggests that keneng, yinggai, and 

hui-NI do not express “non-past”. 

If the above analysis is correct, then how to explain the fact that the zero-marked 

complement of keneng, yinggai, and hui-NI has a future time reading when it is eventive, 

as seen below?  

 

 (123) a. Ta hen keneng  xie  yi ben shu lai   jilu             (Event: future) 

He very may write one CL book to record 

zhe  ji ge  yue    de   jingli.                 

        this several month POSS experience 

        He may write a book to record his experience in these couple of months. 

b. Meiguo jingji   hui bu hui shuaitui?                  (Event: future) 

        U.S.  economy may not may decline 

        May the U.S.’s economy decline? 

                                                        
16 I will discuss in detail the interaction of future modals and aspectual viewpoint morphemes in Chapter 5. 
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The future interpretation of above sentences is an unmarked reading of the modal 

complement expressing events. A zero-marked clause is aspectually and temporally 

undetermined, and can be interpreted differently in different contexts. Although the 

epistemic modals hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai do not determine the temporal location of 

their complements, they do establish an environment of estimation made from the present 

perspective. In such a context, zero-marked eventive complements strongly favor future 

interpretation. I consider the reading unmarked because to be in the present, the 

complements expressing events have to be marked with imperfective morphemes –zai or 

zhe, as shown in (124)17. To be in the past of the utterance time, the perfective 

morphemes –le and –guo or expressions that lead to the past reading of the modal 

complements are needed, such as the sentence final le that often triggers a past time 

interpretation. For instance, in (125) the sentence final le and the perfective morpheme 

–guo are necessary for the modal complements to be located in the past. 

 

(124) Ta keneng/yinggai zai xuexi.                      (Activity) 

     he may/must  PROG study 

     He may/must be studying. 

 

 

                                                        
17 Without the imperfective morphemes, a zero-marked sentence expressing Activity can be located in the 
present in both modal and non-modal context when the sentence contains a location adverbial introduced 
by the preposition zai, e.g., zai Austin ‘in/at Austin’ in (i) below. Such a sentence often sounds peculiar 
without the location adverbial. It is not clear to me why the zero-marked sentences in (i) have the present 
time reading. I suspect that it has to do with the preposition zai which is also a progressive morpheme.  
 
(i) a. ta zai Austin zhu.                   (Activity) 
    he in Austin live 
    He is living in Ausin 
  b. ta keneng/yinggai zai Austin zhu. 
    He may/must    in Austin  live 
    He may/must be living in Austin. 
  c. ta  bu hui  zai Austin zhu. 
    He not may in Austin live 
    He may not be living in Austin. 
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(125) a. Ta keneng/yinggai zuotian  kan dianying *(le).     (Activity) 

        he may/must    yesterday see  movie  LE 

        He may/must have seen movies yesterday. 

      b. Ta hui bu hui yiqian xie *(-guo) yi ben shu?        (Accomplishment) 

        he may not may write PERF one CL book 

 May he have written a book before. 

 

In conclusion, I showed that all the Chinese epistemic modals can have future 

interpretation of their complements. I argued, however, that hui-P and yao have 

“non-past” semantics, whereas hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai do not. The forward shifting 

effect related to hui-NI, keneng, and yinggai is, in effect, an unmarked interpretation of 

zero-marked eventive sentences in the context of estimation. hui-P and yao are not future 

tense morphemes since they can express relative future while true tense markers express 

absolute future. It remains a puzzle, however, why hui-P and hui-NI behave so differently 

with regard to their modal and temporal reference. 

 

4.1.3.2 Deontic modal auxiliaries 

Deontic modal auxiliaries in Mandarin are mainly concerned with notions of 

permission and obligation. neng(gou) ‘can’ and ke(yi) ‘may’ express permission; yao 

‘must, need’, dei ‘must, have to’, yinggai ‘must, should’, and its variants (e.g., yingdang, 

ying, dang) express obligation. One difference between the epistemic modals and 

dynamic modals is that deontic modals all favor a future interpretation of their 

complements regardless of the situation types the complements express. This is not 

surprising, since what is permitted or obliged to happen tend to follows the modal time 

when permissions are granted or obligations are imposed. In (126), all sentences have the 

future time reading.  
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(126) a. Ta neng/keyi zou le.                           (Achievement) 

       he can/may leave LE 

  He can/may leave. 

    b. Ni yao/dei /(ying)gai gei ta da ge dianhua.         (Accomplishment) 

      you should to he make CL call 

      You should give him a call. 

    c. Zhuobu yingdang /dei/ keyi shi hongse de.         (State) 

      Tablecloth ought to       be red DE 

      The tablecloth ought to be red. 

 

Deontic modals do not allow past adverbs (with the exception of keyi and yinggai) and 

perfective morphemes to be within their scope.  

 

(127) a. Ni yao/dei/neng (*zai zuotian) likai nar.  

       you must/can     on yesterday leave there 

       You must/can leave there *yesterday/tomorrow. 

     b. Ni yao/dei/neng/keyi likai (*–le/-guo) nar. 

       you should/can/may leave PERF there. 

       You should/can/may leave there. 

 

Another difference between the deontic modals and the epistemic modals with 

regard to the temporal interpretation is that the modal time of the deontic modals can be 

modified by temporal adverbials while that of the epistemic modals cannot.  

 

(128) a. Zuotian  ta  dei   qu nar. 

       yesterday he have to go there 

       He had to go there yesterday. 
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b. Ta  zuotian  dei   qu nar. 

      he yesterday have to go there 

      He had to go there yesterday. 

    c. *Ta  dei   zuotian  qu nar.                        

      he  have to yesterday go there 

      He had to go there yesterday. 

 

(129) a. Zuotian  ta keneng qu nar le. 

      yesterday he may go there LE 

      He may have gone there yesterday. 

b. Ta zuotian keneng qu nar le. 

      he yesterday may go there LE 

      He may have gone there yesterday. 

    c. Ta keneng zuotian qu nar  le. 

      he may yesterday go there LE 

      He may have gone there yesterday. 

 

dei ‘must’ in (128) denotes an obligation. In (a) and (b), the past adverbial zuotian 

‘yesterday’ before dei restricts the modal time to the interval of yesterday, and thus 

changes the modal perspective to the past; (c) is ill-formed because the past time 

adverbial yesterday cannot appear within the complement of dei. (129) contains the 

epistemic modal keneng ‘may’. The modal time remains to be the utterance time no 

matter where the time adverbial is.  

yeki ‘may’ and yinggai ‘should’ also allow a counterfactual reading of their 

complements when occurring with a past time adverbial.  

 

(130) a. Ni zuotian    keyi lai.                      (past future) 

       you yesterday may come 

       You were allowed to come yesterday.               
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     b. Ni   keyi  zuotian lai.                     (counterfactual) 

       you may yesterday come 

       You may have come yesterday.    

                 

(131) a. Ni  zuotian  yinggai lai.                   (counterfactual) 

      you yesterday should come 

      You should have come yesterday.                  

     b. Ni  yinggai zuotian  lai. 

       you should  yesterday come 

       You should have come yesterday.              (counterfactual)     

  

In (130a), the adverbial zuotian ‘yesterday’ scopes over the deontic modal keyi ‘may’ and 

sets the modal time to the interval of yesterday. The complement of keyi is located in the 

future relative to the modal time. In (130b), yesterday is within the scope of keyi. The 

complement has a counterfactual implicature which means that you are allowed to come 

yesterday but you didn’t. In (131), both sentences have counterfactual readings but with 

different focuses because of the scope difference of the adverb yesterday. (131a) implies 

that as of the event that happened yesterday, you should have come but you didn’t. (131b) 

implies that yesterday is when you should come but you didn’t. (131b) not (131a) is 

felicitous in the context that the person came on a day other than yesterday or the person 

is planning to come.  

The situation within the scope of the deontic keyi ‘may’ and yinggai ‘should, must’ 

(sometimes neng ‘may’ as well) can have a factual reading albeit a weaker one. The 

factual situation is in the present if it is stative, as in (132), or in the past with the 

presence of a past adverbial, as seen in (130) and (131) above.  

 

(132) a. Gugong            li   ke bu keyi /ying bu yinggai    you xingbake? 

       The Imperial Palace inside may not may/should not should have Starbucks 

       May/ should there be Starbucks inside the Imperial Palace? 
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b. Ta neng/keyi dai zai zher. 

       he can/may stay at here 

       He can/may stay here. 

 

(132a) expresses a state. It has two temporal interpretations: present and future. On the 

present time reading, Starbucks is already inside the Imperial Palace and the speaker is 

asking whether this is permissible (with keyi and neng) or whether this is appropriate 

according to certain regulations or norms (with yinggai). On the future time reading, 

there is no Starbucks in the Imperial Palace yet, and the speaker is asking whether this is 

allowed in the future. (132b) expresses a stative event “stay here”. It also has two 

readings. The subject may be staying at the place when the permission is given at the 

speech time confirming that his staying is allowed, or the subject is permitted to come 

over and stay in the future. Contexts usually make it clear which interpretation is 

preferable. In (130) and (131), the event of your coming in all sentences can be 

interpreted as occurred yesterday. With the deontic modal keyi ‘may’, the sentences in 

(130) mean that the coming event occurred yesterday is permitted by some deontic source, 

say the speaker; with the modal yinggai ‘should’, the sentences in (131) mean that the 

coming event of yesterday is what the subject is supposed to do according to certain 

regulations or principles. As the discussion of (counter)factual interpretation goes beyond 

the scope of this study, I will leave the observations for future research. 

In sum, all deontic modals are future-oriented. This has to do with their deontic 

meaning which allows or calls for a situation to occur after the modal time. Non-future 

reference is not possible with deontic auxiliaries except for yinggai and keyi allowing for 

both factual and counterfactual interpretations.  

    

4.1.3.3 Dynamic modal auxiliaries 

Dynamic modals relevant to the study concerns desire or hope (xiang ‘wish to’) or 

willingness (yuan(yi)/leyi /ken/qingyuan ‘be willing to’). A situation expressed by the 

complement of dynamic modals is invariably in the future relative to the modal time, 
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unless it is habitual or generic. This is predictable, as what one wishes or intends to do is 

almost always after the time at which the wishes or plans are made18. In (133a), the 

complement “to be an actor” is what the subject wishes at the present time; in (133b) 

“teach me” is a future event that the subject is unwilling to do. 

 

(133) a. Ta xiang dang yanyuan. 

       he wish to be actor 

       He wants to be an actor. 

    b. Ta bu leyi jiao wo. 

      he not be willing to teach me 

      He is not willing to teach me. 

 

Similar to deontic modals, the modal time of dynamic modals can be specified with an 

overt temporal adverb scoping over them. The complement of the modal is in the future 

with respect to the location of the modal. For instance,  

 

(134) a. Wo yiqian xiang qu meiguo, xianzai bu xiang qu le, yihou xiang bu xiang qu hai 

bu zhidao. 

      I before wish to go U.S.    now  not wish to go LE, in the future wish to not 

wish to go still not know  

      I wished to go to the U.S. before but now I don’t, I don’t know yet whether I wish 

to go there in the future. 

 

(134) consists of three clauses, each of them containing a temporal adverb that situates 

the event denoted by the modal auxiliary xiang ‘wish’ in the past, present, and future 

respectively. In the three clauses, the proposition of going to the U.S. is located at a time 

posterior to the event of wishing—future-in-past, simple future, and future-in-future. 

The temporal adverb within the modal complement specifies the time of the situation 
                                                        
18 Dynamic modals with counterfactual readings are exceptions. For example, in the sentence I wish I were 
there, what the speaker wishes to do is located in the past of the time of wishing. 
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expressed by the complement. Past adverbs do not appear in this context as they are 

incompatible with the future meaning of the dynamic modals. (135) shows that the time 

phrase yesterday can only appear outside of the scope of the modal buken ‘unwilling’. 

 

(135) a. Zuotian   ta bu ken        qu. 

      yesterday he not be willing to go. 

      Yesterday he was unwilling to go. 

    b. Ta  bu ken       *zuotian/mingtian   qu. 

      he not be willing to yesterday/tomorrow go 

 He is unwilling to go *yesterday/tomorrow. 

 

As expected, perfective morphemes do not occur within the complement of dynamic 

modals either. 

 

(136) a. *Lisi xiang kan –le/-guo zhe ben shu. 

       Lisi want to read PERF  this CL book 

       Lisi wants to have read this book 

     b. *Zhe jian shi   ta bu leyi qu zuo –le/-guo. 

       this CL matter he not willing go do PERF 

       He is unwilling to have done this matter. 

 

In short, all dynamic modals under discussion can shift the situation time of their 

complements forward to the future with respect to the modal time, which is located at the 

utterance time by default.  

 

4.1.3.4 Summary 

In the absence of tense, Chinese modal auxiliaries take the default present 

perspective. The epistemic modals hui-P and yao refer to “non-past” and the root modals 

refer to the future. These modals do not allow past time adverbials and perfective 
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morphemes to be within their scope. In this regard, hui-P and yao pattern with the root 

modals.  

 

4.2 Main verbs with future orientation 

In Mandarin, future-oriented main verbs are primarily those that express 

permission, needs, intention, and plans. The list includes but is not limited to the 

following verbs: xu ‘allow, be permitted to’, zhun ‘allow’, zhunxu ‘allow’, rongxu ‘allow’, 

yunxu ‘allow’, xuyao ‘need’, yao ‘need’, yong ‘need’, yuanyi ‘wish to’, xiangyao ‘want 

to’, xiwang ‘hope’, qiwang ‘expect; look forward to’, panwang ‘look forward to’, 

mengxiang ‘dream of’, wangxiang ‘covet’, zhunbei ‘prepare to’, dasuan ‘plan’, qitu 

‘attempt to’, wantu ‘vainly attempt to’.  

Future-oriented main verbs are modals in nature and are semantically close to 

deontic auxiliaries and dynamic auxiliaries introduced earlier. Two syntactic features 

distinguish them from modal auxiliaries: first, they can take aspectual viewpoint 

morphemes; second, they take direct objects that are usually clausal.  

Future-oriented verbs expressing deontic modality, namely those of permission and 

needs, can be control verbs, raising verbs, or both. They express the meaning of deontic 

possibility or necessity and pragmatically often take the form of directives, warnings, or 

suggestions.  

 

(137) a. Zheli bu zhunxu bo che. 

       here not allow park car 

       No parking here. 

     b. Ta rongxu wo shuiyi jin chu tade shufang. 

       he allow I at will enter exit his study room 

       He allows me to go to his study room at any time. 

 

The monosyllabic verbs zhun and xu are peculiar in that they are more frequently used in 

negations and questions and hardly take aspectual morphemes. In positive statements, 
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other verbs of permission, e.g., zhunxu ‘allow’, or deontic auxiliaries, e.g., keyi ‘may’ are 

preferred. 

 

(138) a. Kaoshi deshihou xu bu xu     kan shu?          (Zhu 1982: 64) 

       exam when   allow not allow read book 

       (Are we) allowed to use the textbook when taking the exam? 

b. Wo bu xu   ni zou, ni  jiu  bu xu  zou         (Chao 1968: 740) 

I not permit you go you then not may go 

If I don’t permit you to go, then you may not go. 

c. Bu zhun  shuohua! 

  Not allow speak 

  Speaking is not allowed! 

     

The verb yao ‘need’, xuyao ‘need’, and yong ‘need’ express the subject’s needs or 

requirements. yong usually appears in negative statements and does not take aspect 

markers. 

 

(139) a. Women xuyao ta lai bangbang mang. 

      we    need he come help 

      We need him to come and help us. 

b. Zhe shir    yao Mali chumian ma? 

      this matter need Mali appear QM? 

      Need Mali be here to solve the problem? 

    c. Dongxi dou zhunbei hao -le,   ni  bu yong caoxin le. 

      thing  all prepare RVC PERF you no need worry LE 

      Everything is ready. You needn’t worry. 

     

Like deontic future-oriented verbs, future-oriented verbs of intention and plan are either 

control verbs, raising verbs, or both.  
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(140) a. Wo yuanyi yi nian dao tou shi chun tian.   (Chao 1968: 739) 

I  wish   all year all    be spring 

I wish it were spring all the year round. 

     b. Wo xiangyao Mali mingtian lai. 

       I   want   Mali tomorrow come 

       I want Mali to come tomorrow. 

    c. Ta mengxiang cheng wei yi ming huajia. 

      he dream to  become one CL artist 

      He dreams to be an artist. 

 

(141) a. Ni dasuan zenme ban?                  (Lü 1980: 117) 

       you plan  how to do 

      What do you plan to do? 

    b. Wo zheng    zhunbei qu ni   nar ne. 

      I  right now prepare go your place SFP 

      I’m about to go to your place. 

 

With a few exceptions, verbs in this group can take aspect markers, though not frequently. 

(142) illustrates.  

 

(142) a. Wo ye dasuan /mengxiang –guo ba jiu fang  zhangxiu yixia. 

      I also plan / dream     PERF BA old house remodel once 

      I also planned /dreamed to remodel the old house. 

    b. Lisi xiangyao (*–guo/*-le) qu Beijing yi  tang. 

      Lisi want    (*PERF)   go Beijing one CL 

      Lisi want to make a trip to Beijing. 
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Main verbs of deontic modality and those of desire and intention are called 

future-oriented verbs because their clausal complements express unrealized situations 

located in the future relative to the time of the main clause. Future-oriented verbs occur in 

various contexts. In past time contexts, a future-oriented verb locates its complement in a 

time posterior to a past reference time specified by the context. In (143), the 

future-oriented verb xiangyao ‘want to’ takes an unrealized clausal complement. In the 

scope of the past adverb shangge yue ‘last month’ that specifies the reference time, 

xiangyao ‘want to’ presents a situation of future-in-past. 

 

(143) Shangge yue Lisi xiangyao qu Beijing yi tang. 

     last month Lisi want     go Beijing one CL 

     Last month Lisi wanted to make a trip to Beijing. 

 

Like deontic and dynamic modals, the complements of the future-oriented main verbs 

cannot contain past time adverbials or perfective morphemes. 

 

(144) a. Lisi xiangyao (*yiqian) qu (*–le/-guo) Beijing yi tang. 

       Lisi want    before   go PERF  Beijing one CL 

       Lisi wants to make a trip to Beijing. 

    b. Ni   bu yong (*gangcai) lai (*–le/-guo). 

      you not need  just now  come PERF 

      You needn’t come. 

 

However, the complements of the future-oriented verbs expressing wish and hope, e.g., 

xiwang ‘wish, hope’, yuanyi ‘wish’, and qiwang ‘hope, look forward to’, are not 

exclusively related to futurity. They may have a counterfactual reading when the situation 

described by their complements is impossible in the real world or is interpreted as 

occurring or having occurred. (145) and (146) exemplify.  
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(145) a. Wo xiwang ziji shi zhi xiaoniao. 

       I    hope self be CL bird 

       I wish I were a bird. 

    b. Wo yuanyi yi nian dao tou shi chun tian.    

I  wish all year all be spring 

I wish it were spring all the year round. 

 

(146) a. Wo xiwang ta xianzai zai jia  deng wo. 

       I   hope  he now  at home wait for I  

       I wish he were waiting for me at home now. 

    b. Wo xiwang ta yiqian qu –guo zhongguo. 

      I   hope  he before go PERF China 

      I wish he had been to China before. 

 

In (145a), “I am a bird” is what I wish but is not true in the present time and will never 

happen in the future. Likewise, the complement in (145b) “to be spring all year” is not 

possible in the real world either. In (146), the clausal complements of the wish verb 

xiwang ‘hope’ have counterfactual inference. What the speaker hopes in (146a) is an 

ongoing situation at the time of speech ‘now’; that in (146b) concerns the past experience 

of the embedded subject signaled by the past adverbial yiqian ‘before’ and the perfective 

morpheme –guo. Since the future-oriented verb only takes unrealized complements, the 

present and past situations expressed by the complements in (146a) and (146b) are not 

interpreted to be realized but counterfactual.  

To be brief, future-oriented verbs express futurity in an indirect way. They take 

unrealized complements that are located in the future or at a time posterior to the 

situation expressed by the future-oriented verbs themselves. 
 

4.3 Future in past  

Both simple future (a.k.a. absolute future) and future-in-past involve the 

posteriority relationship between the situation time and the reference time. The former is 
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deictic, marking a situation as being posterior to the speech time; the latter is non-deictic, 

marking a situation as following some reference time in the past, and the situation is seen 

as being in the future with respect to that reference time. 

Since Mandarin does not have the category of tense, neither the absolute future nor 

the future-in-past is grammatically marked. The future forms with default simple future 

reference may obtain the future-of-past interpretation when occurring in a past 

environment which is either linguistically marked or is understood via pragmatic context. 

Below I will discuss how the future-in-past is conveyed in Mandarin. 

 

4.3.1 Past adverbials 

As discussed in the previous sections, root modals within the scope of a past time 

adverbial take the past perspective. Consequently, their complements are interpreted as 

presenting a future situation in the past. For instance,  

 

(147) a. Na tian  Lisi yao qu Beijing,  jintian you  yao   qu Shanghai.  (Deontic) 

       that day Lisi have to go Beijing today again have to go Shanghai 

       That day Lisi was going to Beijing. Today he is going to Shanghai.  

b. Xiao shi hou wo xiang dang yisheng, xianzai xiang dang laoshi.    (Dynamic) 

       little when  I want   be doctor   now    want  be teacher 

       When I was little, I wanted to be a doctor, now I want to be a teacher. 

 

 (147a) consists of two clauses with each containing the deontic yao. The first clause 

with the past adverbial na tian ‘that day’ expresses a future-in-past event qu Beijing ‘go 

to Beijing’; the second clause with the adverbial jintian ‘today’ expresses an event in the 

future with respect to the present. In (147b), both clauses contain the dynamic modal 

xiang ‘want to’. While the first clause conveys a volition posterior to the time ‘when I 

was little’, the second conveys a future volition following the present time. 

Full verbs expressing deontic and dynamic modality can also introduce a 

past-in-the-future situation when occurring with a past adverbial.  
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(148) a. Lang xingqi qian ta jihua dao Zhongguo lai.              (Intention) 

      two week ago  he plan  to China come 

      Two weeks ago he planned to come to China. 

b. Yiqian    zhe ge difang yunxu youke canguan.            (Permission) 

   in the past this CL place allow  tourist visit 

      In the past tourists were allowed to visit this place. 

 

In (148a), the situation expressed by the clausal complement of jihua ‘plan’ is interpreted 

as in the past posterior to the time of planning that took place two weeks ago. In the case 

of (148b), the clausal complement of the full verb yunxu ‘allow’ also has a past future 

reading with the presence of a past adverbial. Even though the focus of the sentence is on 

the past situation that tourists were allowed to visit the place, it can be inferred that the 

event of tourists’ visiting this place, which happened after the permission, was granted 

sometime in the past. 

 

4.3.2 Embedded clause 

A future morpheme in the clausal complement of a verb without future reference 

often is interpreted to convey the future-in-past when the matrix event clause denotes a 

past situation. In indirect speech, the matrix verb such as shuo ‘say’ is interpreted to 

describe a past event without any linguistic marking. However, for other matrix verbs, 

linguistic strategies are needed to ensure that the verbs establish a reference point in the 

past. I will discuss the interpretation of the future forms in indirect speech first.  

Indirect speech is one of the common environments in which a form with simple 

future reference acquires the past of future interpretation. (149) illustrates. 
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(149) a. Ta gaosu wo shuo zhe shi bu hui  you  cheng gong xiwang le,  

       he tell  me say  this be not may have success    hope  LE 

ta yao    chu yi   kou  xiong tou  zhi   qi. 

he have to exit one mouth chest inside POSS anger 

He told me that there may not be any hope of success and he needed to vent his 

anger. 

b. Ta wen wo kaoshi yinggai zenme fuxi. 

      he ask I  exam  should  how review 

      He asked me how he should prepare for the exam. 

c. Ta shuo ta yuanyi      /xiwang  ba diannao  dai  huiqu. 

      he say he be willing to/hope to  BA computer bring back 

      He said he was willing to/hoped to bring the computer back. 

 

In (149a)-(149c), the clausal complement of the verb gaosu ‘tell’, wen ‘ask’, and shuo 

‘say’ each contains a future modal verb. Since the indirect speech reports what was said 

in the past, the future forms within the clausal complements can be interpreted to present 

a situation as in the future of the past. Interestingly, the simple future interpretation of 

these future forms is, in fact, primary in the above sentences. This is because without 

further contextual information, the sentences in (149) tend to be understood as the 

speaker’s immediate report to the addressee of what s/he was told or heard.  

Like the future modals in indirect speech, those in embedded clauses introduced by 

other verbs can have the past-in-the-future reading when the main clause event is in the 

past. Two linguistic devices lead to the past interpretation of the matrix clause event: past 

time adverbials, perfective morphemes, or verb phrases expressing telic events. In 

embedded sentences, past adverbials in the matrix clauses set up a past environment for 

the matrix clause event. The embedded clauses that contain simple future forms are 

interpreted as posterior to the past matrix event. Compare (150) and (151). 
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(150) a. Wo xiangxin Lisi hui/neng lai. 

       I  believe  Lisi will/can come 

       I believe Lisi will/can come. 

b. Ta zhidao Lisi yao/xiang  chuguo   de shi. 

      he know Lisi will/want to go abroad DE matter 

      He knows the matter that Lisi will/wants to go abroad. 

 

(151) a. Dangshi   wo xiangxin Lisi hui/neng lai. 

       at that time I believe   Lisi will/can come. 

       At that time I believed Lisi would/could come. 

    b. Dangnian ta zhidao Lisi yao/xiang   chuguo   de shi. 

      That year he know  Lisi will/want to go abroad DE matter 

      That year he knew the matter that Lisi would/wanted to go abroad. 

 

In (150), the matrix verbs xiangxin ‘believe’ in (a) and zhidao ‘know’ in (b) express 

stative situations that are located in the present. The embedded clause events with the 

future forms are in the future. When a temporal adverbial conveying (distant) past is 

added to the matrix clauses, as in (151), the matrix clause situations are in the past, so are 

the future events expressed by the embedded clauses. Yet, the complements in sentences 

of (151) can also have the simple future interpretation. This is especially true when the 

temporal adverbials are substituted with zuotian ‘yesterday’ expressing a nearer past. This 

suggests that the relative/absolute future reading of an embedded clause is a matter of 

pragmatic interpretation. 

The aspectual information conveyed by the matrix clauses also affects their 

temporal interpretation, and hence the temporal interpretation of the embedded clauses 

with future reference. We have seen that the perfective marker –le and –guo have strong 

tendency of locating a situation in the past. Accordingly, when a matrix clause is marked 

with –le or –guo, the embedded clause containing a future modal obtains the 

future-in-past interpretation, see (152).  
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(152) a. Wo (cengjing) xiangxin –guo Lisi hui lai. 

       I (ever)     believe PERF Lisi will come. 

       I believed that Lisi would come. 

b. Ta zhidao –le  Lisi yao/xiang   chuguo  de shi. 

       he know PERF Lisi will/want to go abroad DE matter 

He knew the matter that Lisi would/wanted to go abroad. 

 

Similarly, a telic event favors a default past time interpretation (Bohnemeyer & Swift 

2004, Smith & Erbaugh 2005), and so when the matrix event is telic, the event described 

by the embedded clause with a future form can be in the future relative to the past matrix 

event. (152) and (153) also allow the embedded clause event to be in the simple future. 

 

(153) Ta  faxian  na  ge ren    qitu  qipian Lisi. 

     he discover that CL person attempt cheat Lisi 

     He found that person attempted to cheat Lisi.  

 

The past adverbials and the aspectual information in the above matrix clauses can 

affect the future interpretation of the future forms because they decide the situation time 

of the matrix events, with respect to which the embedded events are taken to be in the 

future. However, the situation time of the matrix clause event is not the only the reference 

time of the embedded clause event; the speech time almost always functions as the 

reference time for the embedded clauses unless it is precluded by pragmatics. This is why 

the sentences in (151)-(153) have both absolute and relative future reading of the 

embedded clause. However, when an explicit temporal adverbial occurs in the embedded 

clause, it is this adverbial that decides the location of the embedded clause in time. The 

future form in the embedded clause refers to the simple future when the temporal 

adverbial contained in the embedded clause is deictic, regardless of the temporal location 

of the matrix clauses. For example, 
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(154) a. Ta shuo Lisi mingtian  keyi lai. 

       he say Lisi tomorrow may come. 

       He said Lisi might come tomorrow. 

b. Dangshi wo xiangxin Lisi xia ge yue    hui/neng lai. 

      at that time I believe Lisi next CL month will/can come. 

      At that time I believed Lisi would/could come next month. 

c. Ta zhidao –le Lisi mingnian yao/xiang   chuguo   de shi. 

      he know LE Lisi next year  will/want to go abroad DE matter 

He knew the matter that Lisi would/wanted to go abroad next year. 

 

(154a) is an indirect speech; (154b) contains a past adverbial dangshi ‘at that time’ in the 

matrix clause; the main verb in (154c) takes the perfective morpheme –le. All three 

matrix clauses are considered to be in the past. However, in these sentences, the 

embedded clauses with future morphemes express simple future events, due to the deictic 

temporal adverbials that they contain.  

 

4.3.3 Pragmatic factors 

Another factor involved in the interpretation of a future expression is the receiver’s 

pragmatic knowledge, as illustrated by (155).  

  

(155) a. Ta xiang Shanghai de  jushi   yexu  hui  hehuan,  

       he think Shanghai DE situation maybe may pacified,  

zhanshi bu hui fasheng. 

war   not may take place. 

He thought maybe the situation in Shanghai would be pacified and the war 

would not take place. 
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b. Riben yao      zai Majiakou  she   zu jie  de xiaoxi 

      Japan be going to at Majiakou set up concession DE news 

jiqi    –le dangdi  shang   min  de fandui. 

provoke PERF local merchant people DE oppose 

The news that Japan was going to set up a concession in Majiakou provoked the 

opposition of the local merchants and people.  

 

The matrix clause in (155a) is zero-marked. It expresses an atelic event xiang ‘think’, 

which is in the present by default (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004, Smith & Erbaugh 2005). 

Accordingly, the two clausal complements containing the future modal hui are expected 

to convey two events posterior to the present. However, the matrix event and the two 

subordinated future events in (155a) are interpreted as being in the past because the 

pragmatic knowledge tells us wartime Shanghai is in the past and all events happening at 

that time are past events. In the similar way, the future modal yao in the embedded clause 

of (155b) has the reading of the future-in-past since Japan’s setting up concessions in 

China occurred in late 19th century. 

 

4.4.3 Discourse context 

Discourse context is another key factor affecting the temporal interpretation of the 

future forms. A future form often has the future of the past interpretation when it is in past 

discourse context, see (156) and (157). 

 

(156) i) Youyitian ta   jie    dao tongxue  laixin, cu  ta gankuai  fan  xiao, 

      one day  he receive RVC classmate letter,  urge he quickly return school 

ii) jiu         yao da kao  le. 

immediately will final exam LE 

One day he received a letter from his classmate urging him to quickly return to 

school. The final exam was coming. 
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(157) i) Zai zhang sun    Ruixuan jiehun de shihou,  

       at eldest grandson Ruixuan marry DE time  

quanbu fangwu dou chedi     de   fangai –le   yici.  

       every  room   all completely –DE remodel PERF once 

ii) Zheci   shi Qi Tianyou chu  de  li— 

This time be Qi Tianyou exert DE strength. 

iii) Ta xiang  ba  fuqin zhimai de chanye   ban  cheng  

       he want to BA father buy  DE property change RVC  

yi  zuo zuyi  chuanshi   de baoli… 

one CL enough hand down DE castle. 

When the eldest grandson got married, all the rooms were remodeled once. This 

time it was done by Qi Tianyou—he wanted to change the properties bought by his 

father into a castle that was good enough to hand down to the next generation. 

 

In (156), the first sentence establishes a past context; the second sentence with the 

future auxiliary yao expresses a future event in the past. In (157), the last sentence with 

the volitional modal xiang ‘want to’ is taken as introducing a past future event, given the 

preceding context located in the past. Without the context, the future forms yao in (156) 

and xiang in (157) are both interpreted as referring to the simple future. 

In conclusion: as a tenseless language, Mandarin does not grammatically 

distinguish the simple future from the future-in-past. The same set of linguistic forms that 

can express the simple future may have the past future interpretation under the influence 

of several factors, including the presence of past adverbials, aspectual information, 

pragmatic knowledge and contexts. Oftentimes, the past future interpretation of a future 

form arises as a result of the collaboration of some or all of these factors. It is therefore 

more of a matter of pragmatics. 
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4.4 Summary 

All modal auxiliaries and main verbs with future orientation exhibit 

forward-shifting effect.  

Epistemic modals take the present perspective regardless of the position of the 

temporal adverbials. With the exception of hui-P ‘may’ and yao ‘must’, epistemic modals 

do not express non-pastness. The forward-shifting effect associated with these modals is, 

in fact, the unmarked interpretation of zero-marked complements expressing events.  

Root modals also take the perspective of the present by default, which, however, 

can be overridden by temporal adverbials scoping over the modals. Root modals can shift 

the local time of their complement to the future of the modal time. Deontic keyi and 

yinggai also allow non-future uses when their complements have (counter)factual 

readings. The difference between the temporal semantics of the epistemic hui-P and yao 

and the root modals is that hui-P and yao can locate a state in the present time, whereas 

root modals locate both states and events in the future.  

Future-oriented main verbs are modals in nature. They take clausal complements 

that are unrealized, and so their future reference is only indirect. 

The future modal verbs can have a past in future interpretation when appearing in a 

past context. However, in many cases, a simple future reading is also possible with them. 

Further contextual information is necessary to decide which reading is preferable. 

In the next Chapter, I will discuss the interaction of aspectual viewpoint 

morphemes and future modals. 



Chapter 5 Interaction of Future Modals and  

        Aspectual Viewpoint Morphemes  
 

In this chapter, I will discuss the interaction of future modals and the four aspectual 

viewpoint morphemes in Mandarin: -le, -guo, zai, and –zhe. We saw in Chapter 4 that the 

perfective morphemes –le and –guo cannot appear within the complement of 

future-oriented epistemic modals and root modals. We will see shortly that the 

imperfective morphemes zai and –zhe do not occur with root modal verbs either. This 

distributive pattern of aspect markers is unexpected under the view that aspect expresses 

(un)boundedness or the internal property of eventualities (Comrie 1976, Smith 1991) and 

concerns only the temporal relationship between Reference Time (RT) and Situation 

Time (SitT) (Klein 1994), since neither the characterization of (un)boundedness nor the 

relationship between RT and SitT conflicts with future contexts. 

I offer an explanation for the distribution of the aspect markers in future contexts. I 

propose that the appearance of the perfective viewpoint morphemes with the future modal 

verbs depends on whether the perfective morphemes and the future modals share the 

same RT and whether the perfective morphemes are immediately contained in the 

complement of the future modals.  

As for the imperfective morphemes, I argue that the (in)compatibility of the 

imperfective morphemes and root modals has to do with the (dis)agreement of the 

aspectual properties of the morphemes and the pragmatic uses of root modals. The 

temporal interpretation of the imperfective morphemes does not play a part here. 

In Section 5.1, I show that the distribution of aspect viewpoint morphemes in 

future situations is limited to a few environments. In Section 5.2, I review three recent 

analyses of the aspect morphemes in the literature and argue that they are inadequate to 

explain the distribution of aspect morphemes. In the subsequent sections, I provide 

account for the distribution patterns introduced in 5.1.  
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5.1 Distribution of aspectual viewpoint morphemes in future contexts 

Aspectual information in Mandarin is conveyed by situation types and aspectual 

viewpoints. While verb constellations, regardless of the situation types they express, can 

freely appear within the complement of future modal verbs, the four Mandarin aspectual 

viewpoint morphemes cannot.  

 

-le and –guo 

As we saw in Chapter 4, the perfective morphemes –le and –guo do not appear with a 

future oriented morpheme immediately scoping over them. In (158), all sentences 

containing a future modal verb in bold face have a future interpretation. They become 

ill-formed once –le or –guo is suffixed to the verb in their complements. 

 

(158) a. Ta hui/yao        qu (*–le/–guo) Beijing. 

he may/is going to go (*PERF)  Beijing. 

He may/is going to go to Beijing. 

    b. Ta  xiang/ yuanyi/    qingyuan   qu kan(*–le/–guo) dianying. 

      he want to/be willing to/would rather go see (*PERF)   movie 

      He wants to/is willing to/would rather go see movies.  

    c. Ta zhun/yunxu wo qing (*–le/–guo) yi tian jia. 

      he allow      I  take (*PERF)    a day off 

      He allowed me to take one day off. 

 

-le and –guo is allowed in the complement of a future form when the complement 

contains a sequence of event clauses and –le /-guo is in the non-final event clause. In 

(159), the future forms take a bi-clausal complement. The temporal order of the two event 

clause can be overtly marked by zai or jiu ‘(and) then’, as in (a) and (b), but it does not 

have to be marked. In both sentences, –le and –guo can only attach to the first verb of the 

unrealized complements but not the second verb.  
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(159) a. Lisi hui/zhunbei  ci –le/-guo xing zai dongshen (*-le/*-guo).  

Lisi will/prepare take PERF leave then depart (*PERF) 

Lisi will/ prepare to depart after having taken leave. 

   b. ni keyi/yinggai chi  -le/–guo fan  jiu qu (*-le/*-guo).      

     you may/should eat  PERF meal then go (*PERF) 

     You may/should go after eating meal. 

 

–le can also occur within the scope of a future form when attaching to a limited number 

of verbs listed in (160)19. These verbs do not seem to share anything in common except 

that they tend to be monosyllabic. (161) exemplifies. 

 

(160) Verbs taking –le in the future context 

wang ‘forget’, diu ‘throw’, guan ‘close; turn off’, he ‘drink’, chi ‘eat’, yan ‘swallow’, po 

‘spill’, sa ‘splash’, reng ‘throw’, fang ‘put; set free’, tu ‘smear; scribble; blot out’, mo 

‘apply, plaster’, ca ‘wipe’, peng ‘bump’, za ‘smash’, shuai ‘plunge’, ke ‘knock against’, 

zhuang ‘bump’, cai ‘step on’, shang ‘injure’, sha ‘kill’, zai ‘butcher’, qie ‘cut’, chong 

‘rush; rinse’, mai ‘sell’, huan ‘return’, hui ‘destroy’, rao ‘forgive’, ba ‘pull outward’, 

shao ‘burn’, zha ‘bomb’, ying ‘win’, duan ‘break, stop’, jie ‘put to an end’, shuai ‘throw; 

abandon’, hua ‘spend’, guan ‘close’, mai ‘bury’, si ‘tear’, chai ‘dismantle’, gai ‘correct’, 

jiejue ‘solve’. 

 

(161) a. Ni  hui/yinggai/dei   wang  –le  zhe jian shi.           

you will/should/have to forget PERF this CL matter 

You will/should/have to forget this matter. 

 

 

                                                        
19 These verbs were selected from a verb dictionary compiled by Huang (1998), which collects 1540 verbs 
from 6 Chinese dictionaries (adjectives that can be used predicatively are not included). The list is not 
intended as complete and full. The judgments of whether a verb takes –le in future situations is my own, 
checked with native speakers and the availability of such usages on the web. Part of my verb list overlaps 
with the list in Lü (1980). 
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b. Ni  yao/xiang/dasuan          rao   –le  ta ma?                              

     you be going to/want to /plan to  forgive PERF he QM 

     are you going to/ do you want to/plan to forgive him? 

 

zai and –zhe 

The preverbal progressive morpheme zai can occur in the complement of the epistemic 

modal hui ‘may, will’. It barely appears with root modals and future oriented main verbs, 

as seen in (162).  
 

(162) a. Wo dao jia   deshihou, ta hui   zai  kan dianshi ba. 

       I arrive home when,   he may PROG watch TV SFP. 

       When I get home, he may be watching TV.  

b. Ta xiang/jihua  wanshang (*zai)  kan  dianshi. 

       he want to/plan to tonight  (*PROG) watch TV. 

       He wants/plans to watch TV Tonight. 

     c. Kaoshi deshihou, keyi /zhunxu (*zai) yong jisuanqi. 

       Exam when,    may/ allow (*PROG) use calculator. 

       Calculator may be used/is allowed in the exam. 

 

The postverbal imperfective morpheme –zhe is incompatible with future modals other 

than the epistemic hui ‘may, will’ when attaching to a dynamic verb predicate, as 

illustrated by sentences in (163). 

 

(163) a. Daoshihou, qiche hui zai gonglu shang feichi  –zhe. 

       by then  car may at highway on   gallop IMPERF 

       By then, cars may be galloping on the highway. 

b. Ta dei/yinggai/keyi     yong (??-zhe)   jisuanqi. 

       he have to/should/may  use (??IMPERF) calculator 

       He has to/should/may use a calculator. 
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   c. Ta jihua/zhunbei shang (*-zhe)  daxue. 

     he plan /prepare  go (*IMPERF) to college 

     He plans to/prepares to go to college. 

 

–zhe is compatible with a future modal when attaching to verbs expressing stative 

situations that do not involve mobility or dynamicity, such as those shown in (164)20. 

(165) illustrates.  

 

(164) Verbs occurring with –zhe in the future context 

baocun ‘preserve’, baochi ‘keep’, baoliu ‘reserve’, liu ‘reserve’, weichi ‘maintain’,  

baohu ‘protect’, guan ‘subject sb to discipline’, weihu ‘stick up for’ ,kan ‘guard’, kan 

‘look at’, shouhou ‘watch for’, shou ‘watch over’, wang ‘look from distance’, ai ‘be near 

to’, chan ‘pester’, gen (sui) ‘follow’, pei (ban) ‘accompany’, peihe ‘coorperate’, an 

‘press’, fu/chan ‘support with hand’, wo ‘hold, grasp’, lou ‘hold’, zhua ‘grab’, shuan 

‘fasten’, dai ‘wear’, huo ‘be alive’, duo ‘avoid’, bazhan ‘occupy by force’ , yincang 

‘hide’, deng (dai) ‘wait’, zuo ‘sit’, tang ‘lie’. 

 

(165) a. Wo xiang/hui/dei       pei       –zhe   ni. 

       I want to/will/have to  accompany IMPERF you. 

       I want to/ will/have to be accompanying you.         

     b. Wo yao/dasuan zai zher deng –zhe   ta. 

       I need/plan   at here wait IMPERF she. 

       I need to/ plan to be waiting for her here. 

 

In addition, –zhe, regardless of whether it is suffixed to a stative verb or a dynamic verb, 

can appear in the complement of a future form when it is in the V1-zhe-V2 construction, 

in which the clause with V1 subordinates to the clause with V2, expressing the 

background information, the manner of V2, or the means to achieve V2. For instance, 
                                                        
20 The verbs in (164) were selected in the same way as I did for –le. Again, the list is not intended to be 
complete and full. 
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(166) a. Mingtian wo hui/xiang/dasuan qi -zhe    zixingche *(shang xue). 

tomorrow I will/want to /plan ride IMPERF bike    *(go to school) 

Tomorrow I will/want to/plan to go to school by bike. 

     b. Wo yao/xiang tang -zhe    kan dianshi. 

I  want to   lie IMPERF watch TV 

I want to watch TV while lying. 

 

In (166a), the clause with –zhe, qi zixingche ‘ride bike’ conveys a dynamic event. It 

subordinates to the clause shang xue ‘go to school’ and describes the commuting method 

of going to school. In (166b), the first event tang ‘lie’ is stative, describing the manner 

accompanying the second event kan dianshi ‘watch TV’. 

We have seen that the aspectual morphemes are incompatible with expressions with 

future orientation except in some special contexts. –le and –guo can appear in the 

complement of a future form when occurring in a non-final event clause of a sequence of 

event clauses. zai can appear with the future modal hui ‘may, will’ but rarely with other 

future expressions. –zhe needs to be in V1-zhe-V2 structure or suffixed to stative verbs to 

be in the scope of future expressions.  

 

5.2 Previous analyses 

In this section, I will review Klein et al. (2000), Lin (2006) and Smith & Erbaugh 

(2005). The first proposes that the aspectual morphemes assert the realization of events; 

the second posits that perfective viewpoint morphemes but not imperfective ones have a 

component of semantic tense as part of their meaning; the third argues that these 

viewpoint morphemes have temporal inferences governed by pragmatic principles. All 

the analyses can explain the pattern observed to some extent.  
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5.2.1 Klein et al. (2000) 

Klein et al. (2000) propose that aspect indicates a temporal relation between Topic 

Time (TT) and Situation Time (T-SIT). They define TT as ‘the time about which an 

assertion is made’ (2000: 742). They argue that Chinese aspectual particles assert that TT 

precedes, follows, includes, or is included in the time of a situation described by the 

sentence. The aspect morphemes ‘serve to mark which part of the sentence’s descriptive 

content is asserted’. Without these markers, ‘the description of a sentence is not linked to 

any particular time about which something is asserted’ (ibid: 723 & 765).The four 

aspectual particles are defined as follows. 

 

(167)      a. –le                    TT overlap pretime T-SIT and T-SIT21 

          b. –guo                   TT after T-SIT 

          c. zai                     TT in T-SIT 

          d. -zhe                    TT in T-SIT 

 

Take –le for example. The definition of–le is that it asserts TT overlaps with the T-SIT 

and with some time before T-SIT (++++ below indicates T-SIT, and [   ] the assertion 

time TT). 

 

(168)? a. Ta  xie  xin.                           +++++++++++++++ 

        he write letter 

        He wrote a letter. 

b. Ta  xie  -le  xin,  keshi mei xie  -wan.     [  +++++++]+++++++ 

       She write PERF letter but  notwrite RVC 

       She wrote a letter, but did not finish writing it. 

 

According to Klein et al., (a) is odd when out of context because without an aspectual 

                                                        
21 Klein et al. (2000) make it clear that TT is not related to T-SIT themselves but to the time of their 
distinguished phrases (T-DP). To avoid running into unnecessary details, I use T-SIT instead of the 
distinguished phrases (T-DP). For the discussion of T-DP, see Klein et al. (2000: 751). 
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particle, it does not make an assertion about whether the situation or part of it has 

occurred. (b) is good because -le with the verb xie-xin ‘write letter’ asserts that the 

activity of letter writing took place (and terminated), and the scope of assertion closes at a 

time prior to the end point of the event. Since the endpoint of the event is outside the 

scope of assertion, the negation of the completion of the event xie xin ‘write a letter’ is 

allowed in (b). (169) is an example containing –zhe. Under the definition of –zhe, the 

time about which the part of event is asserted is fully included in the situation time. 

 

(169) Zhangsan xiang –zhe  nei jian shi.                   ++++[++++]+++++ 

     Zhangsan think PERF that CL matter. 

     Zhangsan is thinking about the matter. 

 

Klein et al.’s proposal predicts that a part of a situation expressed by a clause with an 

aspectual marker is asserted to have occurred or be occurring, but one without is not. This 

explains why an aspectual marker does not appear in unrealized/future situations.  

A nice account as it is, it has problems. In contrast to our expectation that the actual 

occurrence of a zero-marked sentence out of context is always unasserted, there are a 

considerable amount of zero-marked sentences that are naturally interpreted as occurred 

or occurring without further information.   

 

(170) a. Ta  song wo yi  ben shu. 

       he give  I one CL  book. 

       He gave me a book. 

     b. Wo zai meiguo dushu. 

       I  at  US    study. 

       I’m studying at the US. 

 

A more serious problem is that aspect morphemes can appear with future modal verbs 

and epistemic modals, which constitute contexts in which the actual realization of events 
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is not asserted.  

 

(171) a. Lisi hui/zhunbei  ci –le/-guo xing zai dongshen.  

Lisi will/prepare take PERF leave then depart 

Lisi will/ prepare to depart after having taken leave. 

    b. Lisi keneng zou –le. 

      Lisi may  leave PERF 

      Lisi may have left. 

 

The problems suggest that Klein et al’s claim is too strong. There appears to be two 

options to save the proposal. Instead of saying aspect morphemes express assertion of the 

actual occurrence of events, we may take the weaker position by saying aspect morpheme 

can express assertion; it is sufficient but not necessary. In addition, this function can be 

overridden by other factors, such as modal auxiliaries conveying the irrealis modality. 

Although this amendment solves the two problems, it has undesirable results. First, if the 

assertion function can be overridden, it is more pragmatic than semantic. This idea is 

fundamentally different from Klein et al’s. Second, since the assertion function of 

aspectual morphemes is inevitably overridden in unrealized situations, why do aspectual 

morphemes occur in such situations anyway?  

Another possible amendment is to introduce the notion of possible worlds and say 

the world in which the utterance is made is not necessarily the same world in which the 

event expressed by the utterance is true. The aspectual particles, when in future events, 

are able to assert that the events will hold in future; when in the irrealis mood introduced 

by future oriented verbs like xiwang ‘hope’, aspectual morphemes assert the occurrence 

of events in the world of someone’s wish. However, this solution is no better than the first. 

It has trouble accounting for sentences like (172), in which the perfective morpheme –le 

appears in the first event clause but not the second. 
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(172) Wo xie    –wan –le   zuoye     jiu  chuqu (*-le). 

     I  write  RVC PERF  homework then go out. 

     I will finish the homework and then go out. 

 

(172) can be understood as a commitment. If –le after xie-wan ‘write-finish’ asserts that 

the first event denoted by VP1 will occur in the future, then we have to say in the world 

of future, only the first event is asserted to happen, and therefore exists but the second 

event without aspectual particles is not. This interpretation does not seem right.  

The above discussion shows that although Klein et al.’s proposal can explain why 

aspectual morphemes are incompatible with the future forms, it is problematic, especially 

in dealing with aspectual morphemes in the future and epistemic contexts22. Both 

attempts of rescuing the proposal failed. 

 

5.2.2 Lin (2006) 

Lin (2006) agrees that the meaning of tense encodes the temporal relationship 

between Topic Time (a.k.a.Reference Time) and Evaluation Time whose default value is 

Speech Time. He terms this relationship ‘semantic tense’ and argues that perfective aspect 

in Mandarin conveys semantic tense. The perfective morphemes –le and –guo are not 

pure aspectual markers but incorporate both tense and aspect, since both morphemes 

involve the precedence relationship between RT and SpT. The proposal is supported by 

                                                        
22 Bohnemeyer & Swift’s (2004) discussion of event realization and default aspect reference can also 
explain the incompatibility of future morphemes and perfective markers in Chinese. According to them, a 
telic event instantiated by a predicate is realized (or occurred) at Topic Time only under perfective aspect. 
Since the perfective morphemes –le and –guo mark a telic predicate as realized, they are incompatible with 
the future expressions conveying unrealized or projected situations. However, like Klein et al. (2000), this 
proposal cannot explain why –le and –guo are allowed in some future and epistemic contexts, as seen in 
(171). In addition, the proposal wrongly predicts that telic events instantiated by predicates with RVCs (e.g., 
xie-wan ‘finish writing’), which are considered perfectives by Smith (1991), Xiao & McEnery (2004), and 
others, are realized and cannot appear with future morphemes. In fact, they can appear with future 
morphemes, as in (i): 
 
(i) Mingtian wo hui ba lunwen xie-wan. 

tomorrow I will BA paper write RVC 
Tomrrow I will finish the paper. 
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the following evidence. First, a sentence with –guo always expresses a past eventuality 

regardless of the situation type it conveys, see (173) from Lin.  

 

 

(173) a. Lisi he   -guo jiu.                            (Activity) 

       Lisi drink PERF wine 

       Lisi drank wine before. 

    b. Lisi zuo  –guo yi ge qishi dangao.              (Accomplishment) 

      Lisi make PERF one CL cheese cake 

      Lisi made a cheese cake before. 

    c. Wo xiangxin -guo ni.                         (State) 

      I   believe PERF you 

      I believed you before. 

    d. Lisi die-duan  –guo zuotui.                    (Achievement) 

      Lisi fall broken PERF left leg 

      Lisi broke his left leg before. 

 

Second, -le also implies the pastness of a situation. Activities with –le are interpreted as 

in the past, as in (174). 

 

(174) Lisi he    -le jiu.                              (Activity) 

     Lisi drink PERF wine 

     Lisi drank wine. 

 

-le in states, achievements and accomplishments involves a change of state that happens 

in the past, though the resulting state must hold at the speech time when there is no overt 

time phrase in a sentence. For example, 
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(175) a. Quan xiao de ren dou zhidao-le zhe jian shi.              (State) 

       all school DE person all know PERF this CL matter 

       All the people in the school have been aware of this matter. 

     b. Lisi die-duan –le zuo tui.                             (Achievement) 

       Lisi fall broken PERF left leg 

       Lisi has broken his left leg (and the leg is still broken) 

     c. Lisi zuo    -le yi-ge qishi dangao.                    (Accomplishment) 

       Lisi make PERF one CL cheese cake 

       Lisi has made a cheese cake. 

 

–le in (175a) has an inchoative reading, indicating a change of state from not knowing to 

knowing, and the result state is that the matter is currently known. In (175b), the 

instantaneous event of breaking the left leg is understood to be in the past; the result that 

the leg is broke is true in the present. In (175c), the event of making a cake occurred 

before the speech time but the cake still exists at the time of speech. In all the sentences, 

-le expresses the precedence relationship between RT and SpT. Third, -le and –guo are 

incompatible with the future modal auxiliary hui.  

 

(176) * Lisi hui likai –guo/-le bangongshi 

      Lisi will leave PERF office 

      Lisi will have left the office. 

 

Lin briefly mentioned that –le can appear in future contexts such as a conditional clause 

and deng-clause, as in (177).  

 

(177) a. Yaoshi Lisi dang-le zongtong, wo yiding quanli bangzhu ta. 

       if Lisi select PERF president I definitely all-effort assist he 

       If Lisi is selected as president, I will definitely assist him with all my effort. 
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     b. Deng ni nadao-le boshi xuewei, wo jiu mai xin che gei ni. 

       wait you get PERF doctor degree I then buy new car for you 

       After you have got your doctor degree, I will buy a new car for you. 

 

He argues that -le in such sentences expresses past relative to the main clause (cf. Ross 

1994, Pan & Lee 2004), and the sentences become ill-formed when hui is added. This 

analysis is applicable to –guo in the same future context as well, since –guo is also said to 

encode the anteriority relation between RT and SpT. Lin also argues that only the 

perfective morphemes –le and –guo have semantic tense as part of their meaning. 

Imperfective morphemes zai and –zhe do not involve the relationship between RT and 

SpT even though sentences with the two morphemes are often interpreted to be in the 

present. The reason is that they can appear with the modal auxiliary hui ‘will’, as shown 

in (178).  

 

(178) Wangshang ni hui bu hui   hai zai   jia-ban? 

     night    you will not will still PROG work overtime 

     Will you be still working overtime at night? 

 

Lin’s different treatment of the perfective morphemes –le and –guo and the 

imperfective morphemes zai and –zhe shows that the decisive evidence for his proposal is 

whether an aspect marker is compatible with the future modal hui ‘will’. If it is, it has a 

component of semantic tense; otherwise it does not. The argument correctly predicts that 

–le and –guo are incompatible with all the future expressions scoping over them, but 

wrongly predicts that zai and –zhe can appear within the scope of all future oriented 

expressions.  

As shown in Section 5.1, zai and –zhe can only co-occur with a limited number of 

future forms. It is therefore problematic either to claim that zai and –zhe have a 

component of semantic tense or that they do not. The analysis of the temporal reference 

of –le and –guo is on the right track, yet the discussion of the interaction of –le and –guo 
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with future forms is limited and superficial. A more adequate account is needed to explain 

the distribution of –le and -guo in future situations and to handle the following data, 

which seem to disfavor considering –le and -guo as marking ‘relative past’ in the future 

contexts.  

First, –le and -guo do not appear to encode anteriority in some bi-clausal sentences. 

 

(179) Deng qiche dao  –le zhan,    ta kending  hai  zai   shui. 

     wait bus arrive PERF station  he definitely still PROG sleep 

     When the bus arrives at the station, he definitely will still be sleeping. 

 

The epistemic adverbial kending ‘definitely’ in (179) presents the speaker’s judgment of a 

future situation. The first clause expresses an instantaneous event occurring after the 

utterance time; the second clause with the progressive morpheme zai expresses a state, 

which is ongoing at the utterance time and is predicted to extend into the future. In other 

words, the state of his sleeping must still hold at the point in the future when the bus 

arrives at the station. Thus, the telic event marked with –le is interpreted to overlap or be 

included in the state of his sleeping instead of preceding it.  

Second, –le and -guo cannot always appear in the first clause of a bi-clausal 

sentence. (180) expresses two future events in a row. If –le and -guo convey relative past 

in such a context, then it is unexpected that –le and -guo cannot appear in the first event 

clause of the sentence. 

 

(180) Wo xiang  zai Beijing zhu (*-le/guo) liangtian  jiu qu Shanghai. 

     I  want to in Beijing stay (PERF)   two day then go Shanghai 

     I want to stay in Beijing for two days, then I will go to Shanghai. 

 

Third, while the second clause of a bi-clausal sentence is located in the future, the 

first clause with -le can have an absolute past reading.  
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(181) Yaoshi ta zhen zuo-le zhe zhong shi, wo bu hui rao ta. 

     if    he really do PERF this kind of matter I not will forgive he 

     If he really has done this kind of matter, I will not forgive him. 

 

(181) is a conditional, which, according to Lin, constitutes a context where –le and -guo 

encode that the event expressed by the conditional clause precedes the event expressed by 

the main clause. However, the conditional clause event in (181) is interpreted to precede 

the utterance time. 

 

5.2.3 Smith & Erbaugh (2005) 

Smith & Erbaugh (2005) argue that in the absence of tense morphemes, the deictic 

pattern of temporal interpretation in Chinese is determined by the semantic meanings of 

the relevant forms such as aspectual morphemes, verb phrases, and types of future forms, 

and by the following three pragmatic principles. 

 

1) The Bounded Event Constraint 

A bounded event is located in the past by default. 

2) Simplicity Principle of Interpretation 

Choose the interpretation that requires the least additional information. 

3) The Temporal Schema Principle 

In a zero-marked clause, interpret a verb constellation according to the temporal 

schema of its situation type, unless there is explicit or contextual information to 

the contrary. 

 

According to them, bounded/telic situations are located in the past by default and 

unbounded/atelic situations are located in the present by default. The default 

interpretation can be overridden by explicit or contextual information. This explains why 

isolated sentences without any aspectual and temporal marking are in the present when 

expressing state; they are in the past when expressing telic events, see (182). This default 
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interpretation is overridden by the presence of overt temporal expressions, as in (183).  

 

(182) a. Ta shi ge xuesheng. 

       he be CL student 

       He is a student. 

    b. Ta da-po yi ge huaping. 

      he break one CL vase 

      He broke one vase. 

 

(183) a. Ta yiqian shi ge xuesheng. 

       he before be CL student 

       he was a student before. 

     b. Ta xiang da-po yi ge huaping. 

       he want to break one CL vase 

       He wants to break one vase. 

 

Since the Chinese perfective morphemes –le and -guo present bounded events (Li 

& Thompson 1981, Smith 1991, among others), they have past as their default 

interpretation. This explains why sentences with –le and -guo in non-future contexts have 

past reading without appealing to the notion of semantic tense. This analysis can also 

explain why –le and -guo are allowed in the first clause of a bi-clausal sentence with 

future interpretation. As the temporal reading associated with the two perfective 

morphemes is pragmatically inferred, one can argue that this inference is overridden in 

the said future context, and so the perfective morphemes are compatible with such a 

context.  

Under this account, (179) that disfavors Lin’s (2006) proposal is no longer a 

problem, as –le in the first clause of (179) is seen as a pure perfective marker signaling 

completion rather than anteriority. However, this pragmatic account cannot explain (180) 

and (181) either. If –le and -guo do not have past interpretation when appearing in the 
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first clause of a bi-clausal sentence, then it is unexpected that they cannot appear in the 

first clause of (180), and that they obtain absolute past reading in the first clause of (181). 

A more serious problem with the proposal that the past interpretation associated with –le 

and -guo is pragmatic is that this reading cannot be overridden by explicit future 

expressions, such as temporal adverbs and future modals, in simplex sentences, as (184) 

illustrates. The ill-formedness of (184) can be easily explained if “past” is treated as a 

part of the semantics of –le and –guo, which is incompatible with the temporal meaning 

of the future forms. 

 

(184) a. *Mingtian ta qu –le/-guo Beijing. 

        tomorrow he go PERF Beijing 

     b. *Ta hui qu –le/-guo Beijing. 

        he will go PERF Beijing 

 

    I have shown that of the three recent analyses of aspect markers, Lin’s (2006) 

proposal on perfective morphemes is the most promising one, albeit that the discussion of 

the perfective morphemes in future environments is insufficient. In what follows, I will 

investigate the interaction of future morphemes and aspectual viewpoint morphemes in 

detail and provide account for the distribution of aspect morphemes in future contexts on 

the basis of Lin (2006). 

  

5.3 Proposal 

I agree with Lin (2006) that perfective morphemes –le and -guo encode semantic 

past relative to a Reference Time (RT) in their semantics. I show that –le and -guo, when 

appearing in the non-final event clause of a sequence of event clauses, take the Situation 

Time (SitT) of the following event clause as RT; they take the Speech Time (SpT) or a 

context-selected time as RT when appearing in event clauses not followed by any event 

clauses. I propose that –le and -guo are incompatible with a future modal when two 

conditions are met: (1) they share the same Reference Time (RT) with the future form; (2) 
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they are immediately contained in the complement of the future form. 

I also propose that the aspectual meaning of the imperfective morphemes plays a 

decisive part in deciding whether they can appear with a root modal; their default 

temporal interpretation is irrelevant. 

 

5.3.1 -le and -guo 

We saw that Lin’s (2006) analysis of –le and -guo is preferable over the other two 

analyses. If this analysis is correct, then how to explain the distributive pattern of 

–le/-guo in future environment? I posit that –le/-guo does not appear with a future form if 

–le/-guo and the future form share the same RT and –le/-guo is immediately contained in 

the modal complement.  

Let me first discuss how RT of –le is determined. In the following, I will show that 

in a narrative sequence containing more than one event clauses marked with –le, RT of 

-le in the non-final clauses is the Situation Time (SitT) of the following event clause; the 

value of RT of –le in the final clause is assigned by the pragmatic context. In the absence 

of contextual information, RT of –le in the final clause is the Speech Time (SpT) by 

default.  

 

(185) a. Ta dao -   le   Beijing, gei wo da –le   ge dianhua.               

       he arrive PERF Beijing to me make PERF CL call 

       After arriving at Beijing, he called me.                         

     b. Chi –le   fan wo kan   –le  huir danshi.              

       eat PERF meal I watch PERF a while TV 

       After eating the meal, I watched TV for a while.         

  

Both sentences in (185) consist of two event clauses in a row with –le in each of the event 

clause. In either sentence, -le in the first clause (C1) takes the SitT of the second event 

clause (C2) as RT, signaling that the event expressed by C1 (E1) precedes the event 

expressed by C2 (E2). -le in C2, which is not followed by any event clauses, takes the 
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Speech Time (SpT) as RT in the absence of additional contextual information and locates 

C2 in a time interval preceding the SpT. In other words, –le2 in (185) conveys absolute 

past while –le1 conveys relative past. Sentences containing more than two event clauses 

in sequence display the same pattern. (186) exemplifies.  

 

(186) Ta qi  –le  chuang, chi –le   zaocan,  jiu zou –le.   

     he getup PERF bed eat PERF breakfast then leave PERF 

     He got up, had breakfast and then left.              

 

In (186), -le1 in C1 takes the SitT of E2 as RT and situates E1 in the past of E2; -le2 in 

C2 takes the SitT of E3 as RT and locates E2 in the past relative to E3. –le3 in C3, which 

is not before any clauses, has the SpT as RT and locates E3 in the past of the utterance 

time.  

It is also true of a bi-clausal sentence with –le in C1 and a future modal in C2 that 

the SitT of C2 serves as the RT of –le in C1, and the future modal in C2 has the SpT as its 

default RT. 

 

(187) a. Chi -le   fan  wo xiang kan  huir  danshi.         (C1: future; C2: future)      

       eat PERF meal I  want to watch a while TV 

       After eating the meal, I want to watch TV for a while.           

b. Ta dao    -le   Beijing, hui gei wo da  dianhua.     (C1: future; C2: future)         

       he arrive PERF Beijing will to me make call 

       After arriving at Beijing, He will call me.               

 

In (187), in the absence of contextual background, the future modals xiang ‘want to’ in (a) 

and hui ‘will’ in (b) take the SpT as RT and locate E2 in the future. In both sentences, -le 

in C1 conveys that E1 expressed by C1 precedes E2 expressed by C2. (188) with three 

clauses shows the same pattern, that is, -le in the non-final clause has the SitT of the 

event expressed by the following clause as its RT and signals a precedence relation, 
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whereas the RT of the future modal in the final clause is the SpT by default. 

 

(188) Ta qi –le chuang, chi-le zaocan,  jiu  hui zou. (C1: future; C2: future; C3: future) 

     he get up PERF bed   eat PERF breakfast then will leave 

     He will get up, have breakfast and then leave.   

 

When the narrative sequence is embedded in the complement of a main verb, the 

reference time of –le and the future form in the final clause is the SitT of the event 

expressed by the matrix clause.  

 

(189) a. Ta shuo chi -le   fan  xiang  kan  huir  danshi.     

he say eat PERF meal want to watch a while TV 

He said he wanted to watch TV for while after eating the meal. 

     b. Ta shuo ta chi -le   fan  kan    -le  huir  danshi.        

       he say he eat PERF meal watch PERF a while TV 

       He said he watched TV for a while after eating the meal. 

 

In (189a) and (189b), the verb shuo ‘say’ takes a bi-clausal complement. While –le in C1 

conveys past relative to the SitT of E2 expressed by C2 in both sentences, the future 

modal xiang ‘want to’ in C2 of (189a) and –le in C2 of (189b) both take the matrix event 

time as RT. As a result, C2 in (189a) is located in the future with respect to the matrix 

event time of saying while C2 in (189b) is located in the past of the saying event.  

When contextual information is available, the reference time (RTF) of –le and the 

future form in the final event clause of a sequence of event clauses is determined by the 

context. For example, in a proper context, the future modal xiang ‘want to’ in (189a) and 

–le in (189b) may take the SpT as RT. In C2 of (190) below, the future modal hui ‘will’ 

will take past as RT if (190) is part of a narrative depicting past occurrence. 
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(190) Ta dao    -le   Beijing, hui gei Lisi da ge dianhua.              

     he arrive PERF Beijing want to to Lisi make call 

     After arriving at Beijing, He will call Lisi.  

 

Unlike the value of RTF in narrative sequence, which is contextually determined and 

hence varied in different contexts, RT of –le in the non-final clauses is in principle the 

SitT of the following event (the exceptions will be discussed shortly). The generalization 

applies to bi-clausal sentences where C2 expresses a state and is located in the present by 

default (Smith & Erbaugh 2005, Lin 2006). 

 

(191) Zhe jian shi,   wen –le  wo cai  qingchu. 

     this CL matter ask PERF I not until clear 

I am not clear about this matter until after I asked. 

 

(191) is a topic-comment structure, where the noun phrase zhe jian shi ‘this matter’ is the 

topic and the bi-clausal sentence is the comment. Within the comment, the first verb 

phrase wen ‘ask’ expresses an atelic event; the second verb phrase qingchu ‘be clear’ 

expresses a state. –le suffixed to the first verb signals that the event of asking precedes 

the state of being clear, which holds at the speech time. Accordingly, the event of asking 

is in the past. In the event that (191) is following by the sentence “I will go ask right 

away”, it can be inferred that the event of asking has not taken place, and so the state of 

being clear temporally following it is located in the future. 

Two questions remain. First, if –le in C1 of bi-clausal sentences with future 

interpretation like (192) encodes that E1 is in the past with respect to E2, then why is E1 

interpreted to be in the future rather than in the present or past which is also compatible 

with the temporal meaning of –le?  
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(192) a. Chi -le  fan  wo xiang kan  huir  danshi.          (C1: future; C2: future)      

       eat PERF meal I  want to watch a while TV 

       After eating the meal, I want to watch TV for a while.           

b. Ta dao    -le   Beijing, hui gei wo da  dianhua.     (C1: future; C2: future)         

       he arrive PERF Beijing will to me make call 

       After arriving at Beijing, He will call me.               

 

This is because the narrative sequence in (192) is understood to express a serial of events 

that happen one after another. It is thus inferred that they are all located either before or 

after the speech time. The inference may not obtain with the presence of additional 

contextual information to the contrary. For example, 

 

(193) a. A: Zhe jian shi    shi Lisi zuo de. 

      this CL matter SHI Lisi do DE 

      Lisi did this matter. 

B: Yaoshi ta zhen zuo –le   zhe shi, wo bu hui rao ta.    (C1: past; C2: future) 

       if    he really do PERF this matter I not will forgive he 

       If he really has done this matter, I will not forgive him 

 

b. A: Lisi zai    chi fan ne. 

          Lisi PROG eat meal SFP 

          Lisi is having meal. 

       B: Deng ta chi  –le fan, wo men zai zou.           (C1: present; C2: future) 

         Wait he eat PERF meal we then leave 

         Let us leave after he has his meal. 

   

(193) presents two conversations. In (a), Speaker A says that Lisi did the said matter 

sometime before the utterance time. Given this context, the same event expressed by the 

conditional clause with –le in Speaker B’s speech is also in the past, although the main 
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clause with the future modal hui is in the future. In (b), Speaker A states that Lisi’s having 

meal is ongoing at the speech time. Therefore, in the suggestion given by Speaker B, the 

same meal eating event expressed by the same verb predicate is also ongoing. The 

temporal location of E1 in (a) and (b), although differs from E2, does not change the fact 

that E1 precedes E2.  

The second question is that -le does not seem to encode anteriority in (194). 

 

(194) Deng qiche dao  –le zhan,    ta kending  hai  zai   shui. 

    wait bus arrive PERF station  he definitely still PROG sleep 

    When the bus arrives at the station, he definitely will still be sleeping. 

 

(194) conveys a prediction. C1 expresses an achievement; C2 marked with the 

progressive marker zai expresses a stative situation. With zai and the adverb hai ‘still’ in 

C2, the situation of his sleeping is predicted to extend from the utterance time beyond the 

future time point when the bus arrives at the station. Accordingly, the instantaneous event 

of bus arriving is included in the event time of his sleeping instead of preceding it. (194) 

is not a problem if the homogenous situation of his sleeping is seen as being comprised of 

two parts: the part prior to the time t when the bus arrives and the part posterior to t. Thus, 

–le in C1 conveys that E1 precedes the part of E2 after t. So a more accurate description 

of the temporal semantics of –le in C1 of a bi-clausal sentence is that –le encodes that E1 

expressed by C1 precedes at least part of E2 expressed by C2.  

What about the RT of –le in simplex sentences like (195)? 

 

(195) Ta xie   –le   yi feng xin. 

     he write PERF one CL letter 

     He wrote a letter. 

 

(195) can be seen as a bi-clausal sentence with an empty first clause. Since –le is in a 

clause not followed by any other clauses, its RT is determined by the pragmatic context. 
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In out of blue context, it takes the SpT as the default RT, hence the absolute past 

interpretation of (195). 

Before we discuss the interaction of –le with future forms, it needs to be pointed 

out that –le in C1 of a bi-clausal sentence also marks telicity. The evidence is that –le in 

C1 is required if C1 expresses an atelic event; –le is optional if C1 conveys a telic event. 

Compare (a) and (b) in (196). 

           

(196) a. Chi *(–le)  fan wo  kan  huir  danshi.              (C1: activity) 

      eat PERF meal I to watch a while TV 

      After eating the meal, I’ll watch TV for a while.  

    b. Wo zuo wan (-le)  gongke   (jiu) qu shuijiao.          (C1: accomplishment) 

      I  do RVC PERF homework then go sleep 

      I will do the homework then go to sleep.    

 
The contrast in (196) shows that the function of –le in C1 is to mark E1 expressed by C1 

as telic. –le is optional in C1 of (b) expressing an accomplishment because this event is 

already telic and does not need to be marked again.  

Now let us turn to the distribution of –le in future contexts. We saw that the 

perfective morphemes –le in principle does not appear within the scope of future modals 

except in the non-final event clause of a sequence of event clauses. I will show that –le 

does not appear with a future modal if both of the following conditions are satisfied.  

 

(1) -le and the future modal share the same RT.  

(2) -le is immediately contained in the complement of the future modal. That is, -le 

heads the AspP complement of the future form23.  

 

The rationale of the above conditions is as follows: –le locates a situation S in the past 

relative to time t while a future modal locates a situation S’ in the future relative to time t’. 

                                                        
23 Recall that I assume in Section 2.3 that Mandarin has the phrase structure of [CP…[IP…[Modal 

P…[AspP…[VP…]]]]]. 
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There will be a confliction in the temporal interpretation of a situation expressed by a 

sentence containing –le and a future modal if the temporal location of the situation is 

restricted to an interval by both –le and the future modal with respect to the same 

reference time, namely, t=t’ and S=S’. –le is compatible with a future modal if the two 

conditions are not both satisfied. For instance,  

 

(197) a. Wo hui/xiang ci  –le   xing  zai dong (*–le) shen.                          

I will/want to take PERF leave then depart (*PERF) 

After having taken leave, (and only then) I will/want to depart. 

b. Wo ci   –le  xing  hui/xiang  dong (*–le) shen.                          

I take PERF leave  will/want to depart (*PERF) 

After having taken leave, (and only then) I will/want to depart. 

c. *Wo hui/xiang  dong -le shen.                           

I  will/want to depart PERF 

I will/want to depart. 

 

All three sentences in (197) contain the future modals hui/xiang ‘will/want to’ and the 

perfective morpheme –le. In (197a), the future modal is higher scoping over both clauses, 

while that in (197b) is lower scoping over only the second clause. (197c) is a single event 

clause with –le in the modal complement. In the absence of the contextual background, 

the future modals take the SpT as RT (RTmodal=SpT); -le in C1 of (197a) and (197b) takes 

the SitT of E2 expressed by C2 as RT (RT-le1=SitTE2); -le in C2 of (197a) and (197b) has 

the SpT as its RT (RT-le2=SpT); -le in the simplex sentence (197c) also takes the SpT as 

RT (RT-le=SpT). Since –le in C2 of (197a) and (197b) and –le in (197c) have the same RT 

as the future modals, and at the same time are immediately contained in the modal 

complements, they cannot appear within the scope of the future modals. In contrast, -le1 

in (197a) takes the SitT of E2 as RT, and so are compatible with these modals, although it 

is within the complement of the future modals. As for –le1 in (197b), the future 

interpretation of C1 with –le1 is possible because –le1 is not within the scope of the 
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future modals on the one hand and it does not have the SpT as RT on the other hand. (198) 

is another example. 

 

(198) Mali hui  shuo ta jian  –le Lisi.                        

     Mali will say she see PERF Lisi 

a. Mali will say she has met with Lisi. 

b. Mali will say she met with Lisi. 

 

In (198), -le is within the clausal complement of the verb shuo ‘say’ scoped over by the 

future modal hui. –le in the sentence takes two times as RT, leading to two temporal 

readings of the complement, as the English translations show. On reading (a), the meeting 

event is in the past relative to the future matrix event; on reading (b), the meeting event is 

in the past relative to the speech time. -le is compatible with hui on both readings because 

on reading (a), –le neither shares RT with hui nor is immediately contained in the 

complement of hui; on reading (b), -le is not within the immediate scope of hui albeit 

sharing the same RT with hui.  

 There are two possible objections to my analysis. The first may be the question 

why –le cannot appear in C1 of (199) if it encodes that E1 is in the past with respect to 

E2?  

 
(199) Wo xiang  zai Beijing zhu (*-le)  liang tian  jiu qu Shanghai. 

     I  want to in Beijing stay (PERF) two day then go Shanghai 

     I want to stay in Beijing for two days, then I will go to Shanghai. 

 

(199) is not real counterevidence. V1 zhu ‘live’ in C1 expresses an atelic event. With the 

numeral object liang tian ‘two days’, the verb constellation in C1 conveys an 

accomplishment. In Mandarin, an accomplishment with a numeral object is interpreted to 

be completed when appearing with the perfective -le (Sybesma 1997, Soh & Kuo 2005).  
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(200) a. Wo zai Beijing  zhu –le  liang tian. # Qishi wo zhi zhu –le yitian. 

I  at  Beijing stay PERF two day   # in fact I only stay PERF one day 

       I stayed in Beijing for two days. In fact, I stayed only one day. 

     b. Wo xie –le   yi  feng xin. #Qishi wo meiyou xie. 

       I write PERF one CL letter  in fact I  not  write 

       I wrote a letter. # In fact I didn’t write any. 

 

As (200) shows, in non-future contexts, the perfective accomplishment with a numeral 

object expresses that the event has occurred and completed, and therefore cannot be 

cancelled. This interpretation of the perfective accomplishment retains in (199). That is to 

say, –le cannot appear in C1 of (199) because –le, when appearing with this particular 

type of accomplishment, takes SpT as RT. Since –le in such a context has the same RT as 

the future modal scoping over it, it cannot appear with the future modal. 

The proposal also seems to be directly opposed by the behavior of –le suffixed to 

certain verbs given in (160) in Section 5.1, say wang ‘forget’. wang ‘forget’ is one of the 

verbs, attaching to which –le can freely appear within the scope of a future form, as 

sentences in (201) exemplify.  

 
(201) a. Ta  kending  hui  chu  –le guo,    jiu  wang –le  ni. 

      he definitely will exit PERF country then forget PERF you 

      He definitely will forget you after going abroad. 

b. Ta chu  –le guo,   kending   hui  wang –le ni. 

   he exit PERF country definitely will forget PERF you 

   He definitely will forget you after going abroad. 

c. Ta  kending  hui  wang  –le  ni. 

      he definitely will forget PERF you. 

      He definitely will forget you. 

 

In the sentences of (201), -le suffixed to the verb wang ‘forget’ is under the scope of the 

future modal hui ‘will’. The well-formedness of all the sentences suggests that –le after 
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the verb wang ‘forget’ does not encode pastness, which seems to contradict my proposal. 

However, the contradiction is only apparent. The perfective –le after wang ‘forget’ 

resembles a resultative verb complement (RVC) that can appear in the future contexts 

without any restriction. The likeness of RVCs and –le suffixed to verbs like wang ‘forget’ 

has been recognized by Lü (1980), Shi (1990), Sybesma (1997), Lin (2003a), among 

others, although only Shi (1990) provides a piece of evidence in support of the argument.  

 

(202) a. Wo xiang   mingtian mai-diao (*-le) nei liang che. 

       I  want to tomorrow sell RVC (-LE) that CL car 

       I want to sell that car tomorrow. 

    b. Wo xiang mingtian  mai -le  nei liang che. 

      I  want to tomorrow sell –LE that CL car 

      I want to sell that car tomorrow. 

 

Shi observes that (202a) is unacceptable when both –diao ‘off, away’ and –le are present 

in the future context. This, according to Shi, is because –le as well as –diao is a 

resultative complement and usually only one complement is allowed in the resultative 

construction. Unfortunately the evidence is inadequate. The disagreement of –le with 

(202a) may as well be explained by the proposal that –le encodes absolute past in this 

simplex sentence, which clashes with the future meaning of the dynamic modal xiang 

‘want to’. In fact, this is a better explanation given the fact that it is not uncommon for 

–le to appear after a RVC in non-future environments, as shown in (203).  

 

(203) Wo mai-diao –le neiliang che. 

     I sell RVC -LE that car 

     I sold that car. 

 

(203) will force Shi to claim that –le after the RVC diao ‘off’ is not a RVC in the 

non-future contexts but is a RVC in the future contexts. This claim is not plausible.  
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The connection between RVC and –le, which can co-occur with the future forms 

when attaching to certain verbs (e.g., mai ‘sell’ and wang ‘forget’), can be demonstrated 

by the following two pieces of evidence. First, the perfective –le does not appear with the 

negative morphemes mei(you) or bu, but RVCs and -le attaching to mai ‘sell’ or wang 

‘forget’ can. Compare (204a) and (204b & c).  

 

(204) a. *Ta meiyou/bu qu –le  xuexiao. 

        he not       go PERF school. 

        He didn’t go to school. 

b. Ni weishenme bu mai –le /-diao   zhexie shu? 

      you why     not sell -LE/RVC these book. 

      Why don’t you sell those books? 

c. Ni meiyou wang –le/-ji  wo ba? 

      you not  forget -LE/RVC I SFP 

      You haven’t forgotten me, right? 

 

The second is the dialectal evidence. Chao (1968) reports that in the dialects of Central 

China, RVCs like -diao ‘off, away’ is used to replace –le suffixed to some verbs like 

wang ‘forget’ and sha ‘kill’. But it is not clear to me why only –le after those verbs 

functions as RVCs. I will include this topic in the future research. 

In conclusion: -le denotes anteriority, locating a situation before a RT. In a 

sequence of event clauses, -le in the non-final clause takes the SitT of the following event 

as RT, whereas –le in the final clause takes the SpT as the default RT, which can be 

overridden by contextual information to the contrary. –le cannot appear with a future 

modal if it has the same RT as the future modal and is immediately contained in the 

modal complement. The co-occurrence of –le and a future modal is possible when either 

of the above condition fails. The same analysis is applicable to –guo because –guo can 

occur in the same future context24 and is interchangeable with –le without altering the 

                                                        
24 -guo can appear in another future context, conveying ‘pastness’ relative to a Reference Time in the future 
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meaning of the sentences (Pan & Lee 2004). I will not repeat the analysis here.  

 

5.3.2 zai and –zhe 

I argued in Chapter 4 that the epistemic hui-P and yao allow optional future 

interpretation of a stative situation within their scope, whereas root modals and future 

main verbs uniformly shift the time of both events and states within their scope forward 

to future. We would then expect that (1) an unbounded situation presented by the 

progressive morpheme zai or the imperfective morpheme –zhe has a present or future 

interpretation under the scope of the epistemic hui-P/yao, and (2) the unbounded situation 

has a future interpretation under the scope of the rest of the future morphemes, conveying 

an ongoing situation in the future. However, while (1) meets our expectation, (2) does not. 

As introduced in Section 5.1, zai does not appear with root modals and future main verbs 

expressing deontic and dynamic modality; –zhe appears with them only when suffixed to 

a stative verb phrase or when it is in V-zhe-V construction. I would like to propose that 

the distributive pattern of zai and –zhe in future situations is a result of the interaction of 

the aspectual properties of zai and –zhe and the pragmatic meanings of the future forms.  

 

zai  

The preverbal progressive morpheme zai selects eventive predicates, signaling an 

ongoing, durative and dynamic eventuality. zai can appear within the scope of the 

                                                                                                                                                                     
specified by the context, as illustrated by the sentence below. 

 
(i) Ni  haishi       qu tang Beijing ba.  

you might as well go CL Beijing BA.  
(ii) Yihou,     ni  jiu keyi  shuo ni qu –guo nar  le. 

afterwards, you then may say you go PERF there LE 
You might as well go to Beijing once. Afterwards, you may say you have been there. 

 
The first sentence (i) is a suggestion, establishing a future environment; the second sentence (ii) temporally 
follows the first sentence. In (ii), the verb shuo ‘say’ has a clausal complement containing –guo. –guo takes 
the Situation Time of the matrix event of ‘saying’ as the Reference Time, marking that the event expressed 
by the complement is anterior to the matrix clause event. –guo here has the experiential reading, presenting 
an experience in the ‘past-in-future’. -guo in (ii) is deeply embedded within the complement of the modal 
keyi ‘may’ rather than immediately contained in its complement. The sentence will be ill-formed if a future 
modal is inserted in the complement of the main verb, immediately scoping over –guo.   
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epistemic modal hui-P ‘may’ because the speaker can make the estimation of what is 

happening or will be happening in the future from the perspective of the present. zai 

rarely occurs with the epistemic yao ‘must’ because the epistemic use of yao is infrequent 

and is found mainly in sentences expressing comparison (see Section 4.2.1). 

 

(205) Ta  hui/??yao  zai  kan dianshi ba.        (Epistemic: future/present) 

     he may/must  PROG watch TV SFP. 

     He may be watching TV. 

 

zai does not appear within the scope of deontic modals and future-oriented main verbs 

expressing deontic modality, as shown in (206).  

  

(206) a. Ni  keyi/dei     (*zai)   canjia     mingtain  de taolun. (Deontic) 

      you may/have to (*PROG) take part in tomorrow DE discussion 

      You may/have to take part in tomorrow’s discussion 

    b. Kao shi de shi hou, zhunxu/xuyao (*zai)  yong jisuanqi.       (Deontic) 

      exam DE time,   allow/need  (*PROG) use calculator. 

      Calculator is allowed/needed in the exam. 

 

In (206a), the deontic modal keyi ‘may’ denotes permission and dei ‘have to’ denotes 

obligation; in (206b), the future-oriented modal verbs zhunxu ‘allow’ expresses 

permission and xuyao ‘need’ expresses obligation. zai cannot occur in those sentences 

because pragmatically these sentences are imperatives in nature, and imperative 

sentences are used primarily to give instructions, orders, permissions, and suggestions for 

an action, as in (207), or for a state, as in (208). To permit or suggest a stage or an 

ongoing interval of a process is pragmatically inappropriate. As a result, zai presenting an 

ongoing situation is incompatible with imperatives.         
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(207) a. Close the door! 

     b. Don’t move! 

 

(208) a. Be careful. 

     b. Don’t be a fool. 

 

zai also does not occur within the scope of modals and main verbs denoting dynamic 

modality, as seen in (209).  

 

(209) Ta xiang/jihua  wanshang (*zai)  kan  dianshi.          (Dynamic) 

     he want to/ plan to tonight  (*PROG) watch TV. 

     He wants/plans to watch TV Tonight. 

 

Again, pragmatically it is not plausible for one to wish or plan to perform an ongoing 

interval of an action rather than the entire event. Mandarin does not have the direct 

counterpart of such English sentences as “I want to be watching TV tonight”. The verb 

phrase kan dianshi ‘watch TV’ conveying a durative event is often used in place of the 

progressive aspect.  

It is not particular to Chinese that root modals and main verbs with deontic and 

dynamic modality do not favor progressives. Such an incompatibility is also evident in 

English despite that English syntax does not preclude the progressive aspect from 

appearing within the scope of the non-epistemic modals and main verbs. 

 

(210) a. He may be reading a magazine.                     (Epistemic) 

     b. #He is allowed /permitted to be reading a magazine.    (Deontic) 

     c. #He is willing to be reading a magazine.              (Dynamic) 

 

In (210a), may does not have the deontic reading when scoping over the progressive 

event of his reading a magazine. (210b) and (210c) are both infelicitous in normal 
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contexts when the progressive appears with the deontic main verbs allow and permit, and 

the phrase be willing to expressing willingness.  

 

–zhe 

As an imperfective marker, -zhe presents a durative, stative, and homogenous 

situation. -zhe often selects stative predicates, yet it can appear with dynamic verbs. 

When it does so, it has a progressive reading, see (211). 

 

(211) a. Qiche zai gonglu shang feichi –zhe.            

       car  at highway on  gallop IMPERF 

       Cars are galloping on the highway. 

     b. Ta shijin qiao   -zhe   men. 

       he hard knock IMPERF door 

       He is knocking hard at the door. 

 

-zhe with the progressive reading rarely appears in the scope of future modals for the 

same reason the progressive morpheme –zai does. (212) shows that like zai, –zhe can 

occur with the epistemic modal hui-P ‘may, will’, but does not favor modal auxiliaries 

and main verbs expressing deontic and dynamic modality. 

 

(212) a. Daoshihou, qiche hui zai gonglu shang feichi –zhe.        (Epistemic) 

       by then    car will at highway on gallop IMPERF 

       By then, cars will be galloping on the highway. 

     b. *Lisi keyi/dasuan da  -zhe    lanqiu                 (Deontic/Dynamic) 

        Lisi may/plan to play IMPERF basketball 

        Lisi may / plans to be playing basketball. 

 

-zhe suffixed to a dynamic predicate can appear within the complement of a future form 

when it is in the V1-zhe V2 construction. In such a construction, the clause with V1 
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subordinates to the clause with V2, providing a durative background for the second event 

(Li & Thompson 1981, Smith 1991), as shown in (213).  

 

(213) Ta keyi/xiang/dei     qi  –zhe  ma  she jian.           (Deontic/Dynamic)   

     he may/want to/have to ride ZHE horse shoot arrow 

     He may/wants to/have to shoot arrow while riding a horse. 

 

-zhe in (213) attaches to the dynamic verb qi ‘ride’ and is embedded in the complement of 

the future forms, presenting the first event as a durative background for the second event. 

–zhe is allowed in such a context because it does not directly interact with the future 

forms; it is the entire activity with its background that occurs in future. When –zhe 

attaching to dynamic predicates like qi ‘ride’ is immediately contained in the complement 

of a future form, the sentence often sounds incomplete or is ill-formed, as in (214). 

 

(214) a. ?? Ta keyi/xiang    qi –zhe      ma.            (Deontic/Dynamic)   

        he may/want to ride IMPERF horse 

        He may/wants to be riding the horse. 

     b. ?? Ta yuanyi    /yao    pao-zhe bu.             (Deontic) 

        he be willing to/need to run IMPERF 

        He is willing to/need to be runing. 

 

When -zhe is after a stative predicate, it can appear within the scope of a future modal 

verb either in the form of V1-zhe-V2 or V-zhe. In both cases, -zhe has the stative reading, 

signaling a stative and durative situation with invisible endpoints (Smith 1991), as (215) 

and (216) illustrate. 

 

(215) a. Ni   dei   zhan-zhe shuohua.                  (Deontic) 

you have to stand IMERF talk 

You have to talk while standing. 
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    b. Ni dei     zhan -zhe.                          

you have to stand IMPERF 

      You have to be standing. 

 

(216) a. Wo xiang tang -zhe   kan dianshi.               (Dynamic) 

I want to lie IMPERF watch TV 

I want to watch TV while lying. 

     b. Wo xiang tang -zhe. 

I want to lie IMPERF 

I want to be lying. 

 

In (215), -zhe attaching to the verb zhan ‘stand’ is under the scope of the deontic modal 

dei ‘have to’; in (216), -zhe after tang ‘lie’ is under the scope of the dynamic modal xiang 

‘want to’. In both sentences, -zhe presents a durative and homogenous state. Since stative 

situations are compatible with imperatives and dynamic modals, as shown in (217) and 

(218) below, it is not surprising that -zhe can appear with dynamic modals and deontic 

modals that convey imperative situations.  

 

(217) a. Bie zheme ruanruo!  

don’t so weak 

Don’t be so weak! 

    b. Xiaoxin! 

      careful 

      Be careful! 

    c. Zuo –zhe!                                     (Chao 1968: 249) 

      sit ZHE 

      ‘Be sitting / remain sitting!’ 
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(218) a. Ni yao jianqiang!                               (Deontic) 

       you need strong 

       You need to be strong! 

     b. Wo yuanyi      xiangxin ta.                     (Dynamic) 

       I  be willing to  believe  he 

       I am willing to believe him. 

 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, I investigated the interaction of the future modals and the aspectual 

morphemes. I explained why Chinese aspectual morphemes do not appear within the 

complement of a future modal in general. 

Based on Lin’s (2006) proposal that –le and -gou have a component of semantic 

past tense as part of their meaning, I detailed how the reference time of –le can be 

determined in and out of context. As for the interaction of –le/-guo and the future modals, 

I proposed that –le/-guo is incompatible with a future modal if –le/-guo and the future 

modal share the same RT and operate on the same situation. 

The fact that the progressive marker zai does not appear with root modals is not 

very surprising; a similar pattern is also found in English. Root modals do not favor 

progressives because it is not pragmatically feasible to permit or intend to perform an 

ongoing interval of an event. The imperfective morpheme –zhe can occur within the 

scope of root modals when suffixed to stative predicates, because in this case, -zhe 

presents a stative situation, which is compatible with the pragmatic uses of root modals, 

just as states. Unlike perfective morphemes, the temporal reference of imperfective 

morphemes is irrelevant in this regard. 

 



Chapter 6 Conclusion 
 

6.1 Summary of the study 

The aim of the study is to better understand how Mandarin as a tenseless language 

conveys futurity. I showed that similar to many other tenseless languages (e.g., Inuktitut 

Swift 2004, Kalaallisut Bittner 2005, and Guaraní Tonhauser 2006), futurity in Mandarin 

is primarily expressed by future adverbials and future forms conveying irrealis modality. 

Modal auxiliaries and future-oriented verbs are two major types of future forms and are 

the focus of the study.  

I drew on previous analyses of Chinese modal auxiliaries (Chao 1968, Li & 

Thompson 1981, Li 2004) and identified twenty forms as modal auxiliaries. I argued that 

the epistemic modals keneng ‘may’, yinggai ‘must’, and hui-NI ‘may’ do not have future 

as part of their semantics while all the other modal auxiliaries and modal main verbs do. 

This argument contradicts the claim that all modals uniformly expand the local time of 

their complements to the future (Condoravdi 2001, 2003) but is consistent with the view 

that root modals refer to the future (Stowell 2004, Werner 2006). 

I showed that future-in-past in Mandarin is conveyed by the same set of future 

forms occurring in past contexts. Factors contributing to the past interpretation of the 

future forms include the presence of past adverbials, the aspectual information of telicity, 

pragmatic knowledge, and contexts. The past future interpretation of a future form is 

often a result of the collaboration of these factors.  

I investigated the distribution of the aspectual morphemes in future situations 

introduced by the future forms. I showed that (1) the perfective markers –le and –guo do 

not appear with future modals except in special contexts, and (2) the progressive marker 

zai does not co-occur with root modals, whereas the imperfective marker –zhe with 

stative predicates does. I argued that the perfective morphemes and imperfective 

morphemes are incompatible with the future forms for different reasons. Whether –le and 

–guo appear with a future form depends on whether they share RT with the future form 

and whether they head AspP complement of the future form. Whether zai and –zhe can 

occur within the scope of a future form pertains to the compatibility of their aspectual 

meaning with the pragmatic meaning of the future form.  
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6.2 Future Studies 

A few questions remain. The methods Mandarin uses to express futurity are not 

limited to the auxiliaries and full verbs with future orientation. Conditionals, purpose 

clauses, potential structures, and so forth can all make reference to the future. It would be 

interesting to see how these constructions convey futurity and how they interact with the 

four aspectual morphemes. I expect that the four morphemes show the same distribution 

pattern as when they are with the future auxiliaries and future main verbs. 

The future expressions with modal meanings are not always necessary to express 

futurity. A sentence can convey the future reading without a future modal, as shown 

below. 

 

(219) A: Ta mingtian  lai  ma? 

he tomorrow come QM 

Will he come tomorrow? 

B: Ta  lai. 

      he come 

      He will come. 

 

(219) expresses a planned event located in the future. Without a future modal, speaker B 

is certain about what will happen. Futurity conveyed by such a sentence is called futurate 

by Copley (2002). The above example prompts one to ask: Is Copley’s analysis 

applicable to Chinese?  

When I discussed the temporal reference of the modal auxiliaries in Chapter 4, two 

modal auxiliaries stood out. One was hui ‘may’; the other was yinggai ‘must, should’. 

Three aspects of hui warrant further consideration. The first has to do with the types of 

modality hui conveys. Hui is often analyzed as an epistemic modal, yet as discussed in 

Section 2.2.2, hui can also express depositional and factual modality. A comprehensive 

analysis of the modality hui expresses is desirable. The second aspect for further 

consideration is hui’s plain future use. This use of hui resembles the plain future will, 

which Condoravdi (2003) argues expresses metaphysical modality. I would like to know 
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to what extent Condoravdi’s analysis of will holds for hui. The third question about hui 

that is yet to be investigated is why hui, when used in negations and interrogatives, 

behaves so differently from hui when it is used in positive statements, in terms of the 

temporal and modal meanings.  

Another interesting auxiliary is yinggai ‘should’, which can express epistemic 

modality and deontic modality. As discussed in Section 4.1.3, the modality that yinggai 

encodes depends on the situation type expressed by its complement. When the situation is 

stative, yinggai is an epistemic modal without future reference; when the situation is 

eventive, it is a deontic modal with future reference, as in (220). 

 

(220) a. Ni   shi ge congming ren, (ying)gai mingbai wode yisi. 

      you are CL smart person, ought to  know   my meaning 

      You’re smart. You must know what I mean. 

     b. Mali (ying)gai likai. 

       Mali should leave 

       Mali should leave. 

 

In addition, the deontic yinggai can co-occur with past adverbs to obtain a counterfactual 

reading and factual reading, as (221) illustrates. Following from my current work, I want 

to pursue further the different uses of yinggai within the framework of Kratzer (1981, 

1991). 

 

(221) a. Ta yinggai zuotian lai. 

     he should yesterday come 

      a) He should have come yesterday (but he didn’t). 

      b) He came yesterday, as he was supposed to. 

    b. Ni zao gai zheme zuo le. 

      you long ago this do LE 

a) You should have done this long ago (but you didn’t). 

b) You finally did it, although you should have done it a long time ago. 
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The last remaining question is about the perfective morpheme –le. I argued in 

Section 5.3.1 that –le after verbs like wang ‘forget’ and sha ‘kill’ is, in effect, an RVC. 

However, it is not clear to me why this is the case. A diachronic and synchronic 

investigation of the use of –le may help answer the question. I will undertake this 

investigation in the future.  
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